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"For the best
national and local

»1»») coverage,
1 depend on

Weathermation."
Dennis Feltgen, Director

Eyewitness News Meteorology
KSTP Channel 5, Minneapolis

Why does KSTP, one of the country's
largest and best equipped weather
facilities, count on WEATHERMATION
Color Remote Radar? Perhaps it's
because WEATHERMATION has the
most far-reaching dial up system in
the industry, with more digital
transmitters at more sites than any
other system. Perhaps it's because
only WEATHERMATION provides
simple telephone access to over 120
radar pictures. Or maybe it's because
WEATHERMATION is the most
cost-effective system on the market
today; as new sites are added, they
become available immediately to all
WEATHERMATION owners, complete
with map overlays at no extra charge.

At KSTP nine professional
meteorologists work 24 hours a day,
seven days a week to provide their
radio and television audiences with
over 200 weather reports a week.
"Country Day," KSTP's syndicated
early morning TV show broadcast by
30 stations reaching 13 states each
day, relies heavily on
WEATHERMATION for up-to-the-minute
weather information.

So, when timely accurate weather
news counts, take the word of the
pros. WEATHERMATION.

T.M

190 N.State St./Chicago, IL 60601 (312) 263-6921
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card
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4/
CMX SETS ITS MARK

ON FAST, EASY EDITING
Watch Our SMART KEYS Give You The Edge.

Imagine a revolutionary new editor with a set of
function keys that actually run along the edge of the

CRT with the CRT itself labeling the
keys. Press the right key for the
function you want it to perform;
then watch it take you through the
editing process. Gone forever is
the editor's search for a small key-
cap legend on a complex keybOard
The editor/machine interface is
reduced to the point of transparency.
We call these keys SMART KEYS.TM
We call our new editor THE EDGE.

The Standard -Setter
CMX is the company that set the standard for computer -

assisted editing over 11 years ago in broadcasting and
teleproduction. We made video tape editing a practical
art. Today we're still the standard.

Now we've taken the best and newest in microcomputer
technology and developed an editor that is priced to bring
truly sophisticated editing to everyone involved in post -
production.

We didn't stop being smart at the function keys. We've
reduced the operating mode buttons to three- MOTION,
EDIT and MARKS.

The MOTION mode, you guessed it, controls the motion
of the VTR's. Teamed up with our REEL MOTION
CONTROLS you get a combination that's hard to beat.
The motion controls are a joy to use and have the "feel"
of "reels" along with a Hold function that permits viewing
of tape at any speed.

The EDIT mode describes the type of edit-video.
audio 1, audio 2, transition type, split, and two general
purpose interfaces (GPI's) for control of external
automatic switchers, character generators,
digital video effects and still stores.

A super CMX exclusive lets you enter
the location of splits and GPI events
from audio -only or video content
without the use of numbers. This
mark function, the same as is used
to select edit points, can be performed
"on the fly" with user programmable
reaction time still under CMX's Reel
Motion Control.

'Orrox Corporation

The MARKS mode
allows full access to time
code numbers including
set, trim, backtime. and
transfer when you need
them, yet another CMX
exclusive.

Fastest Edits
For maximum speed THE EDGE does open-ended

edits automatically when you set "in" points and press
RECORD. By pressing ALL -STOP you can end the edit
with a clean "out" point. The Reel Motion Controls and
MARK IN/OUT buttons are then active to select the next
"in" points. The speed that these features provide is
a must in today's ENG world and whenever maximum
throughput is required of an editing system.

Along with Replay and Preview THE EDGE has
Source -only and Record -only previews. To meet your
critical speed requirements only THE EDGE provides
these previews for Out -Point Only as well as Full -Edit.

Other features you'd expect from the leader include
a CMX industry -standard Edit Decision List, mixing of
SMPTE time code and control track (pulse count) as well
as 1", 3/4" and 1/2" formats, built-in dissolve/fade, and
preview switcher.

Here's an amazing CMX editing package. And even
more unique is its price-starting at under $17,000
in the U.S.

Remember we're the ones who started it all in editing.
Every CMX video tape editing system ever installed
is still in service. CMX customers are supported by the
industry's largest force of editing system service specialists.

Set a new mark for yourself in editing speed and ease.
Get THE EDGE.

THE EDGE'

CMX
ORRO
The World Standard for Editing

Orrox Corporation, 3303 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 988.2000 Telex 910-338-0554
Chicago (312) 325-8488/Los Angeles (213) 980-7927/New York (212) 371-1122
International Representatives: Magna Techtronics Pty. Limited, Artarmon, N.S.W., Australia/Totsu, Tokyo, Japan
TeknoMerica, SA. Mexico City/F.W.O. Bauch Ltd., Hens, United Kingdom/
Thomson-CSF, Gennevilliers, France/GTC GmbH, 2070 Grosshansdorf. W. Germany
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AColossal
One-Inch Step
One -inch is the VTR format of the future. It's too
important a step forward for a scaled -up 3/4" or a
scaled -down 2" system. It deserves to be totally
original, with every advance designed in. That's
how we approached the new Hitachi HR -200, after
almost 20 years of experience making quad
machines. The result: a one -inch Type C VTR des-
tined to establish new broadcast standards every-
where. In every department, the Hitachi HR -200
is miles ahead of the one -inch competition!

Fast, sure, easy operation
Hitachi one -inch VTR's are Loaded with features-
many of them Hitachi exclusives. Like the brake
release for easier threading. Both video and audio
confider_ . A "B -wrap" configuration, fur reduced

precision moveable tape guide for easy
loa I ing, with an incredible 1 -micron tolerance that's
accurate for up to 2 million threadings! Plus a
sloped design and easier -to -see top mounted drum
fur still easier threading.

Dazzling performance extras
Imagine shuttling a 1 -hour tape end -to -end in just
80 seconds! It's possible, only on the Hitachi
HR -200, because an internal air compressor injects
a column of air int e tape guides to reduce
fricti acceleration. The same air

provides air for the non -contact air
drum, cushioning the tape when in the standby or
fast shuttle modes. For fumble -free shuttling and
jogging and fast editing, a single knob controls
both. There% audio spot erase capability. And a
Hall -Effect head on the third channel reads the time
code more accurately, regardless of tape speed.

A microprocessor makes the built-in editor the
most advanced you'll find today. And, just as im-
portant: it can be re-progranyned to interface with
editing systems of the future. Serial or parallel

logic for remote control? Both have advantages,
so Hitachi gives you both. Built-in cable com-

pensation boosts the signal so you can use
cable up to 300 feet.

Uniquely simple service
Serviceable components have been hu-

man -engineered for easy access and re-
placement. The PC modules are front -
mounted and can be removed in an instant.

The six heads come as a pre -aligned drum as-
sembly that snaps out and snaps back in minutes.

The HR -200 is available as a console, or for tabletop
use -or 19" rack mounting. Best of all, it costs no more
than ordinary 1 -inch VTR's!

Smallest Type C portable ever!
The HR -100 portable model has many of the HR -200
features, yet it's the smallest Type C portable in the
world. And the most serviceable too, with plug-in PC
modules. Die-cast uniblock construction makes the
HR -100 durable yet extremely light. And like the
HR -200, it has a non -dropout tape path. Plus an ex-
tended tape path for less edge wear, an auto back space
assemble editor, and 3 -way power with built-in battery
pack, AC adapter or external DC.

Take a big one -inch step. See the New Hitachi 1"

VTR's...today.

Hitachi ...Tomorrow's
technology today.
9 Regional Centers for Parts & Field Service
 New York  Chicago  Los Angeles Atlanta  Cincinnati
 Dallas  Denver  Seattle  Washington, D.C.

.© HITACHI
s:=> Hitachi Denshi Arnerica.Ltd.

175 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, New York 11797
516 921-7200
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BROADCAST INDUSTRY

UHF Task Force Seeks
Rule Changes
More moves in the UHF comparability
game came recently from the FCC,
which began a rulemaking based on
ideas from its UHF Comparability Task
Force.

The four proposed rule changes, if
adopted, would specify that channels
70 to 83, now allocated to land mobile
service, need not be included on receiv-
ers; require that tuning and reception
aids included in a set's VHF portion
also be included in the UHF portion;
and consolidate the channel selector
rules for better performance. The final
change would be a clarification of exist-
ing rules, stating that TV transmitters
need not be capable of operating at 110
percent authorized power. This would
save power costs for UHF operators.

Other task force recommendations
were not included in the rulemaking,
but were offered for comment. They
included experimentation to allow TV
stations to reduce aural power to less

10 percent of visual power, for
UHF power savings; an antenna mea-
surement program; a consumer infor-

mation. program; development of an
improved method for measuring weak
signal performance of TV receivers to
replace the inaccurate UHF noise fig-
ure; further evaluation of channel selec-
tion systems; and consideration of im-
proved technical planning tools for
more specific determination of cover-
age area.

Comments are due January 5, 1981,
and replies by February 19.

DBS Study Urges Free Rein
Marketplace forces will make regula-
tion of direct -broadcasting satellites
almost unneeded by the middle of the
decade, a study by the FCC staff has
concluded. The staff cited the study in
urging the Commission to take a
"hands off- approach toward direct
satellite broadcasting early in October.

DBS won't be practical until the
mid -1980s, the report says, by which
time other competitors - CATV,
STV, home video, and the like - will
be firmly ensconced in the broadcast
marketplace. will
need to be encouraged, not restricted.

The FCC has not adopted or acted on

ABC Golf Coverage Full Of Hot Air
ABC's coverage of golf tournaments
has really taken off with the addition of
the net's latest microwave vehicle -a
.helium -filled blimp.

The red zeppelin, built by Raven In-
dustries of Sioux Falls, S. Dak., has a
50 -pound microwave relay module
fastened to its underside. ABC en-
gineers worked with Tayburn Micro-
wave to design the module, which
covers a three -to -five mile trans-

mission radius when the blimp is 500
feet up.

Tethered with a high -strength cable
secured to a winch system, the blimp
allows more mobility to camera crews
covering golf toumaments and similar
stories.

Another Raven blimp aided ABC in
its exclusive coverage of the Camp
David summit talks, where relay tow-
ers were unfeasible.

ABC's rech"balloon" is 50
feet long and 17 feet in
diameter, with a special
inflatable fin structure

the report yet, but has asked for com-
ment by the broadcasting industry and
the public. It indicated, also, that it
would consider applications to provide
DBS services on an interim basis before
a definite policy is established.

Comsat is still alone in its proposal to
provide DBS service via a subsidiary,
Satellite Television Corp. (see BMIE,
April, 1980). No other firm has yet
spoken up with a definite DBS plan.

Ministation Proposal
Generates High Interest
The FCC's notice of proposed rulemak-
ing calling for the conversion of TV
translator stations into low -power
"ministations" permitted to originate
an unlimited amount of programming
has generated thousands of inquiries in
the weeks following its announcement.

While many of the inquiries are from
individuals with little broadcasting
knowledge, quite a number are from
groups that have seriously considered
the idea. One of these is Community
Television Network, a black -owned
group proposing to set up a network of
ministations that would link 14 cities.
Financing the net is Golden West
Broadcasting, which will use the sta-
tions as a vehicle for STV several hours
a day.

The proposed rulemaking, which
could result in thousands of new TV
stations, is designed to increase TV
service to areas that are now under -

served, especially rural areas, and to
increase minority ownership. Costs of
setting up and running such stations
would be significantly lower than for
regular VHF or UHF stations, making
ownership accessible to people for
whom the price of TV broadcasting has
been prohibitive. Coverage area, of
course, would be much smaller.

As outlined by the FCC, the rules
governing the ministations would allow
operators considerable latitude. While
they could originate unlimited amounts
of programming, they would not be re-
quired to originate programs at all, and
there would be no restrictions on pro-
gram types. They would also not be
required to construct studios. Unlim-
ited multiple ownership would be per-
missible, and no separate authorization
would be necessary for STV operation.
Duopoly and one -to -a -market rules
would apply, and the major national
nets would be prohibited from owning
low -power stations.

8 BM ,E NOVEMBER, 1980



Embarrassing questions
to ask audio

console salespeople
Sometimes it pays to ask questions. If the
subject is audio consoles, asking difficult
questions can be very revealing in comparing
one console to another. Here are some of the
questions that make most console salespeople
squirm.

Is the console "human engineered"? Does the
console have an esthetically "professional"
appearance? Is the layout well defined and
uncluttered? Are controls large? Do they fit the
hand? Are they well labelled and lighted? Do
they provide adequate visual feedback to affirm
the position of the control? Is console
nomenclature permanently engraved?

Easy to service? Are all components readily
accessible and isolated for individual servicing?
Are op -amps in plug-in sockets? Are there
service loops in the wiring harness? Are
extender boards provided? Are all wires
uniquely numbered and referenced to your
system documentation?

How responsive is the service department?
Can they provide a history of fast, efficient
customer service? Are they confi-
dent enough to furnish
a complete list of cus-
tomers for you to call?

ADM 1600
Audio Console

-Modest
but mighty.

How easy is installation? Is the console
completely assembled and ready to install? Are
installation points readily accessible? Are all
program inputs and outputs uniquely
transformer isolated?

How about specifications? Are the
manufacturers' published specifications
consistent and easily understandable or mired
in the game called "specsmanship"?

How good is reliability? Do all modules
receive three levels of testing? Does the total

system receive 4 levels of performance
verification? Do both the modules and system -
receive extensive burn -in?

Is the console backed by a 5 -year, all-inclusive
warranty? (Only ADM answers "yes" to that one.)

ADM and only ADM answers all of these
questions with a full, no weaseling, resounding
"YES"! The only question remaining is, when
would you like to talk to us about a new audio
console?

Fo- facts about our Series 3200, 2400, 1600, or
800 ADM Audio Consoles, contact ADM

Technology, Inc., 16005 Sturgeon,
Roseville, Michigan 48066. Phone

(313) 778-8400.
TLX 23-1114.

®
The
Audio
Company



News

Low -power stations would be secon-
dary to regular VHF and UHF stations;
they could be authorized on any VHF or
UHF channel. The minis would be free
of program log and ascertainment re-
quirements.

FCC chairman Charles Ferris, in a
separate statement, called the proposals
"highly innovative," saying that they
would encourage "a new breed of
broadcaster, and broadcast networks,
that are priced out of TV today."

Commissioners Lee and Washburn is-
sued separate concurring statements;
Washburn, however, objected to the
idea of unlimited multiple ownership.

RKO Spinoff Plan Meets
FCC Resistance
A plan by RKO General to save its
broadcast licenses by spinning them off
into a new subsidiary has failed to gain
FCC approval, dampening the com-
pany's hopes of hanging on to 12 radio
and one TV station.

The FCC refused to approve RKO's

b;or
II - the mar<et's newest video tape

editing system offers some sigricicant differences.
United Media has taken a totally new look at tie desires and

requirements of the industry in deve oping Commander II.
The results - a technologically superiot ediiiig system

at a significantly loner price.

I I I I

Like $40,000 for a complete
4 VTR system - any combination
of playback and record for multiple
format masters (expandable to
3 more VTR's plus switcher).
Like automatic switcher control
for double re-entry with 3
independent M/E amplifiers.
Like video levels variable in 10%
increments with mix rates from
1 to 999 frames.
Like automatic cut
listing with a single
keystroke - and
automatic list
management for
shortening,
lengthening or
rearranging scenes.

444

Now editors
can have a real choice.
judge for yourself -
call Bob Ricci
at 714/630-8020
today. u-('-c r=g;

4075 Leaverton Court, Anaheim CA 92807
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proposal, which would have created a
subsidiary called NewCo to hold the 13
licenses. The firm would also have in-
cluded the RKO Radio Network,
RKO's sales company, and RKO Tape.
None of the directors of RKO or Gen-
eral Tire would be permitted to serve in
NewCo; Richard W. Jencks, former
president of the CBS Broadcast Group,
came out of retirement to head the oper-
ation.

The Commission claimed that RKO
had not provided enough information
for it to find that the transfer would
serve the public interest. In addition,
the Commission continued, the propo-
sal did not prevent officials of RKO or
General Tire who were not board mem-
bers from joining NewCo. Several
other questions also stopped the com-
missioners from giving their approval.

They did not deny the proposal out-
right, however, and it is possible
that RKO may persevere with the
NewCo plan once it has thoroughly
studied the Commission's response.
The FCC action also put the license
renewals of the 13 stations up for
evidentiary hearings, which will not
take place until judicial review is com-
pleted in the original RKO case, involv-
ing TV outlets in Boston, Los Angeles,
and New York (see BM/E, March,
1980). RKO lost those three stations as
a result of one of the harshest rulings in
the FCC's history, which it is presently

Commissioner James Quello, "re-
luctantly concurring" in the action, de-
cried the "gross injustice of the first
RKO decision," basing his concur-
rence on the "guarantees that hearings
will not commence until court appeals
are completed." He was upset that in
both that first decision and the present
one, the Commission overruled the ad-
vice of the Broadcast Bureau (which
had recommended approval of the
spinoff).

Abbott Washburn, also concurring,
still defended the spinoff idea, saying
that its "rejection . . . compounds the
error of the majority's earlier decision
. . ." finding RKO guilty of wrong-
doing. He stated that the loss of the
three TV licenses was punishment
enough for RKO, adding, "I cannot see
how approval of the transfer could pos-
sibly encourage other broadcasters to
engage in the alleged conduct on which
the majority relied to deny RKO's re-
newals of WNAC-TV, WOR-TV, and
KHJ-TV."

AF Gears Up To Sell
Marconi Type C VTRs
Appointment this fall of AF Associates,
Northvale, N.J., as distributor of Mar-
coni TV studio products in the U.S.
bodes to be of major importance to tele-
production houses and broadcasters as
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Get a big story on the early
news instead of the late night edition
and you have a tremendous compet-
itive advantage. If the viewer watches
the early telecast, you stand a good
chance to hold him all evening.
And that means rating points!

The best way to beat the com-
petition is with a Bell JetRanger III.
It gets you into otherwise inacces-
sible areas. It lets you transmit live
up to 120 miles away, or tape and
transmit enroute. The story can be
on the air before you land.
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Bell's JetRanger III is a superior
ENG platform, offering low noise
and vibration, so you get sharper

pictures and cleaner audio. The large
cabin allows shooting from either side
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gmng you space, because there's plenty of
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an edge in
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share.

compartment, as well as in other
accessible storage areas.

Bell's JetRanger III. Backed by
the world's most extensive parts
and service system.

Would you like to see what one can do for you?
For more information on Bell helicopters designed for the communications industry,

contact Bell Helicopter Textron,
Department 698, Box 482, Fort Worth, Texas 76101, or call 817/280-2117.
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News

well as the two principals. For one
thing, AF becomes another major
source of Type C VTRs in the States,
joining the ranks of Ampex, Sony, 3M
(NEC), Hitachi, and RCA. It has not
been well known that the Marconi re-
corder, the MR -2, and the MTBC-2
TBC, produced under license agree-
ment with Ampex, are now almost en-
tirely made in the U.K. Only the scan-
ner mechanism and a few piece parts
are supplied by Ampex. Deliveries of

the Marconi -made machines will pre-
cede by several months those expected
to begin shortly from RCA. AF As-
sociates has 48 MR -2 VTRs and over
59 Marconi monitoring units ready for
placement with customers. Vice presi-
dent Lou Siricusano expects that over
65 units will be in the U.S. before NAB
1981.

Marconi Electronics, Inc. (USA),
which signed the agreement with AF
Associates, sees the pact as beneficial
to both companies. AF has gained con-
siderable expertise in the VTR market
as a result of its quad rebuild program

NOW, A High -Performance
STL-FM Audio Processor/

Stereo Generator

""
...T.' 271. nsaa

PIO MEM MO INV IS

Harris' New MSP-95 FM
Audio CPU

Designed specifically for FM sta-
tions using an STL Link, the MSP-
95 FM Audio Composite Proces-
sing Unit delivers studio program
fidelity to your remote FM trans-
mitter and listeners. Engineered
to match high-performance studio
equipment to an STL Link, the
MSP-95 increases listener satis-
faction.
The Harris MSP-95 inherits the
finest family traits: DSM (Digitally
Synthesized Modulation) and
DTR (Dynamic Transient Re-
sponse) circuitry from the MS -15
exciter and MS -15R remote
stereo generator. Superior field-

proven operation from the MSP-
90 FM stereo limiter. And there's
more. Active transformerless in-
puts for best transient response.
True peak reading LED displays
of all stereo functions. Precision
switches to control all important
functions tailoring individual
sound. A rare blend of utility and
technology for management and
engineering priorities.

For more information, contact
Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Products Division, P. 0. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301. 217-
222-8200.

nri HARRIS
COMMUNICATION ANC)
INFORMATION PROCESSING
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and its major systems installations
(large mobile vans, studios). The firm
will market, install, and maintain all
gear it sells. In addition to VTRs and
standards converters, the New Jersey
firm, with offices in Palo Alto, Calif.,
also expects to sell Marconi cameras. It
has recently increased its systems and
VTR field sales force. Marconi Elec-
tronics retains its office in Northvale
(the two companies are neighbors) and
intends to be active in television trans-
mitter sales as well as providing support
to its new distributor.

Closed Captioning On The
Rise
This fall has seen closed captioning of
TV programs increase 40 percent over
last spring, according to John E.D.
Ball, president of the National Caption-
ing Institute. NCI captions network and
non -network programs to make them
accessible to hearing -impaired viewers
whose receivers are equipped with spe-
cial decoders.

A total of 221/2 hours of program-
ming on ABC, NBC, and PBS will be
captioned by the end of this year, NCI
reports, including such shows as Little
House on the Prairie, Barney Miller,
and Masterpiece Theatre. NBC's Sho-
gun miniseries, which ran away with
ratings in September, was also cap-
tioned by NCI.

Advertisers are also taking notice of
the hearing -impaired audience, with
Procter & Gamble, Sears, Roebuck and
Co., and Kraft, Inc. calling on NCI to
caption their new commercials. AT&T,
GTE, and IBM are a few others on the
list.

In addition, NCI will caption 600
hours of programming for the U.S. De-
partment of Education over the next
three years, including one show, Que
Pasa, to be captioned in both English
and Spanish. The programs will be
made available to schools; many will be
broadcast by PBS.

Corrections -

In The Source, BM/E's September
buyers' guide, Frezzolini Electronics
was inadvertently omitted from section
4 of the Instant Source Locator, "Light-
ing." Frezzi should be listed under
"Lamps" and "Lighting heads,
stands, and fixtures." These products
should also appear under the Frezzolini
listing in the manufacturer's section.

A printer's error listed Clear/Com
Intercom Systems as making "hand-

wired" intercoms. Clear/Corn's inter-
coms are hardwired.

Also in September, the Business
Briefs section erroneously reported that
Avab America had moved. The firm
remains at its offices at 967 Howard
St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Budgeting For a "Super editor"?

Get a Wmctihil) and Save Enough
To Buy a Tempo 76 Too!

You don't have to spend a fortune to get the creative flexibility,
speed and convenience that you want in a videotape editor.

Over 400 Tempo 76 and Vanguard
editing systems are in service at post -
production facilities all over the world. No
one else in our price/performance bracket
has more editing systems in operation.

The reason for our success? Simply
this: Tempo and Vanguard offer higher
performance and more features for the
money than any other editing systems
available.

Tempo provides A/B roll editing
capability with up to 3 decks and a
switcher. Vanguard provides A/B roll and
A/B/C/D sync'd roll editing capabilities
with up to 5 decks and a switcher, and
also gives you selectable preroll, postroll
and operator reaction times.

Both Tempo and Vanguard share an
impressive list of features rarely found in
their price ranges:

 Modularity - Your editing system can
grow as you do.

 SMPTE or Control Track
Operation - Edit with or without
SMPTE code, or through time code
dropouts.

 Interfaces - for over 40 makes and
models of decks: quads, 1" types A,
B & C, 3/4" VCRs, audio decks, and
the Rank Cintel Mk IIIB.

 VaraScan'" - Variable speed tape
search control allows continuously
variable forward/reverse tape
shuttle from high speed to freeze
frame. Tempo can be equipped with
one assignable VaraScan'" control;
Vanguard can be equipped with
dual controls. Also available on
Vanguard is SmartScan'", which
allows the system to memorize and
perform variable speed edits, edit
compression/expansion & a variety
of other variable motion edit effects.

 Edit Lists - Tempo can store up to
300 edit decisions; Vanguard, up to
999. Both feature powerful,
uncomplicated edit list management
and the full range of edit list I/O
options.

 Auto -Assembly - Tempo perfOrms
auto -assemblies from up to 2
source decks; Vanguard can draw
upon up to 4 source decks.
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

 Human Engineered Operator
Consoles - Dedicated function
keyboards for fast, efficient entry of
edit and split times, switcher
control commands and tape deck
motion control commands. Large,
well organized edit parameter
displays.

And to cap -off this impressive list of
features, we back-up Tempo and
Vanguard editing systems with a complete
line of compatible SMPTE code
equipment, routing switchers and editing
production switchers.

Find out why creative editing doesn't
have to cost a fortune. Call or write us
today. Datatron, Inc./Video Systems
Division, P.O. Box 11427, Santa Ana, CA
92711, Telephone (714) 544-9970.

datatron, inc.
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
We Make Creative Editing Affordable



News Briefs

The U.S. House of Representatives
passed a bill in late September to pro-
tect newsrooms against police
searches if the subject of the search is
not accused of a crime. The Senate
voted in a similar bill in August . . . .

Cosmos Broadcasting, operator of four
VHF network affiliates and two radio
stations, will purchase Orion Broad-
casting for $110,000,000 pending FCC
approval. Cosmos will get Orion's

WAVE -TV, Louisville, WFIE-TV,
Evansville, Ind., and WMT-AM/FM,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; WMT-TV, Cedar
Rapids, WFRV-TV, Green Bay,
Wisc., WJMN-TV, Escanaba, Mich.,
and WAVE -AM, Louisville, will be
sold to satisfy FCC requirements . . . .

The FCC has granted Mauna Kea
Broadcasting of Honolulu a CP for con-
struction of a new UHF outlet.

With the addition of 49 stations since
last April, CBS Radio Network has
grown to 375 affiliates . . . . Robert
K. King, senior VP of Capital Cities
Communications and chairman of the

Model 3260 NTSC
Sync Pulse
Generator...
More than 7,000 dependable G VGTm
950 Series sync generators have been
sold... that's performance!

Now the all -new 3260 rep/aces the 950 Series with
a more advanced, stable system. A new system
with GVG 'proven by performance' reliability p/us!

Features such as composite video genlock, SC/H
phase free run mode, and output pulse drivers
with color black outputs put the 3260 Sync
Generator at the top of the list for today's system
requirements.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP,
P.O. BOX '1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA
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NAB TV board of directors, says the
FCC has not adequately investigated
the technical ramifications of increas-
ing the number of radio and TV stations
. . . . NAB says it's encouraged by the
Justice Dept.'s proposed guidelines on
open trials, but believes they should be
strengthened and made more specific
. . . . A 20 -minute cassette tape assist-
ing broadcasters in complying with
EEO requirements is available from
NAB. Order from Judy Meehan, Publi-
cations Manager, NAB, 1771 N Street
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

A new weather satellite, GOES -D,
was launched at Cape Canaveral early
in September. It was built for NOAA by
Hughes Aircraft . . . . Pioneer's laser
videodisc system is now available in 15
cities across the country . . . . The
NCTA is developing suggested teletext
and videotex standards for submis-
sion to the FCC.

The Commission has denied a peti-
tion from the National Citizens Com-
mittee for Broadcasting seeking a
180 -day time limit for action on rule-
making petitions . . . . Phase 2 of the
FCC's fee refund program has begun;
for information call (800) 424-2901
. . . . Copies of the FCC's political
broadcasting primer are available
from the Office of Public Affairs, Con-
sumer Assistance and Information
Div., Room 258-A, 1919 M Street
NW, Washington, D.C. 20554.

Business Briefs

California Microwave has acquired
Satellite Transmission Systems of
Hauppauge, N.Y., an earth station
equipment manufacturer . . . . Broad-
cast Electronics has relocated the
manufacture of the entire line of QRK
broadcast studio equipment from
Fresno, Calif. to its expanded plant in
Quincy, Ill.

The NTV Network, headquartered
in Kearney, Neb., is installing RCA
TTG-30 transmitters at its four Ne-
braska stations. The transaction is
valued at over $1 million. Also buying
RCA transmitters is Summit Com-
munications of Winston-Salem, N.C.,
which has ordered two BTA-5S 5 kW
AM transmitters . . . . RCA Cable -
vision Systems has won a $21 million
contract from UA-Columbia Cable -
vision of San Antonio to supply equip-
ment and installation for a major CATV
system . . . . Ampex has delivered five
BCC -10 color cameras and 10 control
units to KPRC-TV, Houston. Four
more BCC -10s are on the way . . . .

Digital Magnetics of Los Angeles has
outfitted itself with a full complement
of Sony digital audio equipment, in-
cluding two complete PCM systems, a
BVE-500 editor, and a pair of APM-8
speakers.
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Do you know the score?

OGLER
NTENNAS

KMXN

OTHER116
ANTENNAS

WUHF

WCGV

NEW STATIONS 1980

KADN"-- TWSFJ WMDT WHMC WRTS KCWYWXAO

KNDU WDDD I WFTI WLYJ KTEO WGVA

KAUT

[KNBN

WIVE

WOOW

WFUM

i WTJC

If you're involved in broadcasting systems you know us. But a -_-e you aware that in UHF

we're now also the biggest as well as the best! The fact that this year a vast majority of

all new UHF TV stations have gone on the air with a Bogner antenna is only part of the

story. Since 1964 we have put into broadcast use more than 600 slot arrays, with over thirty 55kw

to 200kw slot antennas during the past three years alone, Antennas that are all still meeting their
promise-trouble-free, dependable operation with solid coverage.

Put together all the qualities you want in your antenna: exceptionalperformance, proven
durability, economy and on -time delivery, and you'll know the score about Bogner. We have

competitors but no equal.
Prove it to yourself. Talk to the stations listed above (or call Len King for the names

of all TV stations using Bogner manufactured antennas). Find out first hand why Bogner is
the champion of UHF antennas. Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp., 401 Railroad Avenue,

Westbury, New York 11590, (516) 997-7800.

BOGNER
CHAMPIONSHIP BROADCAST ANTENNAS
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Beyer. We make the best
broadcast mics,too.

In recording studios, concert halls and theatres worldwide, Beyer is the
premier name in microphones. Loved by performers and respected by engineers.

Now that same Beyer quality is available in a full line of innovative broad-
cast microphones, to meet every need and solve every problem.

The Beyer MCE 5 is the world's smallest electret condenser and provides
true broadcast -quality audio from a 7 x 23 mm. cylinder weighing just 6.5grams.
It has wide frequency response, but is immune to most body noises. And you can hide it
almost anywhere and connect it to a cable or a wireless transmitter.

If you can't get the mic near the sound source, try our Beyer MC 717 shotgun. It
has a directional gain of at least 20 dB and a 40-20K frequency response.

The MC 717 is part of a modular condenser mic system consisting of six
different transducer capsules plus amplifiers and phantom power supplies that
can be perfectly tailored for a wide range of broadcast situations. They're all
ruggedly built to handle ENG as well as studio work and can accept tempera-
tures up to 160° and 99% humidity.

Other mics include: the M 55 - an omni-directional dynamic mic
that is especially suited for reporters and field interviews; the M 69 -a
uni-directional hypercardioid dynamic mic that is perfect for an-
nouncers on TV and a studio mic in radio stations; the M 88 -a
uni-directional cardioid dynamic mic with warm and full bass re-
sponse that is ideal for booth or radio announce. This is easily one
of the best mics in the business - with a special suspension that
eliminates transmitted noise if hand held. Our M 201 is
another microphone with excellent vocal characteristics
that is favored by singers and reporters alike.

There are many more mics in the Beyer line, plus
stands, booms, headsets and accessories. Visit
your local Beyer distributor for more information
and specs.

BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.
5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801  (516) 935-8000

In Canada, H. Roy Gray, Ltd. M 69
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A DIO
PROGRAMMING & PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

The Computer Opens A New
Level Of Audience Research

COMPUTERS ARE DOING a startling vari-
ety of things in radio stations, beyond
the program automation and business
automation that have been common for
a long time. It is apparent that under-
standing and creativity on the part of the
user can keep opening new roles for
computers, with no limit in sight.

The establishment of audience mea-
surement as a far more detailed, spe-
cific, and useful management tool than
it has generally been in the past is
another computer -mediated advance.
This advance of computer power has
come from a fairly new firm, the Radio
Information Center, and in particular
from its founder and head, Maurie
Webster.

Leaving the management group at
CBS in 1973, Webster first went to
Compunet, which specialized in auto-
mation systems. In 1976 he set up his
own business, the Webster Group, to
act as management consultants to radio
broadcasters, with emphasis on sales
tools that are effective in competition
with newspapers.

Webster's work with radio manage-
ments convinced him that programmers
can act much more effectively if they
know the many facts about the audience
that are ordinarily buried in the
ratings -book figures. A few pro-
grammers and station managers were
taking the trouble to dig some of these
facts out of the Arbitron reports. But the
effort was usually time-consuming and
expensive, with results tending to ar-

rive too late to be useful.
What if a station management could

have, in a few days or a week, a tabula-
tion of facts about its and its rivals'
audiences, showing strengths and
weaknesses of every period in the day's
programming for each part of the mar-
ket demographics? Knowing where you
are low is the first step on the road to
improvement.

In mid -1979, Webster set up the
Radio Information Center to produce a
large series of audience measurement
figures of this kind and others. RIC
contracted for computer time on a large
machine (IBM 370), and Webster
worked with computer experts to de-
velop the necessary programs.

The subscriber report he developed
includes a standard list of 30 individual
reports (see table) presented under the
general title of "The Analyst." Six of
the tables show trends, as can be seen:
the changes as compared with the year
and the six-month point before, includ-
ing market listening, market AM vs.
FM listening, stations by daypart, ranks
of increase or decrease, one -station
quarter-hour shifts, and one -station
cume shifts.

An example of one actual trend re-
port - "Changes, Stations by Day -
part" - with pseudonymous call let-
ters, shows the kind of detail Webster
provides. One section covers average
quarter-hour figures for men 18-34
for six stations (including, of course,
the subscriber), in the April/May 1979

Table Of Reports
TRENDS

CHANGES / MARKET LISTENING

CHANGES / MARKET AM VS FM LISTENING

CHANGES / STATIONS BY DAYPART

CHANGES / RANKS OF INCREASE OR DECREASE

CHANGES / ONE STATION ASH SHIFTS

CHANGES / ONE STATION CAME SHIFTS

MARKET
MARKET POPULATION PROFILE

MARKET HOURLY LISTENING

MARKET REACH BY DAYPARTS

RADIO'S DEMOGRAPHIC APPEAL IN THIS MARKET

MARKET DAILY LISTENING TIME

HOME VS OUTSIDE STATION LISTENING

MARKET AM VS FM LISTENING BY DEMOS

MARKET LISTENING TO VARIOUS FORMATS

TARGET GROUPS. BEST LISTENING TIMES

TARGET GROUPS: BIGGEST STATION AUDIENCES

0 N E

ONE STATION,

ONE STATION.

ONE STATION,

ONE STATION.

ONE STATION.

STATION
DEMOGRAPHIC SHARES

TARGET AUDIENCE RANKS BY DAYPARTS

BEST TARGET GROUP AUDIENCES

AUDIENCE SHARE, SIZE, LISTENING TIME

DEMOGRAPHIC CUME REACH BY DAYPARTS

ALL STATIONS
STATIONS'

STATIONS'

STATIONS'

STATIONS'

STATIONS'

AGE PROFILES

HOURLY AUDIENCE SHARES (M -F, SAT, SUN)

CUME REACH BY DAYPARTS

TURNOVER REPORT

DAILY LISTENING TIME

STATIONS' WEEKLY SCHEDULE REACH

STATIONS' TSA AUDIENCE INCREASES

STATIONS' EXCLUSIVE CUME SHARES

GENERAL
AUDIENCE RANKING REPORTS

CPM RATE COMPARISON WORKSHEET

ratings, the October/November 1979
ratings, and the April/May 1980 rat-
ings.

First is shown Monday to Sunday,
6:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight, then the
figures for each daypart, Monday
through Friday, then Saturday and
Sunday. For this one central demo-
graphic group, the station programmer
can see just when he improved, or
weakened, in comparison with his main
competitors. Station "WBBB," for
example, was generally on top
throughout the day, but was weak in
morning drive time. Station "WFFF"
was weaker throughout, but did main-
tain its general level in morning drive.
Moreover, WFFF rose several points in
each daypart over the year covered.

This kind of information comes in
clear tabulations for all the demo-
graphic groups, for all dayparts, for the
subscriber and at least two competitors
(more can be ordered). The program
management can pinpoint every prob-
lem area and determine which program
segments are doing well with which
listeners much more exactly than has
been possible with the "raw" ratings
figures. This guides programming de-
cisions effectively toward audience
building.

It also allows "cross -promotion,"
with the station using its strong pro-
gramming sectors to enhance interest in
the whole station performance.

The "gains/losses" information is
presented in another very useful way: a
tabulation of "ranks of increase or de-
crease" over the year covered, for full
week performance, in each demo-
graphic target group, shown for both
average quarter-hour and cume figures.
Is anybody moving up on you as com-
petition for your main target group?
Where are the main threats? Are you
slipping in any specific area?

As noted above, the "trends" tables
cover a number of other important facts
on movement through a year's period,
including the significant trend of over-
all radio listening in the market, and the
trend of AM vs. FM listening. These
facts are vitally significant in evaluat-
ing a station's performance.

Other sections of the table supply
new statistical understanding not previ-
ously available to radio managements,
such as "Home vs. Outside Station Lis-
tening" and "Market Listening To Var-
ious Formats." The underlying facts
may have been apparent in a gener-
alized way, but not in the specific terms
supplied by these reports. Other sec-
tions also have information clearly of
great value in program planning, such
as tie turnover report: are we holding
on to our listeners? How well is the
competition holding its listeners? Sta-
tion age profiles show which stations
are reaching which parts of the audi-
ence. It sometimes happens that a sta-

41/4
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"Our
Auditronics
on -air and
production
consoles
pay off
three ways",
says Chuck Cooper. General Manager of
WKOR in Starkville, Mississippi. "When
it came time to rebuild this station, we
wanted to go first-class all the way to
the tower. Of course, that meant start-
ing with first-class consoles for both on -

air and production. But when you own a
1 kW station in a small market, you've
got a modest budget to work within,
and you can't afford to make a mis-
take."

"So we took our CE, PD and Op. Mgr. to
NAB to look at everybody's hardware
with an open mind to make sure we got
the best value for our money. We be-
lieve we got it in our two Auditronics
110 consoles. First, our on -the -air peo-
ple love the Auditronics boards, and be-
ing able to show this type of equipment
helps us to attract the level of talent we
want."

"Second, in a small market like ours, the
stations do most of the commercial
production, and the quality we get out
of this Auditronics production board
has helped us capture 80% of the pro-
duction work in The Golden Triangle.
Third. the Auditronics boards give us an
audibly superior on -air quality that sells
very well to our advertisers, and that's
the real bottom line."

If you'd like to know more of what
WKOR's Chuck Cooper and 500 other
satisfied users in both small and large
markets have learned about Audi-
tronics console quality and pay -back.
circle reader service number or call us
for complete information and the name
of your nearest demonstrating Audi-
tronics dealer.

auditronicr. inc.
3750 Old Getwel I Road
Memphis, Tennessee 38118
(901) 362-1350



Radio Programming

tion with what seemed to be a noncom-
petitive format is actually the main
competitor: the station age profiles can
bring this out.

TSA audience increases are interest-
ing because an additional factor is in-
volved: the station's signal strength
outside the metro area. If a station is
doing poorly outside the metro, signal
levels in the relevant areas shquld be
measured. Probably every management
has a general idea of the station's per-
formance outside the metro, but spe-

cific figures can guide actions that may
be needed.

Programmers can study the list of
reports shown in the table for other
tabulations that will help them. Sub-
scribers to Arbitron may want to try
their own extraction of some of the
data, if one or two tabulations seem
especially important. But Maurie
Webster's computer will, of course, do
the job many times as fast, with very
high accuracy. Anyone who is in-
terested can reach him at the Radio In-
formation Center, 575 Lexington Av-
enue, New York, N.Y. 10022, tele-
phone (212) 371-4828. BM/E

BM/ E's Program Marketplace

Syndicators

Where They Are Now

Bonneville Broadcast Consultants
274 County Road
Tenafly, N.J. 07870
Tel.: (201) 567-8800

THE FIRST ARTICLE in BM/E's program
coverage, in the January, 1977 issue,
was a profile of Bonneville Broadcast
Consultants. This ;syndicator, along
with Schulke Stereo Productions, had
an originating role in the creation of the
Beautiful Music format as a main factor
in radio programming. Bonneville
started 10 years ago (the anniversary
falls just about as this sees print), and
the operation has been a success from
the first year.

The initial drive, as described in the
January 1977 article, was to put out
Beautiful Music of top technical qual-
ity, arranged in effective sequences for
the "matched flow" quality that be-
came the great contribution of the early
Beautiful Music. "Matched flow,"
considered in more general terms as
applying to the sequenced effects of any
kind of music, is universally recog-
nized now as an essential element of
most popular music programming. The
listener is carried forward strongly from
one number to the next, not by a com-
plete sameness (that would certainly
become a tuneout), but by a well -
planned rise and fall of mood and pace
to sustain interest, without abrupt
shifts, also prime causes of tuneout.

Bonneville is still producing Beauti-
ful Music with these characteristics,
and new subscribers are winning radio
market battles with the format: In an
interview at the NRBA convention in
Los Angeles, Bonneville president
Marlin Taylor, one of the founders and
key figures in the Beautiful Music pro-

gram development, told BMIE about a
few of the latest successes. Those noted
here represent, of course, a very small
sampling of the Bonneville Beautiful
Music stations that are maintaining top
positions in many markets. KJYE in
Honolulu joined in March, 1980 and
tripled its audience in the next few
months. WEAZ (formerly WDVR) in
Philadelphia, where Marlin Taylor
programmed Beautiful Music as a pro-
gram director 18 years ago, recently
decided that doing their own pro-
gramming was too burdensome and
turned to Bonneville. No ratings have
been determined in the meantime, but
audience response has indicated a
strong upsurge. WFOG in Norfolk,
Va., was experiencing difficulties and
called in the Bonneville team for con-
sultation. The management is now
satisfied that the station is on the way to
a very healthy operation.

The last example points to a new
strong part of the Bonneville operation.
One of the changes is an opening of new
format directions, administered in a
new way. Alongside the Beautiful
Music operation, Bonneville is now
developing programs in Adult Contem-
porary, MOR, Rock, and Country
music. These formats are developed by
a scheme that Bonneville calls the "to-
tally tailored format." A comprehen-
sive consultation by the Bonneville
staff with the station management de-
termines the exact form the station's
programming should take, with the
competition, the market demographics,
the station's staff and facilities all con-
sidered. The determination will cover
in detail what kind of music the station
needs, in what precise sequence, for
each part of the day.

Bonneville then takes this detailed
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Program Marketplace

plan to its computer, which holds in its
memory several thousand music titles,
each one coded for 14 different charac-
teristics. The characteristics of the
music needed during each part of the
day are punched into the computer, and
in a short time the computer produces a
complete playlist for the station.

This playlist is available in hard copy
for sending to the station. If the station
has its own computer, the Bonneville

computer can be set to transmit the in-
formation directly in computer lan-
guage to the station's computer. The
latter then makes the readout.

Obviously, this greatly speeds the
delivery of the information to the sub-
scribing station. It is just one of the
many ways that computers are serving
broadcasters, the main theme of this
issue, which is illustrated in several of
the feature articles.

This computerized playlist creation
and delivery speed are not just extras.
Bonneville and the subscribing station

better believe it!
The Ferrograph RTS2
test set can reduce
audio test time up to 30%.
Here's how. You connect only o single input
and output lead to the component under test. You
perform all routine checks for frequency response,
distortion, wow and flutter, signal-to-noise ratio, drift,
gain, input sensitivity, output power and more just by
pushing buttons with this single instrument. You read the
results directly in percent or dB so there's no arithmetic or
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Ferrograph RTS2 speeds your testing of tape
recorders in all formats, turntables, preamps, line and
power amps, equalizers and other signal processing
components. It's easier and faster to use than separate
test instruments; yet, it costs far less than other all -function
test sets. For complete specifications, and details about
how you can acquire the RTS2 at no risk, circle reader
service number or contact: Neal Ferrograph USA, Inc.
652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06906,
(203) 348-1045/Telex: 64-3678.
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watch the market from day to day, and
also watch developments in popular
music. The details of the playlist are
altered weekly, or even daily, if
changes seem desirable. Taylor pointed
out that a revised playlist can be devel-
oped and can reach a station with its
own computer, all in an hour or less.

The totally tailored format is already
doing well for several stations and for
Bonneville. It is a major part of the
company's large increase in consulta-
tive operations for radio stations cover-
ing every aspect of operation - sales,
promotion, technical performance, as
well as programming. The Bonneville
staff has recently grown to 22 persons,
and a team can be assembled for station
consultations with experts of various
kinds. The staff now includes well -

seasoned programmers for each of the
popular music formats, and their skills
go into the development of the com-
puter material and classificatory titles
on which the system depends.

Another enlargement of scope for
Bonneville now getting underway is the
production of specials - long, one-
time programs on a variety of themes.
Bonneville has made some specials for
a number of years. Taylor told BMIE
that this activity is due for a large in-
crease.

Two examples are brand-new and
were, in fact, announced at the NRBA
convention: a four-hour program called
"An American Country Christmas,"
and another four-hour program called
"An American Country New Year."
Both include interviews with the stars,
looks at the great in Country music, as
well as a lot of the music. The New
Year program has a look ahead for
Country music in 1981, based on the
predictions of a number of experts. The
list of guests reads like a list of Country
greats. The programs have been put to-
gether by Dick Broderick and Brad
McCuen, both extremely well-known
as expert programmers in the field.

Taylor made the point that the "to-
tally tailored format," with its capacity
for nearly instant response to the market
and to popular music developments,
has become a necessity as radio gets
more competitive. A station has to be
fine-tuned to stay on top in many mar-
kets. The same intensifying of competi-
tion motivates Bonneville's continuing
fanaticism on technical quality. This
was at a high level in the very begin-
ning, and was a main factor in getting
Beautiful Music to the point of large
technical influence in radio program-
ming.

But Taylor says he is convinced that
neither the syndicator nor the station
can rest today on "good" audio. There
must be a continuing drive to get the
audio up to the top with state-of-the-art
equipment, increasingly a necessity for
radio survival. BM/E
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The VPR-2B Edge.
Smooth as Silk
Slow Motion.
The VPR-2B. Its intelligent design and
creative editing give you the edge. But we
didn't stop there.

The Ampex edge really comes through
with our smooth as silk slow motion! The
VPR-2B's special effects-forward and
reverse slow motion as well as still pictures
-are as smooth and free of distortion as
anything you'll find in videotape production.

This flawless performance comes
from our AST"' tracking system option. After
all, we invented the AST using a flexible bi-
morph strip to optimize head -to -tape contact
over the entire deflection range.

Include Our Slow Motion Controller
and Cue Locator for the Ultimate in
Special Effects. All From Ampex.
Two accessories from Ampex can really
make a difference in your total production
capabilities. And each are top performers
in the Ampex tradition.

Take our STC-100 Multipoint Search
To Cue. Its memory can store up to 99 auto
cue points or 99 still recordings for quick
recall. In addition, the STC-100 can store its
memory on tape for recall by another
STC-100 in another location.

Now add our SMC-100 Slow Motion
Controller and you've got remote speed
control for operations like normal speed
playback, variable slow motion in forward
and reverse, freeze frame, variable speed
shuttling, and automatic cue point.

The Ampex Edge. It's experience. It's
design excellence. It's performance when
and where you need it.

And there's only one place to get it.
Call your Ampex representative today.

Get the Ampex Edge.

Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems Division
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063
415/367-2011
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No matter what
your company's
production specialty,
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the American Data
complete line of video
production systems
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NIWS Fills The Information Gap

GIVEN THE SEEMINGLY unlimited appe-
tite for news that the viewing public has
shown, local stations have been in a
quandary as to how to fill that pit with
quality news programming. Even sta-
tions in the largest markets have
budgetary limits that make it difficult to
consistently come up with quality mate-
rial outside the realm of breaking news.
With many markets doing from two to
three hours of daily news program-
ming, the problem is how to fill that
time with interesting quality material?

News and Information Weekly Ser-
vice (NIWS) is a new syndication ser-
vice that believes it has an answer for
that local news appetite. NIWS com-
bines elements of current offerings
from both the network affiliate feeds
and the news feature services.

While NIWS will be a producer, it
will also be a major purchaser of out-
side material. This could be of prime
interest to those stations that produce
quality news pieces and multipart series
but have little or no market for that
work. Many stations have been reluc-
tant to send pieces to the network syn-
dication services because of the pay
scale. NIWS officials won't quote
exact figures, but it is known that they
plan to pay a higher amount for ac-
cepted material than the networks.

"We're looking for quality material
with a hard news peg or strong informa-
tional value," says Don Ross, VP and
news director.

NIWS will offer to its member sta-
tions a weekly package of 15 to 20
stories. These will include pieces by its
stable of regular contributors. Carl T.
Rowan will furnish one-on-one inter-
views with Washington newsmakers
and analyses. Dr. Art Ulene, currently
featured on the Today show, will pro-
vide health features. Doug Llewelyn
will cover the entertainment beat from
Hollywood. Dr. Art Mollen will have
reports on keeping fit. Robert Rosefsky
will specialize on financial advice.

The service will also provide sports
features aimed at the non -sports fan and
a historical piece based on film from the
old Pathe Newsreel. In addition to the
pieces that NIWS will produce itself, a
group of what are called "core sta-
tions" will provide news stories and
multipart series. Some of the stations

involved are WDVM, Washington,
WFAA, Dallas, WHAS, Louisville,
KTVI, St. Louis, WTMJ, Milwaukee,
KTLA, Los Angeles, KCRA, Sacra-
mento, and to make the syndication
service international, CITY, Toronto.
NIWS will be limited to one station per
market, but will accept material from
any station that it feels produces
superior reports.

When NIWS goes on line, it will
have a four -week backlog of material.
Stations will then have a month in
which to air the material. That should
give members both a wide range of ma-
terial and time to use it. Four weeks of
NIWS material will comprise about 60
to 80 pieces. That should go a long way
toward slaking hungry news appetites.

Ross hopes there will be a flood of
good material so that the number of
pieces on the weekly reel could go as
high as 25 to 30.

David Salzman is the force behind
NIWS, which is a joint venture between
his company, United Software As-
sociates, and Telepictures Corporation.

NIWS has also taken on the services
of news consultants McHugh -Hoff-
man, who will provide research backup
on viewer preferences.

While the pieces supplied by NIWS
will be complete in and of themselves,
it is being stressed that most of the ma-
terial could act as a springboard for
localized versions. For example, if
there is a multipart series on the pre-
paredness of the National Guard, the
member station could check out the
local Guard unit to see how it stacks up
against units elsewhere.

Several news executives polled feel
NIWS will be a valuable addition to the
breadth of their news coverage if it lives
up to its claims. "We need to bring in as
much material as possible on events
which our audience needs to know
about," says W. Vincent Burke, VP,
news at WHAS, "and we're interested
in anything that can help us do a better
job."

Mike Buchanan, executive producer
at WDVM, holds similar hopes for
NIWS but also takes a more pragmatic
view: "Thanksgiving and Christmas
week it is going to be a Godsend," to
have good news pieces sitting on
otherwise bare shelves. BM/E
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DID YOU KNOW...
Vital Industries manufactures the SQUEEZOOMthe only multiple channel video manipulationunit in use throughout the world?
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immediately?
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GETTING THE BUGS OUT:

THE LATEST

ON NEWSROOM
COMPUTERS
Fitting computers to the special needs
of broadcast newsrooms has not been
without snags. But trial by fire in
working newsrooms has ironed out the
kinks that beset the pioneers of this new
technology.

THE MANAGEMENT AT KCBS all -news radio in San Fran-
cisco has one big advantage over other broadcasters who
are interested in computerizing their newsrooms -
they've already done it. The first experience, though, was
a compromise system using a computer not designed for
broadcasting. In 1977, CBS and UPI began an experiment
to see if computerization would work as well for broadcas-
ters as it had for newspapers and wire services.

It did. But not without problems.
The main problem was the UPI computer. It works very

well for what it was designed for: the high-speed delivery
of copy to UPI's many clients who set type by computer.
The manipulation of that copy by the client was minimal
since there was already agreement on what form the end
product was to take.

Broadcasters have a different set of needs. The wire
services aren't geared up to meet those needs because
there hasn't been the clamor for computer -generated in-
formation (most stations still use 300 wpm printers, not
the 1200 wpm printers that are available). Broadcasters
have had no cost effective manual way to handle the glut
of copy available on the high-speed wire.

The KCBS-UPI experiment came up with some agree-
ment on just what kind of information broadcasters need,
and a program was written that delivered that information
in as usable a fashion as possible. As with all com-
promises, no one was completely happy. But, as they say
in diplomatic circles, there was a useful dialogue. KCBS
was able to go through that first generational process of
debugging.

"We tried it with.the UPI system," says Larry Cooper,
associate director of news and programming for KCBS,
"and we found out the pitfalls we felt should be corrected
for a broadcast system."

The new system, though, has been cloaked in a mild air
of mystery. Unlike some of the other systems, the design

THE
C5111PLITER.

parameters came from CBS, which then searched for a
software company to fill those needs. Integrated Technol-
ogy of Merriam, Kans. ended up with the contract. At this
point, there is still little information about the system. The
CPU is one designed by Integrated and will be marketed at
some future date. Zentec ZMS-50 terminals are being
used, but the software has been completely rewritten. It
has a dual disc drive using CDC Winchesters. While a lot
about the system is still vague, according to Cooper, "It's

Ron Hudson, marketing director of Newscan, demonstrates the
system
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two years ahead of anything else on the market."
But there have been some problems with the system.

The original delivery date was supposed to be last March.
One observer blames the slippage on CBS's insistence
that the system be completely debugged before delivery.
The system has been up and running for months and
KCBS staffers have been flown to Integrated's offices
outside Kansas City repeatedly to run the system through
its paces.

"We didn't want to install the system," explains
Gerald Nachman, news director at KCBS, "until we were
sure it would work."

It apparently does. CBS gave tentative approval for the
system late in September and installation was to begin by
mid -October.

"I'm impressed with the system in a number of ways,
but the main thing is its speed," concludes Cooper. "You
can ask for something within the database and receive it
within a tenth of a second. In fact, it kicks it back to the

terminal faster than the terminal can fill the screen."
Speed, has been one of the problems with Newscom, the

Station Business Systems entry into the newsroom com-
puter market. Pilot systems were installed at KSL in Salt
Lake City and WQAD in Moline, Ill. The initial problem
was in the production program.

Once all the inputting was complete, the system was
taking too long to kick out the printed copy and rundowns.
"In some cases," says Mike Billie, news director at
WQAD, "it was taking up to a half-hour to get everything
back."

SBS reworked the program, and the response time is
down significantly. "I'm confident that it will be even
faster by the time we're through," adds Dave Finley,
operations manager at KSL. News director Spencer
Kinard puts the issue in perspective: "We knew going in
that there might be problems. This is, after all, a pilot
program."

While the production program may have caused some
problems, the other programs get good marks for the
stations. The assignment desk program gets a daily work-
out at KSL and, says Finley of the wire service interface,

TvNS Study Details Computer Needs
The following is a summary of a Survey of a major -market
television newsroom, researching ways in which a com-
puter system could aid the operation. The report was pre-
pared by Slyboom, Inc., a consulting and systems devel-
opment firm that markets the Television News Support
system (TvNS).

The study took place over a two -month period and in-
volved in-depth interviews with management and the news
staff. It defined five areas that would benefit from com-
puterization: (1) what falls through the cracks?; (2) impact of
personnel turnover; (3) efficiency and productivity; (4)
non -news document searches; and (5) credibility and on -air
performance.
What falls through the cracks? Inadequate back -
grounding has a number of negative consequences. Repor-
ters are unable to ask important questions, produce reports
with limited viewpoints, and, most important, lose much
time - estimated at one hour per developed package - in
trying to find information. When each station in a market
tries to produce a different story from the same basic infor-
mation, the station with instant access to its own database
will have a competitive advantage.

The computer can also log the glut of ideas, events, and
tips to make sure they are all identified and acted upon. In
addition, it can replace the system of intrastaff communica-
tion via handwritten notes, which can be lost or missed. The
system can act as a "bulletin board," becoming the source
of various operating logs. A similar logging procedure can
handle visual material as well.

Manual systems are not adequate to deal with the im-
mense volume of information generated in the newsroom. A
computer -organized information bank will allow the news
staff to concentrate on news gathering and preparation.
Impact of turnover on continuing operations. News-
room staff turnover is regular and frequent, leaving informa-
tion gaps each time an employee leaves. New employees
bring their personal filing and labelling systems, resulting in
chaotic filing. Much vital information is stored in people's
heads. A computer, while it cannot replace the decision -
making process, can function as a collective memory for a
news organization, reducing wasted time and money and
maintaining a continuum, of internal and external informa-
tion.
Efficiency and productivity. Increased numbers of news
stories, growing news staffs, sophisticated news gathering
procedures, time pressures, and other factors have made it
more difficult to efficiently and effectively use human re-

sources within the newsroom. Scheduling, particularly, is
an operations problem area. The station studied requires
12 hours per week for scheduling; even this results in an
inefficient schedule, with overtime and penalty costs run-
ning as high as $15,000 per month. With an efficient sched-
uling system, it is estimated this could be reduced by $5000
monthly.

A flexible, central equipment log could make it easier for
the maintenance staff to diagnose and solve problems,
especially those of an intermittent nature. A computer -
assisted log will allow users access for reporting and
equipment assignment, and provide the maintenance staff
means to provide better service. Story planning, also, can
benefit from centralized information with instant access.
This could result in more story ideas being developed, more
information being discovered about each story idea, and
the extension of planning beyond the current 24 -hour fu-
ture.

The assignment editor's job could be greatly streamlined
by a computer. A simple MOVE command could consolidate
all possible stories into the day's assignment list. Breaking
news would be easily appended, and all staffers could see
status and assignment instantly.

A computer -supported script module could simplify the
script -writing process; changes could be made im-
mediately, with the latest version always available. Addi-
tions, changes, and updates could all be handled rapidly
without the disadvantages associated with paper scripts,
which would be eliminated.

Freed from clerical chores by an organized information
system, reporters, editors, and managers can. collectively
create a better news product.
Non -news document searches. A computer could quickly
handle requests for documentation, such as EEO record-

keeping and quarterly reports mandated by OSHA. Com-
pliance with subpoenas and other legal requests now takes
20 to 25 hours each month at the station studied; this could
be greatly reduced by computer. Other areas that could be
streamlined include the ascertainment of community
needs, particularly the compilation and cross-referencing of
community leader interview information, and the station's
monthly report.
Credibility and performance. Efficient allocation and use
of resources can create a superior on -air image to give a
station an advantage over its competitors. While it is prema-
ture to argue that a computer can improve a station's news
ratings, it can provide the news organization with the ability
to concentrate on the shape of the news, giving it the edge
in news program preparation.
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Look into a JVC 3/4' TapeHandler. Now.

JVC has taken a close look at 3/4" Video Cassette Recording with an eye for what you've been looking for. Stability.
Reliability. Gentle tape handling. Economy. The result is a full line of recorder/editors, full -function recorders, cost-
efficient players, and microprocessor -based remote control units with utmost versatility, broad interfacing capability.

Take a look inside one of JVC's Tape-
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the CR-6600U full -function Recorder
with assemble -editing capability, or the
CP-5500U Player with on -air quality...and
you'll be amazed at wnat you don't see.

No pulleys. No belts. No idlers.
Instead, a 7 -motor direct drive system

that keeps tape tension constant for smooth
and reliable tape transport, reliable tape
shuttling. A simplified tape threading mech-
anism for gentle tape handling. Brushless
DC motors that directly drive the capstan,
head drum, and reels to give stability and
reliability.

To go with them, there's a choice of
compact control units: the easy -to -operate
RM-88U Editing Controller for precise
timing of machine functions, the low-cost
RM-82U Editing Controller, and the RM-70U

BMEUS JVC Corp. Dept.
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

Please have a representative call.
I don't want to talk yet. Just send literature.
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Company
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State Zip

Phone

full remote control unit with shuttle search
function.

Get all the details. Send in the coupon,
phone toll -free 800-821-7300, Ext. 7005

(In Missouri: 800-892-7655, Ext. 7005).

Your choice.
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Getting The Bugs Out

"the news people love it."
Television News Support (TvNS) is the system being

marketed by Slyboom, Inc. The company has just com-
pleted a preliminary survey (see TvNS study on page 28)
of a major television newsroom in preparation to installing
a pilot system.

When TvNS first went on the market the system was
available on both Honeywell and Microdata hardware.
The system is now using Data General equipment. "We
switched to Data General hardware," says Laura Powell,
marketing director of TvNS, "because we felt that it can
interface best with existing or future newsroom equip-
ment, such as character generators."

The TvNS focus has been on the archival program.
While the system has all the other functions - assignment
desk, producer's rundown, text editing, and wire service
interface - one could still do them manually. It is possi-
ble to finish those tasks within the time requirements of
putting on a daily newscast. But the retrieval of back-
ground information was one function that is not easily
done under current conditions. A computer -generated
morgue could be, in the long run, the crucial difference in
the quality of journalism on local stations.

Newscan developed differently from most of the other
news computer systems. It evolved out of Weatherscan, a
computer -based forecasting service for both broadcasters
and private industry. It became clear that the kind of
information available on their computer could be easily
transformed to a visual presentation.

The problem was that the information needed to create
computer -generated weather graphics was in the
database, but there was no way to deliver it to the client
under the old Weatherscan system. The Weatherscan sys-
tem delivered the information to its member stations via a
telephone link between its computer and the client's ter-
minal.

The obvious solution was to have a computer at the
client's end. Even more obvious was that a system with
the capacity to handle computer graphics was big enough
to do a number of other things. The other things ended up
being Newscan.

Both experience and hardware development have kept
the system evolving. "We've been able to upgrade our
text editor," says Ron Hudson, marketing director (and
also a former news director). "With new Hewlett-Packard
software and our standard function keys, we've made it
easy for people who aren't used to computer terminals."

Since Newscan has a variety of functions outside the
normal scope of a news computer, it is being sold both as a
total system and as standalone components. As with some
of the other systems, a station can start small and add on
later, but Hudson claims that Newscan is "the only one
that can have a direct effect on how your newscast looks."

Basys's News Fury is the largest of the systems thus
installed. Unlike the others, it was not put in a local station
but in all the bureaus of Ted Turner's Cable News Net-
work.

The sheer size of the system seems to be causing prob-
lems. There are 33 terminals already installed at CNN in
its Atlanta headquarters. Ten more are planned. Each of
the bureaus has at least three and the Washington bureau
has six with several more planned. The problems, which
most of the staffers say are minor, stem from the number

Newscom trim Station Business Systems is being tested at
WQAD-TV, Moline, Ill.

of people learning to use the system all at once. The
increased use by newcomers just makes it more likely that
someone will make an input error that will cause the
system to hiccup.

Another problem has to do with transmitting all the
information along the CNN computer network. There has
been some response lag in the New York bureau because
the lease line is 1200 baud and all the other bureaus are on
9600 baud lines. Any problem with the system gets mag-
nified.

One other complaint heard had nothing to do with the
system but with getting it installed. Because of the number
of terminals and other accessories some of the suppliers
weren't able to meet the original deadline, so the system
wasn't fully working when CNN went on the air June 1.
But according to one New York staff member, "I wasn't
too sure about this thing in the beginning, but now I think
it's great."

The question is no longer if newsrooms will be auto-
mated but when. The cost of systems seems to be the
biggest stumbling block. It is difficult for news directors
to justify a $100,000 -plus capital outlay.

While it is difficult to make the economic case, it is not
impossible. One study found that a computer system
could save a television reporter one hour per story. Writ-
ers, producers, and assignment editors could save about
an hour each out of their work days. The savings in
work -hours are significant over a year's time. In a large
station, these savings could add up to six figures and
better.

Savings in hours do not necessarily result in staff reduc-
tion, but, according to Powell, "You might not be able to
reduce your staff, but you could expand your newscast
with the same number of people. And that is worth a lot."

Bill Ballard, news director at WBTV, Charlotte, says
"There is no doubt in my mind that five years from now
we won't even be concerned about cost justification. A
few years ago, portable electronic cameras were just out
of range for the smaller market stations. They can't afford
to pay $50,000 for one portable camera. Well, now
you've got stations in the 200th market shooting with
portable cameras all the time. Computers are going to
have that same kind of effect on our business." BM/E
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When Your Wand Is Wanting
Abracadabra Oki!

NTSC PAL

The LT1200 Digital Television Standards Converter is
Oki's highly portable answer to the problem of different
television standards-NTSC, SECAM, PAL, and PAL M.
Whether you need tape -to -tape conversion in the studio
or real-time conversion in a broadcasting station, the
LT1200 can handle it. Superb image quality backs up
a host of valuable features. Like frame synchronization,
time based correction (TBC), one -touch freeze switch,
and totally -automatic operation. When you're ready to
go international, leave the magic to Oki.

SECAM

Oki Portable Digital TV Standards Converter LT1200

Head Office: (International Division)
10.3, Shibaura 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: (03) 454-2111
Telex: J22627
Cable: OKIDENKI TOKYO

OKI Electric Overseas Corp.:
Two University Plaza,
Hackensack, New Jersey
07601 U.S.A.
Tel 201-646.0011-0015
TWX: 7109905004 OKI ELEC HAK

Our Agent in Europe
Technology Resources S.A.
27-29 Rue Des Possonnie's
92200 Neutlly-sur-Seine, France
Tel: 747-4717, 747.7051
Telex: 42610657 TERES

OKI
electricindustrycompany, ltd.
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Computer set-up and triax too
Today, broadcasters are classing computer setup and triax as necessities.

Ikegami offers you a choice of two such cameras. Both are proven in the studio
and field.
 The HK -312, with 11/4 -inch pickup tubes, is a proven computer setup camera.
More than 100 are in service throughout the ABC Network, at WGBH, and at
other major stations.
 The HK -357A with 1" diode gun pickup tubes offers the same high standard of
performance along with the convenience of field capability.

Both are extremely stable cameras that can be operated manually. And both
accept computer control for automatic setup for on -air readiness in 45 seconds.

Both cameras can be used with multi -core cable. With triax the cameras can be
a mile froin their base station.

Of course, in colorimetry, automatics, circuitry excellence, and range of
options, both are incomparable. But seeing is believing. Experience a demonstra-
tion soon at Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J.
07607; (201) 368-9171. West Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501 (213)
328-2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228, Houston, TX 77060 (713) 445-
0100; Southeast: 522 South Lee St., Americus, GA 31709 (912) 924-0061. Ikegami
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NEWSROOM
COMPUTERS
MOVE INTO
MANAGEMENT

THE NEMT1135111

CGIMPLITEB.

As news directors' jobs get increasingly complex newsroom computers
are stepping in with valuable aid in all areas of newsroom operations.

Howard Kelley, news director of WLTV, automated his newsroom
with an inexpensive microprocessor

ONE APPLICATION OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS that gets little
attention in the ongoing debate is the use of news com-
puters as a management tool. The job of news director has
gotten increasingly more complex over the past several
years. News directors now are required to do a lot more
managing, and thus a lot less directing.

That is not to say that they are less involved in the
journalism, but that the technological and managerial
changes have demanded more of news directors' time and
energy.

"I spend 50 percent of my time on administrative
duties," says Ed Tobias, news director of WTOP in
Washington, D.C. "The time that I could save [with a
computer] could be spent concentrating on the nuts and
bolts of news."

This shift in the priorities of news directors stems from
the fact that over the last 10 years news operations have
become profit centers in stations. Station managers who
used to ignore or decry "those crazies in the newsroom"
now take an active interest in what is happening there and
give closer scrutiny into how it is managed.

"News directors have traditionally come from the
ranks of producers and reporters," says one observer.
"They usually have little or no management experience.
To ask people with that kind of background to turn into
instant MBAs is asking a bit much."

One solution to this problem of limited management
skills could come from computer assistance in those areas
that call for specialized but repetitive functions. Accord-
ing to Tobias, "It would make my life easier if the infor-
mation I need for budget analysis was stored in a computer
and not in three or four notebooks that I have to maintain
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Management Computer

by hand."
W. Vincent Burke, vice president, news at WHAS-TV

in Louisville, says, "the major problem with news com-
puters is justifying the cost." Burke maintains that it is
easier to spend money for what will be perceived as
having a tangible effect on the on -air product. "Helicop-
ters and microwave vans," he concludes, "can affect the
way your newscast looks and also be used as a promo-
tional device for the station. You can't put your logo on
the side of a computer terminal and send it up 1500 feet."

As a first step, it has been suggested thatan inexpensive
microprocessor could be used to handle the administrative
details, giving management a chance to ease into the
whole area of news computers. That was part of the
approach that news director Howard Kelley took at
WTLV-TV in Jacksonville, Fla. Kelley is the first to
admit that his intention was to combine his interest in
home computers with some housekeeping problems in the
newsroom.

"I wasn't able," says Kelley, "to go to management
and ask for a full-scale computer system; not when I
needed new cameras."

For a life-long ham radio operator like Kelley, it was a
logical step to move into computers. He traded in some of
his radio gear and bought a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I,
and taught himself to program using some common news-
room problems as the impetus.

"The problem was to eliminate the little things that
slow you down: lost file cards, constantly changing phone
numbers for news sources and staff, finding old scripts,
and keeping track of story ideas," Kelley explains.

It took nearly a year of nights and weekends (and
moving up to a TRS-80 Model II) before Kelley came up
with eight workable programs. He has one for archives,
stock video, slides', news sources, assignment desk, staff
file, backtiming, and weather summaries. The programs
are not as sophisticated as the other newsroom computers
on the market, but they were never meant to be. Rather,
they are designed to speed up the search for basic informa-
tion.

All the programs are indexed in such a way that they
allow the user to find the missing data in a systematic way
with computer help. If, for instance, you need to find out
if the mayor has ever made a statement about nuclear
energy, how would you go about a manual search? You
might look through the card file and check all the stories
about the mayor. You might look up the stories that you
have done about nuclear energy, plus all the stories that
you have done on utilities. There are other options, but
they are all time-consuming. With the computer's help,
all the legwork has already been done and all you need to
do is code in any of the key words or categories.

Kelley's system does not, as some systems do, store
complete texts, but it does tell what is available and where
it should be located. All the programs operate in this
manner, though as the system continues to evolve it gets
better because Kelley has become a better programmer-

SYSTEM CONCEPTS. INC. QUANTA/NEWS STORY CATEGORIESQUANTA/NEWS AG - AGRICULTURE (FOOD) IN - INTERNATIONAL
CN - CONSUMERISM JP - JAILS d PRISONSWTLV - JACKSONVILLE CR - CRIME (LAW ENFORCEMENT) LB - LABOR (UNIONS. STRIKES)PROGRAM DIRECTORY CT - COURTS (JUSTICE. LAW. ML - MILITARY
EC - ECONOMY (BUSINESS) MS - MISCELLEANOUS (HOLIDAYS)
ED - EDUCATION PO - POLITICS (CAMPAIGNS)SELECT DESIRED PROGRAM -- EN - ENERGY SC - SCIENCE

1 - ARCHIVE LIBRARY 5 - ASSIGNMENT DESK EM - EMERGENCIES (ANDTS.FIRES) SI - SOCIAL ISSUES2 - STOCK LIBRARY 6 - NEWS SOURCE FINDER EO - ECOLOGY (ENVIRONMENT) SP - SPORTS3 - SLIDE FILE LIBRARY 7 - STAFF DIRECTORY OF - GOVERNMENT - FEDERAL SX - SPACE4 - PRODUCER RUNDOWN/TIMING - WEATHER STATION GL - GOVERNMENT - LOCAL TR - TRANSPORTATION
GS - GOVERNMENT - STATE UT - UTILITIESTYPE SELECTION ) GV - GOVERNMENT - OTHER WA - WEATHER
HM - HEALTH & MEDICINE am - SPECIAL NOTE
WHAT CATEGORY ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR (2 CHAR.) .

KSCI - SALT LAKE CITY
)1 QUANTA/NEWS ARCHIVE SEARCH REPORT ((

DATE FILE/INDEX CAT. PROD. KEY

09/22/80 80-456/12.33 CT POD FRANKLIN TRIAL
Joseph Frans..n soes on tr... for first degree murder. W.tness
Stan Brown .dent.f.es Fransi.n as tr.sser man. Prosecutor says
trial to last 3 days./Rotr: Johnson

09/22/80 80-456/13:45 EM SOT HOTEL FIRE
Bradford Hotel h.t by three -alarm f.re. Thirty-f.ve peop.e
evacuated. No .r.Jur.es. Good action tape./Photo. Chariton

09/22/80 80-456/14.55 HM PKG COBALT
Med.cai Center nstalls onusal cobalt treatment mach.ne as part
of new cancer un.t. Cost: $1,200.m. Interv.ew--Dr. Mason Tabs.
Two other hOSP.tals say they want to purchase same type of
dev.ce./Rstrt Bat.iy

--- END OF REPORT ---

1 - GRAPHICS
2 - MAPS
3 - PEOPLE

SYSTEM CONCEPTS. INC.QUANTA/NEWS
WTLV - JACKSONVILLE

() SLIDE FILE (1

4 - PHO-OGRAPHS
5 - PRODUCTION
6 - SPORTS

7 - RETURN TO DIRECTORY

GRAPHICS FILE IS OPEN

1 - FILE SLIDES 3 - KEY SEARCH 5 - CHANGE FILES
2 - CATEGORY SEARCH 4 - COMPLETE FILE LIST

TYPE SELECTION )

Computer readouts from Kelley's system, which is being marketed as QuantaNews
by System Concepts
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One Tube, 30KW FM Transmitter

Broadcast Electronics' FM -30.
The Most Advanced FM Transmitter Ever.

FIRST: World's most powerful
one -tube FM Broadcast Transmitter.

FIRST:'Folded half -wave output
cavity. No plate blocking capacitor
or sliding contacts for greater reliability.

FIRST: Microprocesso, Control.
Provides 127 status indications,
two BCD line outputs for ATS
or remote control.

'Patent Pending

a FltMWRY/conspany

Then there's the totally new synthesized
30 -watt F X-30 Exciter with extremely low IM distortion.

And a conservative 30KW output provided by
the Eimac 8990/4CX20,000A tetrode driven by four

solid state IPA modules with 25% drive power reserve.
With its elegant appearance and outstanding

design, the new FM -30 is engineered for top reliability

and the finest FM sound.
For more information about BE's exciting new

FM Transmitters write or call Joe Engle today. 217-224-9600

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N 24th STREET, P 0 BOX 3606. QUINCY. IL 62301, TELEX 25-0142
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Management Computer

and also because he has not lost that small market knack of
jury-rigging unlikely pieces of gear and coming up with
something that works.

The news department at WTLV has the AP -TV high
speed service. Since the service is already coded, Kelley
is able to dump the wire into the system for later retrieval.
He has also plugged the backup AP printer into his sys-
tem, and is thus able to print out copy at 1200 words per
minute as opposed to the old rate of 120 words per minute.
as opposed to the old rate of 120 words.per minute.

Taking notice of what Kelley was doing, System Con-
cepts has made a deal for his software and is using it as the
data base for its QuantaNews system.

But Howard Kelley is not one to rest on his laurels. He
hooked up his system to the station's old character
generator and ended up with an election reporting and
on -air graphics package. "It worked like a dream during
our recent primary," he notes.

Kelley began with the smallest TRS-80 and has up-
graded every time he finishes stretching the system to its
limit. He is now up to a TRS-80 Model II with a 32K
internal memory, a two -disc drive with a 120K capacity, a
1200 baud printer, and a computer -generated election
package.

"Not bad," says Kelley, "for a place that is just getting
used to electric typewriters." BM/E

Kelley uses his backup AP -TV printer to speed
up the readouts to 1200 words per minute

SYSTEM CONCEPTS. INC.DUANTA/NEWS
WT_V - JACKSONVILLE

ASSIGNMENT DESK
SELECT DESIRED OPERATION --

1 - FILE NNS ASSIGNMENTS
- RECALL ASSIGNMENTS BY DATE

3 - RECALL UNDATED ASSIGNMENTS
4 - CHANGE OR DELETE ASSIGNMENT ENTRY
.5 - COMPLE-E REVIEW OF ALL ASSIGNMENTS
6 - RETURN TO DIRECTORY

TYPE SE_ECTION

------ =_.. -.==-= --------- ---------- -= ----- =
KSCI - SALT LAKE CITY

(I OUANTA/NEwS ASSIGNMENT REPORT 0
-__...--. ---------- ------ _..--..... ------ -----

DATE: 07/01/80
TIME: I0:20 AM LOCATION: CITY HALL
CONTACT: -OM DICKERPON 75F-0989
CitY 444.014.1.5 to annrunce P an to oush 40r $89-miiiion bC,rid
issue to mPrOVe. anc repo, existing recreationai facilities.
NeWS conference is canned fog by tOUr 04 fit,/ POrkS.

DATE: 03/41/60
TIME: 11:15 AM LOCATION: BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
CONTACT: VICKI ARNOLD
Dentist otficiais tc unvei. COStlY cobalt machine for treatment
of cancer. Two othei hospice, say they want to have the same
machine at their ftes. This cabait un.t Said to be very
special tsoe and .s ZUSt0Irificl designed.

DATE: 03/E1/80
2:30 PM LOCATION: 378 Georgio Street - Room 510

CONTACT: .a- on CTar iestor. 987-5543
Attoiney Charieston says he is prepared to ri ie suit against
city council fOr recant mowe to increase councii Pay. Claims
PaY to.ke ricoates city charter. Avai,bie for interview.
Suggest reaction from City Attorney Edwardson.

-- END OF REPORT ---

Melleawayidag

Our Stereo Synthesizer
isn't just for old mono records.

Applications of the 245E are limited only by your
imagination:
 use it on announce mikes to create stereo depth

without an image that shifts every time the
announcer moves his head

 synthesize mono material before recording it on
stereo cart: you'll minimize mono phase cancel-
lation

 use mono cart machines and synthesize the
output: you'll eliminate mono phase cancellation
entirely

 create an audience -pleasing stereo effect from
mono agency spots, network feeds and remotes

It's a dramatic, highly listenable sound that's fully
mono compatib e-jus add the channels to get the
original mono beck. (If you get bored, you can al-
ways process old mono records into pseudo stereo.)
Your Orban dea er has all the details. Write us for his
name and a brochure with the complete 245E story.

Orban
Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067
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Electro-Voice's
Greg Silsby
talks about

the Sentry 100
studio monitor

In all the years I spent in broadcast
and related studio production work, my
greatest frustration was the fact that no
manufacturer of loudspeaker systems
seemed to know or care enough about
the real needs of broadcasters to design
a sensible monitor speaker system that
was also sensibly priced.
Moving to the other side of the con-
sole presented a unique opportunity to
change that and E -V was more than
willing to listen. When I first described to
Electro-Voice engineers what I knew the
Sentry 100 had to be, I felt like the prover-
bial "kid in a candy store:' I told them that
size was critical. Because working space
in the broadcast environment is often lim-
ited, the Sentry 100 had to fit in a standard
19" rack, and it had to fit from the front,
not the back. However, the mounting
hardware had to be a separate item so
that broadcasters who don't want to rack
mount it won't have to pay for the mounting.

The Sentry 100 also had to be very effi-
cient as well as very accurate. It had to be
designed so it could be driven to sound
pressure levels a rock'n roll D.J. could be
happy with by the low output available
from a console's internal monitor
amplifier.
In the next breath I told them the Sentry
100 had to have a tweeter that wouldn't
go up in smoke the first time someone
accidentally shifted into fast forward with
the tape heads engaged and the monitor
amp on.This meant high -frequency power
handling capability on the order of five

times that of conventional high frequency
drivers.
Not only did it have to have a 3 -dB -down
point of 45 Hz, but the Sentry 100's
response had to extend to 18,000 Hz
with no more than a 3 -dB variation.
And, since it's just not practical in the real
world for the engineer to be directly on -
axis of the tweeter, the Sentry 100 must
have a uniform polar response. The
engineer has to be able to hear exactly
the same sound 30°off-axis as he does
directly in front of the system.
Since I still had the floor, I decided to go
all out and cover the nuisance items and
other minor requirements that, when
added together, amounted to a major im-
provement in functional monitor design.
I wanted the Sentry 100 equipped with a
high -frequency control that offered boost
as well as cut, and it had to be mounted
on the front of the loudspeaker where it
not only could be seen but was acces-
sible with the grille on or off.

I also didn't feel broadcasters should
have to pay for form at the expense
of function, so the walnut hi-fi cabinet was
out. The Sentry 100 had to be attractive,
but another furniture -styled cabinet with
a fancy polyester or die -cut foam grille
wasn't the answer to the broadcast in-
dustry's real needs.
And for a close I told E -V's engineers
that a studio had to be able to purchase
the Sentry 100 for essentially the same
money as the current best-selling monitor
system.
That was well over a year ago. Since that
time I've spent many months listening
critically to a parade of darn good proto-
types, shaking my head and watching

Ey ElectroVoice
qUitCr company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

In Canada:
Electro-Voice. Div. of Gulton Industries Canada) Ltd..
345 Herbert St., Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V1.

some of the world's best speaker engi-
neers disappear back into the lab to
tweak and tune. And, I spent a lot of time
on airplanes heading for places like Los
Angeles, Grand Rapids, Charlotte and
New York City with black boxes under my
arm testing our designs on the ears of
broadcast engineers.
The year was both frustrating yet enjoy-
able, not just for me but for Ray Newman
and the other E -V engineers who were
working on this project. At this year's
NAB show it all turned out to be worth it.
The Sentry 100's official rollout was
universally accepted, and the pair of
Sentry 100's at the Electro-Voice booth
was complemented by another 20 Sentry
100's used by other manufacturers ex-
hibiting their own products at the show.

What it all boiled down to when I first
started the project was that I knew that
the Sentry 100's most important char-
acteristic had to be sonic integrity. I knew
that if I wasn't happy, you wouldn't be
happy. I'm happy.

Market Development Manager,
Professional Markets
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The Panasonic Diode -Gun Plumbicon Camera.
What better way to say broadcast performance.

Whether you're shooting a
9th inning rally, a political
rally or a network special,
no other ENG/EFP color
camera says broadcast
more ways than the new
Panasonic AK -760.

The AK -760 combines a
high -index prism optical
system with three 2/3" diode -
gun Plumbicon® tubes.
And since the diode -gun
Plumbicon tube has a
thinner photoconductive

layer than conventional
Plumbicons, the AK -760
offers outstanding resolu-
tion (600 lines center).
Another advantage of the
diode -gun system is the
low beam resistance it
generates. Add to that
the AK -760's built-in bias
light and the result is low
beam temperature perform-
ance even at high beam
current. And that also says
lower lag.

The AK -760's feedback
beam control reduces
comet tailing by stabilizing
highlights that exceed nor-
mal white levels. What it
doesn't reduce is dynamic
range or horizontal resolu-
tion. And because it's only
activated during extreme
highlights, feedback
beam control helps pro-
long tube life and preserve
edge geometry.

The AK -760 also gives

you the edge with a S/N
ratio of 54dB at standard
illumination of 200 foot-
candles at f/4.0. And with
the 18dB high -gain switch,
all you need is 5 foot-
candles at f/1.8.

Mounted on the AK -760's
durable die-cast chassis
you'll find an impressive
array of circuitry like
horizontal aperture cor-
rection, 2 -line vertical
enhancement, automatic



white balance and a built-
in color conversion filter.

And whether you use it
for ENG or EFP, the AK -760
is fully self-contained, and
includes genlock, internal
sync, adjustable blanking
as well as subcarrier and
phase controls.

For studio production,
you can add an optional re-
mote control unit, 5" CRT
viewfinder and zoom lens
conversion kit.

Panasonic also makes
broadcast quality easy to
afford with the AK -750B
3 -tube Plumbicon. At
$16,000* it comes com-
plete with 2 -line enhance-
ment, a $2,000 option last
year, plus genlock, a re-
chargeable battery, micro-
phone and VTR cable.

There's also the AK -710.
An electronic news -gather-
ing camera at a news- about Panasonic broad -
worthy price, $10,950* Its cast equipment, call your
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three Saticong tubes and
high -index prism optical
system result in horizontal
resolution of 500 lines cen-
ter and a S/N ratio of 52dB.

Audition the AK -760
along with the entire line
of Panasonic broadcast
quality cameras. You'll
see what we mean when
we say broadcast.

For more information

nearest Panasonic office.

Northeast-(201) 348-7620
Southeast-(404) 923-9700
Midwest-(312) 364-7936
Southwest-(214) 356-1388
West Coast-(213) 655-1111
Plumbicon is a registered trademark of
N V Philips for TV camera tubes.
Saticon is a registered trademark of
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp ).

*Manufacturer's suggested price.
(Lenses not included )

Panasonic.
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION



Whenyou care
enough to receivethe very best.
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Farinon Video central
receivers continue to gain
acceptance by broadcasters
who demand the very best
in ENG reception.
From the Big Apple to the
Golden ciiite, from the Windy
City to Big fl-more and more
TV stations including the flag-
ships of the major nets are
choosing our 2-GHz FV2CR
Central Receiver because of its
superior performance. flexibil-
ity and reliability. With 21
synthesized channels and an
unsurpassed dynamic range.
the FV2CR has minimized the
problems of weak signals and
distortion that in the past
spelled disaster to ENG
reception.

However, if the 2-GHz
band in your area is over-

-41,7 -11r

crowded or you're allocated
different frequency spectrums.
we offer two new and equally
superior alternatives: Our
FV2.5CR that operates from
2450 MHz to 2690 MHz. and
our FV7CR that covers 6875
MHz to 7125 MHz. And, like the
FV2CR, these truly state-of-the-
art central receivers feature
instantaneous phase -lock loop
and fully synthesized channel
selection. So now you can
cover any and all frequency
plans.

When you care enough to
receive the very best. you need
the very best ENG central
receivers: Farinon Video's
FV-CR series.

As a member of the
Farinon Group of the Harris
Corporation, Farinon Video is
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an innovator of portable and
mini -portable video transmis-
sion systems, STL and TSL
microwave radios, FM trans-
mission channel systems. as
well as video baseband treat-
ment units and ancillary
equipment.

For more information,
contact HARRIS CORPORA-
TION, Farinon Video. 1680
Bayport Avenue. San Carlos.
CA 94070: (415) 595-3500:
Telex 34-8491. In Canada, 657
Orly Avenue, Dorval.
PQ H9P 'GI: (514) 636-0974:
Telex 05-82-1893.

ju HARRIS
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COMPUTER POWER
BACKS UP
THE RADIO NETS
With quite different operations, both
CBS and NPR have found it takes plenty
of computer power to run a big radio
net efficiently and well. Radio
broadcasters will find clues to their own
use of computers in the highly
innovative systems of CBS and NPR.

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK is one of the fast -expanding
sectors of broadcasting during this period of great change
and growth. CBS has solidified the net's character with its
platoon of top-flight news stars and its worldwide news -
gathering operation. In addition to the traditional hourly
newscasts there are many specials in the course of a week,
adding up to around 150 weekly programs: news sum-
maries, interview programs (Face the Nation, for exam-
ple), play-by-play sports and sports news and commen-
taries, drama (Mystery Theater), health and science com-
mentaries, and much more.

Radio broadcasters have responded to this program mix
by joining up in large numbers. The net has grown from
around 200 affiliates to well over 375 during the past year,
and as this is written there is no slackening in the growth
rate.

CBS believes the net will reach 400 stations by the end
of 1980. Whatever the number, the operators of the net
have now positioned themselves to operate efficiently and
well, with a two-tier computer system that will reach full
on-line status about the time this magazine is distributed.

The CBS Radio Net is basically live -the central figure
is the newscaster on a microphone, distributed directly to
affiliates as he speaks. Program automation in the stan-
dard mode - recorded material called up at preprogram-
med times - is not the operating problem to which
computer power is applied. The closest description is
probably "live assist," but on a grand scale. The main
complications arise, first, in a sales operation reaching a
very large volume and variety of national advertisers who
want fast, closely scheduled on -air coverage. Second,
there is the time zone problem affecting any nationwide
programming. The multiplicity of program sources intro-

ThE NEWSROOM
COMPUTER.

duces the third large element of complication.
CBS has installed a large computer center in the Penn

Plaza Building in New York City, with an IBM 3033 to
take input from all sales and programming elements and
develop a firm daily sequence. The computer -developed
sequences are available on CRT readouts and in hard copy
form, as needed. They can be set up for as much as 30 days
in advance, but any single element can be changed in-
stantly, at any time.

This vital operation is protected by a double backup,
with a second identical computer in Terre Haute, Ind., and
a third one in Los Angeles. A failure in New York au-
tomatically triggers a split-second cutover to Terre Haute,
and if necessary from there to Los Angeles.

The IBM computers are connected directly to the sec-
ond tier of computer power, a switching computer in the
net's New York operations headquarters. The detailed
program and commercial sequences are deposited in the
memory of the switching computer, which drives a large
switching system to set up the incoming and outgoing
connections for every minute of a day's operation.

One central operation of the CBS Radio Net, the live newscast, is
underway above. News producer, left, gives signal to console
operator; newscaster, right, prepares to go on the air. News
editing room is beyond studio. All photos: David Knorr, CBS
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Manual control position for CBS switching system has CRT
readouts (top) to show upcoming events; NetALERT transmitters
above VU meters; and a full set of pushbuttons so operator can
takeover switching from computer, if necessary

This switching computer is really two identical DEC
PDP-11/55s, one a hot standby. There is enough memory
in each one, including internal memory plus an external
disc system, to store, again, up to 30 days of switching for
the network - it takes about 14 megabytes to do this. The
sequence stored in the switching computer memory is
available on CRT readouts or in hard copy, as needed, and
any element can be changed at any instant.

Communication between the two computer tiers is
two-way: the switching computer feeds back to the IBM
information on the actual switching carried out, for use in
the log, which is instantly available at all times. As with
many live assist systems, the switching computer also
gives the operators a CRT readout on upcoming program
and commercial items, up to 24 events ahead.

The switching system, which was near completion as
this was written, was designed and built by McCurdy
Radio of Toronto, with AVL Digital Ltd., of Scar-
borough, Ontario as sub -contractor to interface the
McCurdy switching system with the DEC computers.
Among other things, McCurdy developed for the systema
solid-state crosspoint switching device of advanced
characteristics. The system requires 2000 crosspoints;
switching time is a few nanoseconds.

For CBS, the project from inception to completion has
been under the direction of Ralph Green, vice president,
engineering, for CBS Radio.

Although CBS solicited a number of American com-
panies with expertise in the field, none chose to bid on
building the system. A spokesman told BM/E that CBS
has been delighted with McCurdy Radio's performance,
saying that all contract specs were met or exceeded.

The switching job arises from the existence of 100
inputs, each distributable to any of 20 outputs. Steve
Peppard and David Knorr of CBS, who gave BM/E a tour
of the plant and description of the system, enumerated the
inputs and outputs: the list gives a good idea of the general
outlines of the job.

On the input side there are, first, 12 lines for live studios
(seven already in operation and the others planned) from
which the CBS newscasts, interviews, and commentary
programs originate. Inputs 13 through 22 are from reel-
to-reel tape machines, on which a variety of material is

recorded, including actualities for the newscasts.
Inputs 23 through 62 are from the cart machines on

which commercials are played back for delivery to the
system. The constantly varying routing of these commer-
cials is one of the main complications in the operation, as
already noted. At any given break for commercials, there
may be three, six, 10, or more different distribution routes
to be set up. The computer has these routings all in
memory and carries out the required switching according
to the clock times on the sequence.

The live assist character of the operation, however, is
sustained in the fact that the carts are put into the playback
machines by hand, well in advance of use. With nearly 40
separate cart -play positions available, the commercial
schedule for a considerable period can be implemented.
The computer, of course, has the address of each cart play
machine and starts the cart as well as switching its output
into the designated route.

The system for playing the carts has many refinements
that aid fast, error -free operation. For example, the com-
puter scans the upcoming cart positions each second. If
the computer finds an empty slot, the operator gets an alert
and has at least a few minutes to make a correction.

Ordinarily this system "cleans" the cart machine as-
signments far ahead of broadcast time. But last-minute
changes are easy to make. The operator can make a cart
substitution in a few seconds; the switching instructions in
the computer can be altered in a few seconds at an input
keyboard.

Inputs 63 through 97 are "utility" inputs ,'which can be
connected to any of a variety of sources. Among them are
telco lines bringing in remotes, such as the play-by-play
sports programs; internal audio feeds from the CBS televi-
sion studios; two lines to the United Nations; and the lines
from the net's Washington studios, where many of the key
programs originate.

Lines 97 and 98 are audio oscillators, continuously
available for test signals to be fed through any part of the
system. Line 100 is the "quiet line," which can be
switched in when a short period of total silence is needed.

On the output side, the 20 lines are set up to provide any
feed needed. Most of the time only a part of the outgoing
lines are needed; the number will vary from commercial
break to commercial break, for reasons already set forth.
The 20 output positions built into the systems, in other
words, give CBS a good safety margin over average
operation demands, which range from three to six or,
occasionally, 10 feeds. There are a number of ways in
which the system looks toward the future with comforta-
ble growth margins representing some balance between
established present cost and estimated future need. One
important "margin" is this: the software is so constituted
that the whole operation can be doubled by installing a
second, duplicate bank of crosspoints.

The system has a second backup in a complete manual
control panel from which an operator, using number codes
and pushbuttons, can set up any connections in the cross-
points wanted. But whatever an operator does by hand
becomes a part of the record just as the computer -driven
switching does. Every connection made is "known" to
the computer and becomes part of the log, whether it was
manually or automatically derived.

That is the main switching operation; but there are some
subsidiary operations that are essential to effective pro-
gram distribution. The "NetALERT" system is an auto-
mated way of sending each station information about
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upcoming programs or general or special bulletins that are
not part of the programming. To make maximum use of
the spectrum space, the "NetALERT" system uses a
two -digit code with 16 numbers, 0 to 15, in digital form,
covering the classes of information to be transmitted.
Each station has a "NetALERT" decoder that responds to
a number received by putting up the information on a
digital readout along with an alerting signal.

The information sent by this system, for one thing,
allows the station to efficiently handle the programs com-
ing down the line. For example, "two" means program
on the way at next break, "four" means end of program,
"three" means rejoin the network after a local commer-
cial break. There are also codes for various special bulle-
tins, including national emergency announcements and
updates.

The switching computer originates the "NetALERTs"
automatically during routine operation. The computer
"knows" what is coming next and as part of the job sends
out the code appropriate to the upcoming event without
operator attention. The code can also be originated manu-
ally at the control panel, so that station operators stand by
for special bulletins.

Another "service" operation is the "prefeed," a vocal
preview sent out just ahead of programs so that the station,
if the operator wants, can key the audience in on what's
coming. Prefeeds go out for selected programs and have to
be set up in the switching just as the programs are. BM/E
stood in the CBS operations center and heard a prefeed on
the monitor: "Coming up on the 3:00 newscast is an
update on the war in Iran, with Reid Collins as anchor-
man."

Another job for the computer is starting and stopping
reel-to-reel tape machines, when there is a recording to be
made or one to be played, in addition to switching the right
audio feeds into and out of the machines.

Because the switching computer has to do so many
things, it has to do them in a hurry. High speed was a
major requirement. The internal memories reflect this
need for speed, with a bipolar memory that has 200 ns
access, an MOS memory with 400 ns access, and a core
memory for slower jobs, at 1µs access.

As an audio system, the whole complex feed from
microphone, for example, to telco line has top -grade
characteristics. S/N is better than 80 dB; the same figure
holds for signal to crosstalk, when feeding one input and
measuring an adjacent one. The RFI spec calls for no
signal degradation with simultaneous presence of radio
frequencies of 2 V/meter for all standard AM frequencies
and 0.5 V/meter for 30 percent amplitude -modulated FM
radio, VHF and UHF TV frequencies. THD for the sys-
tem is less than 0.5 percent, 30 Hz to 15 kHz. David Knorr
says that McCurdy exceeded spec in all cases.

Knorr made the important point that with so many items
on the line, individual units must be more than good to
allow such a good overall result. All audio amplifiers in
the switching system are from McCurdy Radio of Toron-
to, of which AVL Digital is a recent spinoff. Each audio
line has a dynamic presence equalizer and an Audimax
processor to improve modulation density.

The switching system and enough of the audio lines and
control system to keep the net in operation can be run by
an uninterruptible power supply, a set of batteries and
dc -to -ac inverters that can supply 15 kW for up to 15
minutes if commercial power drops out. Before that
period is over, emergency generators in the plant willhaiie

started and settled into steady operation, if all goes accord-
ing to plan.

What did CBS get with its computer and switching
system? One important thing it got was a good margin of
operational capacity for future expansion, without serious
overbuilding for present needs. It also got, of course, very
high speed and accuracy in meeting the complex input and
routing requirements; the jobs would be much slower and
less accurate, perhaps even impossible at the volume level
the size of the net will soon impose.

Another thing it got was accurate record keeping for a
very complicated commercial operation, without an army
of clerical workers. All in all we may conclude that the
computers make it a "go" for the CBS Radio Net.

NPR computer coordinates complex links

National Public Radio uses computers in different ways
from CBS, simpler in some respects, more complex in
others. NPR is not a centrally owned operation, but a
service organization for "public" radio stations owned by
educational institutions, governments, and nonprofit
groups of many kinds. NPR basically does only what the
member stations tell it to do. Programming distributed by
NPR has been collectively "ordered" by the member
stations or represents material Originated by one station
that is being made available to others. Or, in a recent
trend, it may come from completely outside the system.

It is very appropriate, then, that computer power for
NPR is in many units, with a large proportion of them
distributed among the affiliated stations. The NPR net, as
described often in this magazine and elsewhere (see last
month's BM/E), is an all -satellite operation with each
affiliate owning an earth terminal. Seventeen of the af-
filiates also have uplink transmitters, so that material
originated around the country can be instantly fed to the
net. The affiliates now total about 250.

The signal sent up to the satellite has six wideband
multiplexed audio channels (eventually there will be 12),
plus two narrow -band data channels. The data channels
are not "extras"; they are in important respects the
backbone of the operation, as will be seen.

The main switching computer is a DEC PDP-11/70
which drives a 40 by 12 switcher. (The switching system,
like that at CBS, is a product of McCurdy Radio of
Toronto.) The 12 outputs represent the eventual 12 chan-
nels that the satellite feed will have. The 40 inputs cover
the live studios and tape machine outputs, remote lines,
etc., at the NPR Washington headquarters. Programming
production here takes many forms: single newscasters on
mics, many discussion and interview programs, recorded
music, live music (often brought in on remotes), folk
singers, and country fiddlers. Material is also beginning to
come from independent software producers who want to
reach the public stations.

Bruce Wahl of NPR, who described the system for
BM/E, pointed out that the event load on this program
switcher is much smaller than that at CBS: there are, of
course, no commercials. Relays are used rather than solid
state crosspoint switchers.

The switching sequences get into the computer memory
by a two-step administrative process. An NPR program-
ming group has the responsibility for taking the long-term
and short-term requests of the member stations and work-
ing out the network programming for a considerable
period ahead. NPR's headquarters staff develops certain
programs which are offered to the members; other pro-
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grams result from direct requests by members.
With a series of program days firmed up, a second

body, the Technical Distribution Group, then determines
in detail what technical facilities will be used to get each
program where it is supposed to go. This includes every
phase of production of the program plus which of the six
channels are to take it to the satellite (and down to the
receiving stations). All the switching to accomplish this
technical hookup goes into the PDP memory, and at the
indicated clock times the specified connections are made
by the computer so that each program goes up to the
satellite on the planned channel.

One complication in the choice of channels is the neces-
sity for switching from mono to stereo and back fairly
often. It would be inefficient, as Wahl notes, to dedicate
two channels just to stereo. There would be the constant
problem of underloading the two stereo channels, or of
having more stereo than the net could handle. Thus, NPR
wants to use any two of the six channels for stereo, and the
switching system is flexible enough to assign any two
channels to any feed.

But this any -channel -to -any -feed plan means that the
receiving station will itself have a switching problem for
many, or most, programs (specifically, it will be the
tuning of the satellite demodulators to the proper multi-
plex channel or channels). For this and other reasons, the
actual tuning of the receiving circuits is done by a micro-
computer at each station, under control of signals sent out
from Washington over a data channel. Further, the sta-
tion's choice of the program in the first place involves
another computer system using the data channel.

To understand what these various computer systems are
and why they are used, we can follow the sequence of
events from the final determination of the programming
for a given day in Washington. The Washington group
sends to every member station a "telegram" over the
computer -controlled Direct Access Communications Sys-
tem, or DACS. The computer takes keyboard input and

The two switching computers for the CBS Radio Net, one a hot
standby, are the two side -by -side units with piano -key controls in
lower half of racks. Disc memories flank racks; interfaces to
crosspoints are on cards high in right rack

turns it into signals for transmittal over one of the data
channels. The DACS telegram is read out at the receiving
station on a CRT driven by a local microprocessor.

The telegram tells the station operators what the pro-
grams are for that period and posts for each program a
three -digit code. The station operators punch into their
local microprocessor all the three -digit codes for the pro-
grams they want among those upcoming. The micro-
processor then tunes the station demodulators at the
proper clock times to bring each program in.

Why this apparently elaborate method for getting
member stations tuned in to programs they want? It is
actually far simpler and obviously far more accurate than
having operators at each station constantly retuning the
demodulators at each program break. In fact, it may well
be that the whole distribution system, with six channels
used in a flexible assignment plan, would be impossible
without computer control of the kind NPR has developed.
The plan puts the program decisions in the hands of each
member station, but keeps the technical channel tuning
under computer control, with a Washington -assigned
code as the computer input.

Putting the tuning microcomputer in each station, and
having it driven by a simple code, punched in locally, was
obviously an inspired assignment of technical responsi-
bilities. It greatly simplifies the load on the data channels,
as compared with having everything done by one or more
computers in Washington.

The local microcomputers are part of the "Netcue"
system originated several years ago for communications
in the NPR net by Wayne Hetrick. The decoder/receiver at
the local station with its microprocessor has a small ROM
memory and a somewhat larger RAM. The latter can be
loaded from Washington over the data channel. This al-
lows for alterations in the software that connects the
program codes with the actual tuning operations. When
any updating of this software is needed, it can be done at
high speed over the data channel. We see now why the
data channels are in fact the operating backbones of the
system.

The data channel and computer power will do a far
more elaborate job at the uplink stations under a plan soon
to be implemented. Each uplink station will have a Model
7900 remote control system from Time and Frequency
Technology, Inc., with a built-in microprocessor. This
remote control system will be connected to the uplink
transmitter, and with Washington by a separate subcarrier
on one of the data channels. The connection will allow
Washington, first, to choose any one of 10 audio sources
at the uplink station for feeding to the satellite. By agree-
ment with the station, the program originated there will be
put onto an input set up by the system.

The TFT system will also allow Washington to check
the status of the station's programming and the uplink
transmitter in a number of significant respects, and to
control the transmitter as needed. Among other things, it
will check to make sure the previous program is over; turn
on or off the transmitter high voltage; turn on or off the
data channel; and tune the channel modulators to the
assigned frequencies.

We can see that assuring the technical quality of uplink
operations is essential to the network's successful perfor-
mance over the long run. The use of computer power at
both ends of the line makes this possible, easily and
accurately. For NPR, as it is for CBS, the computer is a
work horse that the net could not move without. BM/E
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service others expect from CSI.
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CONTROL
The new RCA TR-800. It's everything you've

more.
When

for in a one -inch tape system. And L KE
When you called for gentler, more

operation and control, we heard you.
And when you told us y wanted

faster, easier

better editing capability, we took note. EIFE
precise tape handling, we were listen-
ing. When you asked for

Our response is the new

our own.

years -
ahead innovations of .included some FORE
TR-800. It's the one -inch
tape system you speci-
fied. In addition, we've



Designed for you.
Everything about TR-800 is engineered to make your
job as easy as possible, from the tape -end sensing
feature to the ultimate in microprocessor controls.
We've designed the tape path to give you straight -

through thread-
ing. And
tucked all elec-
tronics behind
a drop -down
panel for on -
air accessibil-
ity. This panel
includes all the

controls for the new digital Time Base Corrector
(TBC-8000). The TR-800 is equally at home in a van,
rack, T -cart or console. But the big feature is control.
Unprecedented control.

New editing precision.
TR-800 lets you expand or compress materials to fill
time slots with frame -by -
frame, field -by -field precision.
With our Supertrack option.
play back with
broadcastable
quality from
reverse
slow
motion
through
still scan to forward
fast motion. An LED digital
readout tells you the exact
tape speed. Edit with the
microprocessor -controlled pre -
viewable editor, a standard
feature. And we offer addi-
tional distributed processing
through such accessories as
Super Search Editor (SSE), a
Multi -Rate Video Controller
(MRVC), and a unique time
code editing system (AE -800)
that fully addresses C format
capabilities.

A system that does it all.
Use TR-800 as an instant replay, slo mo and freeze
frame unit. Use its superb editing control for special
effects and precisely programmed edits. Get full video
and sync record/playback capabilities plus three audio
channels. Get complete
video sync and audio
simulplay. Get complete
monitoring selection,
metering and two built-
in speakers. In post -
production, the un-
rivaled acceleration
and easy operation of
TR-800 save time
and money,
while helping
you turn out a
superior product. Any
way you use it, you're ahead.

See for yourself.
The astonishing new TR-800
system adds up to everything
you've ever wished for in a
one -inch tape system. Check
it out for yourself. And be
prepared to be amazed.

RCA Broadcast Systems
Building 2-2
Camden, NJ 08102

Can you really
afford less?
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JDS, WBTV, AND ENP:

AN INITIAL INVESTMENT

IN NEWSROOM
AUTOMATION
A close working relationship between
Jefferson Data Systems and WBTV,
Charlotte, resulted in more than just
good feelings. An idea generated during
a friendly discussion led to the
development of JDS's electronic news
processing system, now at use in
WBTV's newsroom.

IT BEGAN IN a bar in Cincinnati. Bill Ballard, news di-
rector of WBTV in Charlotte, N.C., and Ben Avery,
broadcast representative for the Associated Press, were
taking time out from the AP convention in 1977. As with
all conversations in bars between people in the same
business, there was speculation about what could be as
opposed to what was. The topic was computers and why,
as Ballard put it, "can't television stations do the same
that newspapers do, [receiving] wire copy with computer
delivery and also editing copy on computers instead of by
hand with blue pencils?"

The next thing Ballard knew, he and Avery were meet-
ing with then -station manager Jim Babb and Jefferson
Data Systems salesman Bill Jennings to discuss the con-
cept. The seed for Electronic News Processing was
planted.

The development of ENP was aided and probably
speeded up by the fact that WI3T V and Jefferson Data
Systems are owned by the same parent company. And
while JDS is a computer company, it is firmly rooted in
broadcasting.

"It was logical for Jefferson Data Systems_ [to develop a
newsroom computer] because they are computer people
who are very closely allied with broadcasting people,"
says Ballard. It seems that there is more than just close-

WBTV's newsroom has been remodeled to ease both the
transition to ENP and speed up staff communication
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ness between JDS and WBTV. There is an almost con-
stant exchange of staff between the station and JDS.

Paul Woidke, project manager for ENP, pointed with
pride during a tour of WBTV all the people who used to
work at JDS. The reverse was true during a tour of JDS.

"Yes, we're computer people,' says Woidke, "but
we're also broadcasters. And that's important because we
already know what broadcasters need."

It is a concept that is hard to dispute. Woidke himself
spent many years working in radio. He did everything
from newscasts to running the station. One of the newest
members of the ENP project team, Bruce Bowers, was the
assignment editor at WBTV a few weeks ago. Shortly
after the system was installed, Woidke says, "he started
using the system and kept coming up with such good ideas
that it seemed logical to have him working on it full-
time."

Despite the close relationship between JDS and
WBTV, there is a point at which something approaching
normal business dealings take over.

Printouts from the ENP system showing some of the modes
available

News director Bill Ballard (standing) watches assistant news
director Mike Cozza put ENP through its paces

"We did not subsidize that operation," says Michael
Jones, VP and managing director of Jefferson Data Sys-
tems. "It was not a no -cost guinea pig situation. They
signed up for it just as if we were an outside vendor."

The station purchased an IBM Series I computer, five
terminals, and high speed printer. And while the cost of
the hardware is not to be sneezed at (in the $75,000 -plus
range), the clear advantage to WBTV is that it did not
have to bear the brunt of the research and development for
what is in many ways a custom -designed system.

Even though JDS is footing the bill for the R&D, the
company clearly thinks that there is a market for news
computers. The belief is not misplaced, according to one
industry observer, who predicts, "In five years, news
computers will be a $100 -million business." According
to one source familiar with JDS, "Somebody's going to
make some money off this thing and Jefferson Data Sys-
tems wants to be in position to grab a large chunk of it."

"Our whole philosophy," explains Jones, "has been to
be a total service to the broadcaster, meaning that we can
supply all their computerized needs. We didn't like the
idea of them having to go to somebody else to get their
news automation." The feeling at JDS is that it is easier
for the present users of the company's sales, traffic, and
business systems to make the switch to ENP. Jones thinks
that JDS's reputation in the business goes a long way
toward predisposing stations to trust the new product.
"It's tough," he adds, "to be a new face in the market-
place, even if you have a superior product. We have a
clear-cut advantage in that we are not a new name in the
marketplace."

Old name or new, the fact is that ENP and similar
systems are in the field-testing stage. ENP is at the point at
which all the things that can be done to smooth out the
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Our new and exciting co -ax digital remote control system provides
dependable, studio -like remote control to ENG/EFP cameras in the
field at a fraction of the cost of other systems!

It is the most affordable and reliable remote control
system available on the
market today. Easily
interfacing with a full
range of professional
ENG/EFP video cameras
currently in use, such as:
Ikegami HI.,77 and
HL -79A, RCA TK-76B,
NEC MNC-71 cameras,
and many more.

Outstanding Features
El System consists of mini -CCU, analog -to -digital encoder, and digital -

to -analog decoder.
O Permits control of all functions normally required in OB van,

including genlock.
O Digital encoder (19" rack -mounted) designed to accommodate two

mini-CCU's to control two cameras (each equipped with its
own decoder):

O Lightweight, camera -mounted decoder features intercom capability.
O Digitally encoded control data relayed to camera -mounted decoder

through a simple, lightweight and reliable coaxial cable.
O Eliminates the need for expensive, bulkier, multi -core or triax camera

cable, and reduces to a minimum the risks normally associated with
the use of such camera cables.

O Low-cost coaxial cable allows complete remote control and camera
set-up functions from greater distances with greater safety and
utmost reliability.

O System is ideal for all extended shooting situations such as sports
events, live concerts, political rallies, etc.

For full details, call toll -free: 800-421-7468.

cinemaE
Technology In The Service Of Creativity

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213) 478-0711  (213) 477-1971  Telex: 69-1339

1=1

RCA TK-76B shown with decoder
neatly "sandwiched" between camera
body and door.

Ikegami HL -77 shown with side -
mounted decoder.



If you've ever missed a great
shot because of your equipment's
limitations, ht's time you discovered
the incredible, versatile Canon
J13X9BIE. A 13X zoom system that
will expand your horizons and make
you the envy of all your competition.

Here, in a single lens, plus
modular accessory package, is the
opportunity to realize almost any
idea. Any job. Any technique. Any
location. Inside or out. Day or night.

Lightweight and rugged and
extremely fast at f/1.6, the J13X9BIE
has a broad zoom range of 9mm to
118mm. But with our integral 2X
range extender, its reach extends all
the way to 236mm at a remarkably

sensitive f/3.8. For closeups, it's got
a short 0.8M (31.5") M.O.D. plus
built-in macro capability. And, of
course, it's got adjustable back
focus to work with any camera.

But Canon wants you to ex-
tend all your potential, so it provides
the 13X with a complete accessory
package. Like our no -light -loss
0.75X wide-angle attachment, giv-
ing you a 6.75mm focal length lens
with full auto -iris capabilities. A 1.5X
teleside converter for even greater
focal length extension with no Ight
loss. Remote focusing and zoom-
manual or motorized-- for tripod

Canon

work. And that's still only the begin-
ning. To find out what the best EJ/
EFP lens system can do for you,
contact us for a demonstration, or
specify the Canon JI3X9BIE when
ordering your new camera.

The next time you tackle an
impossible assignment, take along
the Canon 13X. If
for no other
reason than to
watch the
faces on
the com-
petition.

Canon Inc. Head Office. 10 Nevada Drive. Lake St.g:ces, NY 11040 (bloi 48-6700  141' Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, IL 60126 (312) 833-3070
123 Paularino Avenue East. Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000  Canon Optics & Business Machines, Canada, Ltd., 3245 American Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 168, Can.

Canon Amsterdam N.V., Industrial Products Division De Boelelaan 8. Amsterdam, Netherlands
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Newsroom Automation

Ballard talking to then
assignment editor Bruce
Bowers, who is now working
on ENP R&D

kinks in the lab have been done. The system now has to go
through its paces where it counts - in a working news-
room.

The WBTV staff is pleased with the progress of ENP.
The first day it was installed in late July the assignment
editor used the system without once falling back on his old
dependable typewriter. He managed to use the assignment
function with little or no problem.

"The greatest benefit that I get out of it," says Brian
Thompson, executive news manager, "is the wire scan-
ning. I can keep up to date much better with the wires and I
don't have to go over to the wire machine and deal with all
that paper."

Another aid that Thompson finds very useful is being
able to mark electronically where he left off and not check
back over wire material that he has already seen.

The wires are dumped into the system and sorted by
ANPA codes. Once in the system the data is available in a
number of ways. The logic of the system goes from the
very general to the very specific. It can give a complete
overview of what is on the wire by story slug. Then, by
one function key, it will change to a configuration which
gives the first four lines of any story. Another stroke of the
same function key will put up the complete text of the
story. The entire ENP system works on that principle: start
with the general and go to a mode as specific as necessary.

The function keys play an important part in the ENP
system. When the system was shown at NAB, a number of
people weren't sure how easy the system would be to learn
since there were 32 function keys. But Woidke answers
that complaint by observing, "The point of the function
keys is that each does one function. They are all clearly
marked and most users will never need to worry about

many of them. If you are not a producer, there is no need
for you to ever use the PRODUCER RUNDOWN key."

JDS has been introducing ENP to the station in small
doses. It was felt that introducing the system all at once
would cause more problems than it would solve in its pilot
stage. Most of the staff had little or no experience with
VDTs. When terminals were introduced into newspapers
and the wire services about 10 years ago, there was initial
resistance, but once everyone became acclimated to them
no one wanted to go anywhere near an old-style type-
writer.

Fortunately, there hasn't been any resistance to the new
system. "The staff has taken to it much better than I had
anticipated," says Ballard.

The system has only been on-line since July, but most
of the programs are now running. The wire service inter-
face (News Watch), the assignment desk (News Pro), and
the text editor (News Edit) are being used, some to a lesser
extent. News Edit is being used to write scripts, but the
copy is not being stored in the archive (News File) pro-
gram. The decision was made to hold off introducing that
function until the producer rundown function is working
in conjunction with the teleprompting program.

JDS went outside for a teleprompter interface. Bestion
is the contractor for the system. It is functioning at JDS but
there are still some minor problems. Until those are
worked out, it will not be used at the station.

All in all, both JDS and WBTV are satisfied with the
progress of ENP. Bill Ballard thinks that it will re-
volutionize the industry. "We'll be doing things that we
haven't even thought of yet," he says. When he talks
about the system he starts sounding like an evangelist, but
he adds, "I believe in it." BM/E
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In the great tradition of
Philips portables:

1968...PCP-70 The industry's first
portable. The one clat started it all.

1969... PCP -90 Step two. World
famous Minicam.

1975... LDK-15 First generation of
triax field production cameras.

1976... LDK-11 A smaller, lighter,
lower cost field and studio camera.

1977...Video 80 An innovation in
lightweight camera and production
system ...LDK-15L Latest version of
the LDK-15.

Evolving from this long history of
portable equipment leadership,
Philips' engineers have created a
new concept in portable and field
equipment ... the LDK-14 Broad-
cast Systems Camera.

LDK 14

00.0011111
A futurized camera offering three

advanced configurations for field and
studio use...all achieved without
equipment repackaging:

1. ENG-studio quality portable;
self-contained, one piece: film cam-
era handling; weighing less than
15.5 lbs. (7 Kg) lens included: less
than 12 lbs. (5.5 Kg) without lens.

2. EFP- studio quality portable, with
remote control: timing and phase
adjustable gen lock; instant conver-
tibility to studio camera use by
simple change of viewfinders.

3. TRIAX - cable
operation eliminates
equilization problems
on long cable
runs.

The LDK-14 combines innovative
design and unique capabilities in a
state-of-the-art 2/3 inch camera that
is much lighter and uses significantly
less power than the competitive ENG-
only camera. Plus the LDK-14 gives
you additional advantages in size,
picture quality, stability, maintaina-
bility and cost.

Among its many other unique fea-
tures for portable and studio use are:

 Only 27 watts power consumption
(almost 1/3 less than the ENG-
only competitive portable) gives
longer continuous operation with
choice of battery belt or small bat-
tery pack affixed to camera. A
standby switch further conserves
battery power between takes.

 Viewfinder displays include: con-
tour enhanced camera picture or
external video signal: status moni-
tors for video level, color balance.
bars on, battery discharge, VTR
functioning, intercom call and cam-
era tally.

 Automatics include: color balance:
white and black level: centering:
noise reduction when operating
with extra gain: auto iris with set
and hold facility.
Externally switchable black stretch
and contrast expansion.

 Dynamic Beam Control (DBC),
regulates beam current to suppress
comet tailing and blooming.

 Circuitry designed to maximize ad-
vanced capabilities of the latest
rear -loading Plumbicons.

 Optional remote control facilities.
Easy access for set-up and main-
tenance. Rear casing flips up for
access to five main plug-in circuit
boards.

 The rugged magnesium housing
and titanium quick -release lens
mounting hold all optical and elec-
trical components in absolute reg-
istration. (Lens mount is strong
enough for the heaviest extended
range zoom lenses.)

 Rain, splash and RFI proofed.
 Other features include electronic

raster rotation for better registra-
tion: linear matrix for optimal and
Philips compatible colorimetry: and
360 -degree hue -selectable chroma
key.

 Other cameras may have some
of these LDK-14 features- no one
has them all.

Camera -Recorder Systems
With this unmatched combination

of performance and portability, the
LDK-14 is also the ideal camera for
field recording of ENG and EFP.

The LDK-14's unique handling qual-
ity and flexibility make it compatible
with all portable and studio recorders.
And the studio -quality picture of the
LDK-14 gives you optimum results
from your VTR, even after multiple
generation copies.

For those adding 1" tape format,
Philips offers the finest 1" VTR (C
Format) as part of a special camera -
recorder portable system, and as a
stand-alone portable, console, and
mini -console (PVR series).

More information is yours on the
LDK-14 camera, camera -VTR system,
or VTR only. Write or call today (indi-
cating product interest) to: Philips
Broadcast Equipment Corp., 91
McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey
07430  (201) 529-3800.
(Canada: Philips Broadcast Equip., 601 Milner
Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1B 1M8).

Innovative Leader in World Television
PHILIPSCircle 133 on Reader Service Card



You make the decisions. EPIC carries them out. On line
or off. Instantaneously. Without a lot of baclktalk.

Built around a powerful minicomputer and a floppy
disc supported operating system, the HVS EPIC has
every function you need for fast, accurate editing with
multiple VTRs-look ahead capability, fast edit list
alteration, logical entry sequencing-it's all at your
fingertips via an editor -designed, free standing keyboard.

Furthermore, since EPIC is software based, you get
several unique advantages. Among these is multi-
tasking. For example, you can simultaneously perform
an edit on one VTR, write time code on another, and

HARRIS

Insell photo courtesy of Video Production Services, Berkeley, CA.

print an edit list on the optional printer.
In addition, each floppy disc provides non-volatile

storage of up to 2000 edits, and allows easy software
update as even more powerful editing routines are
made available.

EPIC has already been successfully interfaced to
nearly every model of audio and video recorder, and
works with most video switchers.

So, if you want your decision carried out fast-your
way-make the EPIC decision and take charge. For
complete details and user references, call or write
today,

COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION PROCESSING

HARRIS CORPORATION Harris Video Systems
1255 East Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 737-2100
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STILL STORES MAKE
A GREAT LEAP FORWARD
FOR BROADCAST GRAPHICS
By Pamela W. Peterson

Still stores, with their great potential for enlivening on -air graphics, are now
beginning to deliver on their promise. As artists, producers, and operators
begin to get comfortable with the technology they are finding whole new
ways to bring verve and excitement to television stills.

LET'S CONSIDER a common piece of graphic production:
the 6:00 p.m. news needs a head shot of a suddenly
prominent congressman over a black background. A red
strip below his face will serve as background for his title,
"Congressman Obscure - R-Neb," in white lettering.
The shot must be correctly placed for chromakeying be-
hind the news anchor.

First, get a facsimile picture of the congressman, and
Mount it on a black background. Second, hot press his title
over a red strip and center it under his name. Lettering size
not quite right? Back to the hot press. Ahh, that's it! Now
shoot the slide, develop it, mount it, get it into the slide
tray, and have it checked in for video levels. Total time:
anywhere from one to three hours depending on the effi-
ciency of the graphics department and the number of
people working.

That's the way most video graphics were produced until
recently. The advent of digital still storage devices has
brought the time for producing the graphic just discussed
down to 10 minutes . . . with a good production team, of
course.

The first still stores might be considered to have been
slow-motion devices that stored single frames of video
and could be halted in their playback at one frame out of
the many in a recorded sequence. But still stores with the
capability to locate one and only one frame, then move to
another track on the storage medium for the storage or
playback of another frame, date back only about six years.

At first these machines were not used for much more
than replacement of slide chains. The original configura-
tion usually called for a video camera input and one or
perhaps two channels of output.

The use of computer -type magnetic disc packs with
large storage capabilities (one frame of video sampled at
10.7 MHz Creates approximately 21/2 million bits of in-
formation) yielded about 750 "on-line" stills. Despite

Pamela W. Peterson is employed by CBS, and is a
frequent author of articles dealing with broadcast technol-
ogy. She wishes to thank Lee Levy of the CBS Television
Network and Beverly Littlewood of WNBC-TV for their
information and assistance in the preparation of this arti-
cle. Photographs courtesy of News4 New York.

News4 New York's dynamic new logo is partly attributable to the
new freedom graphic designers are finding in still store use

some difference in access time from unit to unit, these
stills can be considered immediately accessible. Doubling
the number of disc drives doubled the number of on-line
stills, and off-line pack storage meant that the thousands
of non -current stills accumulated in a busy news year did
not have to be erased to make way for the most recent
additions.

The first major advance in graphic production tech-
niques occurred when store operators and production staff
realized that a small amount of video effects gear (gar-
den-variety faders and keyers, for instance) and the loop -
back of output channels to the input would make possible
an economical (and fast!) production/storage operation

Let's consider how, with this setup, one might do the
production mentioned before. Start with the facsimile
picture on a dull black surface. With remote camera con-
trols the still store operator can make sure that the color
and video level are right before he stores the basic picture.
Next, play back this first still through one output channel
to a production studio, which wipes in a red titling back-
ground below the head shot. A character generator
supplies the titling and the shot is stored again. This still is
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Still Stores

By utilizing the twin output
channels of a modem still
store, semianimated
sequences are possible

now "taken," "developed," and "mounted." In addi-
tion, it has an inventory number and its video levels have
been checked.

Can't spare a character generator? You could still store
after the red title background has been wiped in and have
the graphics people run up a set of hot-press lettering. Size
is no problem . . . you can zoom in or out to make the
lettering match the space available, key it over your sec-
ond pass still and get precisely what you want.

Centering is the next step. Most news shows use one
standard shot of an anchorperson for hard news stories,
and the chromakey area behind him or her is the same
from day to day. Using a "template still" that can be
faded over the camera input to allow precise positioning
makes proper placement of the main interest area in a still
easy. You must pay attention to system timing when
feeding back a still for use as a positioning guide, of
course. Incidentally, one can avoid using an output chan-
nel for this purpose entirely by providing a modified "safe
area" generator as a "template still input." Whatever
method is used, the template still can be fed through the
studio to the camera operator before air time to make sure
that the stills and chromakey area match perfectly.

Advantages of still storage

Stills stored in the manner just described are very acces-
sible (two seconds to enter the address and recall the still
to the screen). They will not jam; they don't have to be
loaded in trays or carrousels; and they don't fade, crack,
or get inserted backwards or upside down. The time to get
from one to the next is usually less than a tenth of a second
(sometimes as low as 30 ms). These advantages alone
make still stores worth considering.

In live news production, a frequent problem is the need
for a last-minute change to the lineup- the order in which
the news stories are to be aired. Using slide trays makes
the accompanying graphics change awkward, at the very
least - it may even be necessary to totally abandon a
carefully prepared graphic in order to avoid jeopardizing
the rest of the slide sequence. With digital still storage,
especially with two output channels, the access time for an
out -of -order still - and the time to return to a previously
programmed sequence - is so short that last minute
changes can be made. (In fact, there is some danger of
having last-minute lineup changes become a way of life
with a still store, according to experienced operators.
Beware the dragon of indecision!)

Digital still storage offers more than simply the advan-
tages of speed and flexibility. Some other production
advantages include frame grab capability, graphic se-
quence production, artistic effects, and on -air recording
for breaking news stories.

Frame grabs and graphic sequences

Still stores record a video frame using true vertical
switching techniques. Some machirik offer a feature
wherein the microprocessor control will generate a "next
available" address, automatically freeing the operator
from having to specify an address. In such a case, using an
erased disc pack, an operator can "grab frames" just
about as fast as he or she can hit the TAKE button. Stations
not using still -frameable VTRs, or without freeze-frame
capabilities on a frame synchronizer, can use this feature
for graphics work. Any kind of input video can be used to
generate a possible graphics still. Even if the station does
have VTR or frame -sync still capability, one fast run of
still -store frame grabs frees up the VTR or frame sync for
other work.

Aside from the simple "sequence," the electronic
equivalent of loading a slide tray, certain kinds of effects
can be easily produced with still sequences. Charts or
graphs that build, colors that change, maps highlighted in
stages to show geographic or political information - the
production of these animations is rendered simpler and
faster by the use of still storage devices. I

Two ways of achieving an effect that looks like photo-
graphic solarization take advantage, of, the still store. The
first method uses a colorizing insert keyer With the lumi-
nance set low, and the original still fed lack over itself.
Simpler still, a switch in the output D/A converter that
switches off the second most significant bit will create
strange hue and level shifts. Either method can be used,
the still being produced, stored, and titling set over it on a
second pass.

Digital feedback is also an option. Analog feedback is
unstable; it "crawls" on the screen, resembling a lava
lamp in aspect ratio. Digital feedback locks up. The effect
has been compared by some to a "waterfall" of images,
by others to multiple exposure photography. More control
over it is obtainable by running it through an input keyer.
Because of the nature of feedback the image trail will be
white. This can be colorized on a second pass - or the
original form can be insert keyed on top of its starting or
ending position.

Most kinds of graphics will benefit from this "second
pass" treatment. Need a dropshadow on lettering? Store
the still once, move it, change luminance, key it, and store
again. Colored borders? Store once, zoom out, insert key
in white, store again. The effects are endless, and once the
store operator and graphics department get their creative
juices flowing together, you'll be amazed at what they
come up with, not the speed with which news producers'
demands can be met.

One final benefit worth considering: the more complex
still store devices can actually be used to store stills while
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one channel of output is being played back to air. If the
story of the century breaks 12 minutes into the 6:00 p.m.
news, you can use the machine to still store some kind of
graphic. Even a title in the chromakey area looks better
than having your announcer read the story completely dry
with no graphic at all.

Currently several manufacturers, including Ampex,
ADDA, Arvin/Echo, Eigen, Harris, MCl/Quantel , NEC,
Oktel, and US JVC, offer electronic still stores. All of the

COLOR
CAMERA

STILL
STORE

DEVICE

rOUTPUT
CHANNEL 1

OUTPUT
CHANNEL 2

Basic block diagram of typical still store layout

GRAPHICS CAMERA

or"

STILL
STORE
(FIRST
PASS)

Preparation of standard
stills for use within the news format

current systems use some type of disc store, though not all
are digital. Arvin's disc recorders, for example, are ana-
log and an outgrowth of its slow motion recording sys-
tems. Ampex and ADDA are currently the most common
of the digital still store systems in the market, though they
have been joined recently by MCl/Quantel and Harris's
IRIS system in the offering of very high -capacity digital
still storage. Established systems like Eigen's and Oktel's
are gaining greater acceptance in the marketplace, and as
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A more flexible approach which greatly increases the utility of a still store
system
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Preparation of a simple keyed slide
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Still Stores

Modem graphics systems are offering news directors and
producers the opportunity to provide visual appeal in stories
which were at one time visually dull

disc recording becomes a standard design of other manu-
facturers, more systems will come on line like US JVC's
NAB introduction of yet another electronic still storage
system.

The available systems tend to be configured as large-
scale library and production systems intended for use
where greater capacity is needed, or smaller systems
where size and cost are more important than the number of
stills stored. The larger systems tend to have a greater
variety of effects available and more sophisticated search
routines. Quantel's DLS-6000 (Digital Library Store), for

instance, has focused a great deal of attention on methods
of searching and content management. Costs of the vari-
ous systems tend to be directly proportional to storage
capacity, list management, and effects capabilities. Thus
the larger systems tend to run between $160,000 to
$200,000, while smaller, basic still stores with capacity in
the 200 -still range cost upwards of $50,000.

Since the output of these still stores is NTSC video,
their combination with production switchers can lead to
the creation of extremely complex effects sequences.
With the new microprocessor -controlled effects memory
systems available on the more modern production switch-
ers, a world of otherwise unthinkable graphic sequences
can be produced quickly and economically. Generally,
however, bxtensive use of effects switchers will require
either multiple still stores, or at least still stores with
multi -channel outputs.

Although it is highly unlikely that any station would go
to the expense of acquiring a production switcher specif-
ically for use with a still store, allocation of time on
existing switchers to the graphics department will pay
dividends in the graphic quality available to news pro-
grams and commercial clients.

While the cost/benefit analysis of electronic still stor-
age should consider production time savings, cash
realized in the sale of slide chains, savings associated with
the reallocation of space formerly devoted to slide stor-
age, art material and photo developing savings like any
other production tool, the proof will be in the ability of the
technology to generate revenue. This ability in turn is
dependent upon the creative potential of the people who
operate it. BM/E
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SHINITION Worldwide
144 Rogers Street Phone (617) 491-8700
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specification.
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 Auto -take.
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1

The digital effects system that will
turn your head around.

Rotate it 360 degrees.
Manipulate it into an infinity of
forms.

Flip Ia . 11-Ule Spin it.

But because not every broadcaster
needs all these capabilities now,
we've built the DPE 5000 to grow.
Endlessly.
You can buy the basic single channel
system and generate an array of
optical quality digital effects. Infinite
compression. Variable picture posi-
tioning. Freeze. Border generation.
Position, size, and transition rate
preselect. Horizontal and vertical
squeeze. Key tracking.

Later, as your requirements change,
you can add to your basic system.

Zoom expansion to four times
picture size.
"No -Blank" noise reduction with
blanking correction.

Picture rotation.
And up to four additional channels
to give you effects on five pictures
simultaneously.

1

MCl/Quantel. "No.Blank:' "Auloseguence:' "Digiflip
and "Autoflex" are trademarks of Micro Consultants. Inc.

"Autosequence" effects recall system.

"Digiflip" flip, tumble, and spin.

"Autoflex" effects package for special
shapes.

All these options can be added to
your basic DPE 5000 at any time.
And this goes for any DPE 5000-
all the way back to serial number 1.
We want your digital effects system
to grow, not become obsolete.
Even if you don't want your head
turned around this year, who knows
about next year?
Call your nearest MCl/Quantel
representative. Or get in touch with
us directly. Micro Consultants, Inc.,
P.O. Box 50810, Palo Alto, California
94303, 415/856-6226.

P p cal
:1 1 1 1.

MCl/QUANITEL
The digital video people.
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"Our Sony video recorders have not only traveled
the equivalent of fifteen times the circumference of the
earth, but they've logged more than 2,500 hours of
taping time," says Martin McAndrew, Vice President of
Operations for Continental Colour Recording.

"Not one of these machines has ever broken down,"
McAndrew adds. "What makes that even more
impressive is that they're constantly being used by dif-
ferent people with different ideas about how carefully
to handle equipment.

"Seventy per cent of the time, our equipment is

used by ABC and NBC, but we also rent it to local tele-
vision stations and production companies."

Continental Colour, the country's largest video
equipment rental company, has specially built trucks
and trailer trucks that are virtually television stations
on wheels. Two of these trucks are equipped with
one -inch equipment, including a total of two BVH-1100
and four BVH-1000 one -inch high -band video record-
ers. Continental has also purchased additional Sony re-
corders for its brand-new post -production facility.

"Sony picture quality is excellent;' says McAndrew,



"375,000
MILES

WITHOUT A
BREAKDOWN

Martin McAndrew Continental Colour Recording
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"much better than its main competitor. And the slow-
motion capability of the BVH-1100's means that each
can do the work of two separate machines, in less space,
at less expense. No one else's equipment can match
these 1100's.

"No wonder our Sonys are almost always on the
road. They've covered the World Series, the
Winter Olympics, the daytime Emmy Awards, the
Tony Awards, operas and symphonies for PBS, and the
Pope's visit to the U.S. And we've had zero problems;
working with Sony has been delightful."

If you want one -inch equipment you can really get
some mileage out of, find out about Sony's full line. It
includes cameras, recorders, editors, and the BVT-2000
digital time base corrector.

Write Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371-5800; in
Chicago at (312) 792-3600; or in Los Angeles at
(213) 537-4300. SONY

BROADCAST
Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp
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CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT
ON AMPEX VIDEO TAPE.

 IMOACKAST NELEAL

.s..
Nampoloor

BROADCASTERS AND PRODUCTION
COMPANIES DEPEND ON
AMPEX TAPE.

From videotape equipment to the video
tape itself. broadcasters and production
companies throughout the world
depend on Ampex. High quality,
durability, reliability, and prompt service
are just some of the reasons.

Ampex 175 Highband Quadruplex
Video Tape has proven itself under
every conceivable type of operating
condition within every video standard.
Excellent color performance, low drop-
outs, and a tough durable formulation
with low headwear are features which

'1411. have contributed to this dependability.
And now Ampex 196 High Energy

Broadcast Helical Video Tape has been
11111 specifically engineered to fill the

increasing needs of a particularly
demanding group of video profes-
sionals-those who have chosen one of

ethe new broadcast helical VTRs.
No matter what your video tape

needs are, there's an Ampex video tape
for you. And, once you've tried Ampex
tape, you'll see why broadcasters and
production companies have grown toV,04,

depend on Ampex.

AMPEX
REFLECTIONS OF REALITY.
AND BEYOND.
Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division.
401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-4463
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YOU CAN PUTUP

A BROADCAST STATION

IN ONE DAY
The broadcast station "kit" developed by
Grinnan Fixture Company arrives at the
site on three large trucks with all
equipment prewired, along with finished
cabinets and a modular building
specifically designed to hold it. If your
foundation is ready, you can fire up
and go on the air a few days later.

BY COMBINING EXPERT USE of prefabrication with com-
plete wiring and technical assenribly before delivery, the
Grinnan Fixture Company of Minerva, Ohio, has come up

with something really new: a broadcast station that can be

erected on a ready foundation in one or two days after
arriving at the side on three flat-bed trucks. John Grinnan,
owner, a veteran of interior cabinet design for broadcast
stations and the wiring together of studio systems, says
that the entire period from his receipt of an order to
completion of the building will ordinarily be 30 days or

less.
He therefore has a point to make with his assertion that

the buyer of one of his "kits" gets his broadcast station
"absolutely free." He means that the saving in time,
compared with the four months or more usually needed to

put up a broadcast station from scratch, will save more
money than the station costs.

Grinnan has built and installed a large number of studio

One of exteriors available with standard Grinnan prefabricated broadcast station building Is shown in

the drawing above. The exterior walls can be lapped siding, brick veneer, brick, stucco, plywood

panels, or others. The roof can be gabled (as shown) or flat, with one side of the roof covered with acrylic

plastic if solar heating is chosen
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systems for broadcasters over many years. The firm man-
ufactures every kind of cabinet needed in a broadcast
station, including those for storage of records, tapes,
carts, etc., and those for holding turntables, cart ma-
chines, consoles, and all the other units of a studio system.
Grinnan is also a distributor for about 65 lines of broadcast
equipment.

Modular construction saves building time

The Grinnan-designed buildings are constructed in
modular form by the American Coach Company of Lords-
town, Ohio. With a project in hand, Grinnan first builds
the interior cabinetry, assembles the equipment chosen by
the buyer to go into it, prepares all the wiring, and tests the
studio system "in place." Meanwhile, American Coach
has prepared the building.

The two "packages" are combined into one on three
trucks for transport to the site. There Grinnan's assembly
team puts up the building and connects all the equipment.
All internal power and telephone wiring (along with all
telephone instruments) are in place, so only the local
utility drop lines are needed to make the station a going
concern.

A Grinnan station is thus a "package deal" in every
sense of the word. Everything above ground in the main
building comes from one supplier. This can include, at the
buyer's option, all the office furniture (supplied by Gen-
eral Fireproofing Company of Youngstown, Ohio), copy-
ing machines, a Radio Shack computer for automated
bookkeeping wired in place, with a program supplied.

Grinnan recommends in most cases that the transmitter
be installed in a small accessory building (whiclican also
be supplied), largely to reduce the chance of RF inter-
ference in the studio equipment.

The standard building is 75 by 33 feet, and comes with a
variety of floor plans (see sample floor plans). Grinnaq
says. that talks with many prospective buyers indicate that
about 50 percent will use the standard building; the rest

will want more or less custom design, which he is fully
prepared to supply. The firm has staff competence in
architectural, mechanical, and electrical design of
buildings.

For example, a large university discussing a station
with Grinnan wants four wings added to the standard
building for additional office and operational space. The
modular scheme allows for many variations of this kind.

The basic building material is wood framing. The buyer
gets a wide choice of exteriors: lapped siding, plywood
panels, brick veneer, brick walls, stucco, and others. The
interior walls are 1/2 -inch dry material. Between the inte-
rior and exterior are two four -inch thicknesses of fiber
glass insulation, with a 1/2 -inch air space between.

Soltr heating, if you want it

The roof can be gabled or flat, with one side shingled.
The other side can be the site of an optional solar heating
system worked out by Grinnan and undergoing final tests
as this was written. The roof section for the solar heating
system is 1/4 -inch acrylic plastic that lets the radiant heat
into radiator -core heat collectors. Heat -transfer oil carries
the heat to a depth of gravel in the basement for storage. A
pump system circulates the heat to finned radiators in the
building.

Heating choices

The buyer, however, gets a choice of heating arrange-
ments. For example, if the station is part of a university
plant that has a central steam heating system, the steam
can be brought into the circulating equipment in the sta-
tion building and the heat delivered by the radiators.

The buildings are designed so that they are well within
the local building code requirements of virtually all areas.
Grinnan believes that problems on this score will be ex-
tremely rare; if any such appear based on the drawings and
specifications, he can make the necessary adjustments
before the building is delivered.

For the interior the buyer can choose wall colors, car-
peting designs, draperies, and cabinet finishes. The office
furniture is available in a variety of styles.
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Standard floor plan is 75 feet by 33 feet, and provides space for all operational needs of a
small to medium-sized radio station. The transmitter will be in an adjoining accessory
building or at a remote location. The standard plan can be enlarged by adding length (see
plan below) or by adding one or more wings. Interior, too, can be altered

Technical design of the station

On the design of the broadcast plant itself, John Grin-
nan told BM/E: "We are prepared to work with any
technical design developed by a buyer's engineering staff
or an engineering consultant, getting together the equip-
ment specified, building the furniture to hold it, and
preparing the wiring to carry out the plan. The only
requirement from our side is that the sections do not
exceed the legal limits on size for transport over the
highways. We are experienced in making adjustments in
the design that will accomplish this objective.

"Aside from that, our long experience in assembling
studio systems for many broadcast stations has equipped
us to work out standard studio technical plans which the
buyer may find adequate to his requirements."
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Enlarged floor plan
is 114 feet long,
against standard 75
feet, and allows
space for additional
offices and
operation areas

The proof of performance required by the FCC is, of
course, the responsibility of the engineering staff of the
station. As to any faults that might develop in the station
because of the assembly or equipment supplied, Grinnan
says that his standard guarantees will protect the buyer
adequately.

The cost of the "instant station"
Grinnan told BM/E that the price of the standard build-

ing, plus all studio equipment wired and in place, aver-
ages around $160,000. This does not include the transmit-
ter, transmission line, tower, and tower erection. Changes
in the basic plan of the building, such as adding one or
more wings, will naturally increase the price.

A significant factor in establishing the cost of the sta-
tion is the investment credit allowed under the present
Federal tax law. The whole package rates as capital
equipment and thus entitles the buyer to the investment
credit. He also gets double declining depreciation the first
year, which can save a large amount of income tax. Ron
Henn, chairman of the board of American Coach Com-
pany, pointed out to BM/E that this can greatly increase
the financial advantages of buying a modular station.

John Grinnan's own involvement with radio broadcast-
ing covers the whole history of the industry in this coun-
try. He told BM/E that as a small boy he was taken by his
father to see the inauguration of Westinghouse station
KDKA in Pittsburgh, which was the first broadcast station
regularly on the air. He remembers the room full of gear,
on the floor and on a table, the "squirrel" antenna on the
roof. Later the same day his father bought him a kit for a
crystal receiver (the early form of solid-state radio) which
he assembled when he got home.

This led to a ham ticket at 14., a job as instructor in radio
in his high school. In 1946 with two others he started the
Cardinal Corporation to build storage cabinets. In 1950
this became Grinnan Fixture, with himself as sole owner.

Grinnan Fixture expanded from record storage cabinets
to those for tapes and film, and then to cabinets to hold
every kind of broadcast station equipment. Complete
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Elevation shows front
and end views of
alternative exterior plan.
Other variations are
available for the
building exterior

=
FRONT ELEVATION

1Z

RIGHT SIDE ELEVATION

studio design became a specialty of the firm.
Grinnan says that he had been looking for some time for

an outfit that could make the buildings on a modular basis,
in order to increase greatly the speed of broadcast station
erection and reduce its cost. American Coach emerged
from this search because of a major position in the con-
struction of modular buildings of every kind. Among
them are house trailers, large buses with interiors con-
verted into business offices, restaurants, and motels.
American Coach has made buildings for MacDonalds, for

the Holiday Inn chain, and for other firms of national
scope.

As this issue went to press, Grinnan reported that he had
made the choice of Stromberg-Carlson telephone equip-
ment for his stations. The telephone wiring will include a
telephone patch for connecting phones for on -the -air talk
programs, as well as for intercom use within the building.

BMIE interviewed the managements of some stations
for which Grinnan has recently installed studio systems.
All testified to excellent performance. B M/E

a pair of better ideas fbr audio processing.
Inovonics' MAP II and 215 satisfy
all of your needs for multiband or
broadband audio processing in AM
or FM broadcast, audio production,
or TV/film situations.
For multiband processing, MAP II's
gentle 8 -band compression, gain -
riding A.G.C., and absolute peak
controller for AM or FM make it the
most versatile "single package"
processor in the industry.

And our new 215 broadband
processor combines three very
affordable options in one package:
a slow A.G.C., a smooth, average -
level compressor and an AM or
FM absolute peak controller.
Select all three, and the 215 stands
alone as your complete audio -pro-
cessing system. Or, select only the
options that will complement the
equipment you already have. For

instance, the 215 chassis accepts
MAP II's removable peak controller
for split studio/transmitter operation.
Together - or separately - Inovonics'
215 and MAP II give you all the audio -
processing versatility you need -
at a price you can afford.
Call or write us today. MAP II- $1670.
Modelq 215 -$200 to $785, depending
on options selected.

Inovonics, Inc.
50313 Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008

Telephone:
408 374-8300
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Optimum
Performance

Larger Diameter Air Dielectric
Wellflex Cables, (15/8", 3". 31/2"

and 41/2") feature a unique
vertabra helix design to

achieve optimum crush and
tension strength. Its "pillar

effect- using less volume of
cielectric, provides lower loss

and higher power handling
capability due to the more

rapid dissipation of heat from
the center conductor.

Wellflex has it all: low loss, low
VSWR, higher power handling,

smoother impedance coe'ficient,
and rugged, long dependaole life.

Cablewave System's Wellflex s
type accepted for sampling

systems in accordance
to FCC Part 73.68.

Cablewave Systems, Inc.,
Dodge Ave.. North Haven, Conn.

C6473, Phone (203) 239-3311

In Canada: LeBlanc & Royle Com-
munications Towers Ltd., 514 Chart -
well Rd., Oakville, Ontario, Canada

5C5. Phone (416) 844-1242.

Antenna/Transmission Line
Systems Catalog
Complete in every

detail, total informa-
tion needed to plan,

specify and pur-
chase a complete

system or
component, plus

complete engineering
data and more!

Cablewave Systems

"WHY USE WELLFLEK
Optimum

Design

Cablewave Systems offers
Wellflex Transmission Lines
designed to meet your
most stringent electrical
and mechanical require-
ments.

Highly reliable, the unique
Wellflex construct on pro-
vides a combination of
strength and flexibility with
optimum performance.
Outstanding electrical
parameters induce extrerrely
low RF loss, smooth
impedance co -efficient, and
conservatively rated power
handling capabilry.
Wellflex is available with either
air or foam dielectric with capper
corrugated outer conductor.
solid and corrugated inner con-
ductor (depending on size). and
with a tough, durable. cor-osion
resistance polyethylene jacket
suitable for burial and prolonged
life.

Air Dielectric Wel flex in smaller
diameters, (1/2" and 7/8") cffer a
field proven, fixed helix design
called Spirafil II -a single, contin-
uous extrusion which locks the
center conductor coaxially within
the outer conductor, resulting in a
near perfect impedance coefficient
throughout the entire lencth of line.

RF transmission lines with
welded and corrugated
conductors are also
manufactured by our
associated companies in
West Germany and Brazil.

Kabel-und Metallwerke
Gulehoffnungshuette AG
Radio Frequency Systems Division
Kabelkamp 20
3000 Hannover
West Germany
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Ifwehad set out to give you only
the features our competition gIves you,

this is where wed be to`day.



Most VTR units give you only a fraction of the features you might want from a
video tape recorder. So we didn't stop where our competition did. We kept on adding
features. Until we developed the most versatile 1" machine on the market.

Compare the 3M TT -7000 VTR and NTC-10 Time Base Corrector to the competi-
tion. Nobody puts together more of the features you want than 3M. And once you see
our unit, we think you'll agree that buying anything else is like getting half a machine.

The 3M TT -7000 Video Tape Re-
corder gives you:
 Auto track following (ATF) 1/4 reverse

through 2x forward (optional).
 Video and sync confidence heads.
 Three channel audio confidence heads.
 Video sync channel.
 All DC motor and servo tape transport.
 19" rack mountable with full dust cover.
 Front panel plug-in modules.
 Frame accurate insert and assemble

editing.
 Dual tape timer with zero memory.
 Tape speed override on front panel.
 Stop tone and cue -up (0, 3, 5, 7 sec.

preroll).
 Contact closure and TTL external inter-

face.
 Variable speed forward/reverse shuttle.
 Still frame jog.
 Autochroma and color framing.
 Audio 3 record in play mode (built-in

speaker).
 Instant stop action from play or slo-mo

(with ATF option).
 Instant audio bias level adjust.
 Video level calibrate marker.
 Preset/Manual tracking select on front

panel.
 Fixed precision rabbited drum tape

guide.
 And low RF, high temperature and low

voltage alarms.

Our Time Base Corrector comes
complete with its own list of standard fea-
tures:
 Sixteen line correction window.
 Ten bit quantizing.
 Four times subcarrier sampling.
 65 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
 Velocity compensation.
 Digital one line drop out compensator.
 Compact size (83/4" high by 171/2" deep

by 181/2" wide).
 45 pounds total weight.
 Portable cabinet or rack mountable.
 And front panel plug-in modules.

Add it all up, and you've got the
most complete VTR/TBC package on the
market. For a free
demonstration, call
(612) 733-7914 or
write 3M/Mincom
Division -Video Prod-
ucts, 223 -SE 3M Cen-
ter, St. Paul, MN 55144.
In Canada contact 3M
Canada, Inc., P.O. Box
5757, London, On- .....
tario, N6A-4T1. In
Alaska contact 3M
Company, 5331 Min-
nesota Drive, Anchor-
age, AK 99502.

And get the
complete picture on VTR.

3M



Until now, using an airborne
ENG/EJ system meant sacrificing
performance by relying on multipath-
prone omnidirectional antennas,
and accepting the compromise
inherent in utilizing components not
specifically designed for helicopter
mounting.

No more.
Nurad introduces COPTER

PODTM, a new concept in airborne
ENG/EJ system design.

To begin with, COPTER PODTM
incorporates four circularly
polarized Clavin cavity transmit
antennas (for forward, aft, port,
and starboard coverage), a frequency -
agile transmitter with power
amplifier, and a frequency -agile
receiver with a circularly polarized
Clavin cavity receive antenna
(for ground -to -air -to -ground relay
operations), all in a single
aerodynamically streamlined enve-
lope that attaches to the standard
cargo frame of widely used
helicopters such as the Bell Jet
Ranger. Other airborne ENG/EJ

systems take up valuable internal
space, require broadcaster -supplied
antenna brackets, attach to areas
of the helicopter not designed
or intended for mounting purposes,
and in some cases require
retractor systems to lower the
antenna below the landing gear.

Furthermore, by utilizing
circularly polarized Clavin cavity
transmit antennas, as opposed to an
omnidirectional antenna, not only is
there a significant increase in gain,
but the transmitted energy is
confined to a single segment and
the possibility of multipath effects
is virtually eliminated.

The COPTER PODTM also comes
with a complete control subsystem
that provides control of the
microwave transmit/receive
system and includes, on a separate
panel, a highly versatile audio -video
switcher that allows the operator
to select any of nine transmit/re-
cord options. He can transmit
the input from the camera or the
receiver or the VTR, record the

input from the camera or the
receiver, simultaneously transmit
and record the input from the
camera or the receiver, transmit
the input from the camera while
recording the input from the re-
ceiver, and transmit the input from
the receiver while recording the
input from the camera. COPTER
PODTM is truly the "state of the art"
in airborne ENG/EJ systems.

COPTER PODTM's directional
antenna system is offered in a
scaled -down version in MINI
PODTM, which complements and
enhances the performance of
existing airborne ENG/EJ elec-
tronics installations. For further
information, call Nurad at
(301) 462-1700.

You'll find out that no other
airborne ENG/EJ system even
comes close.

r1URAD
The leader in microwave

TV systems.

Nurad, Inc., 2165 Druid Park Drive, Baltimore, MD 21211, TWX/Telex (710)234-1071
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NEGATIVE
TOWERS
By Grant Bingeman

A proper understanding of negative towers (those with a negative operating
resistance) and how they come about can help radio engineers lessen their
impact or avoid them altogether.

WHAT IS A NEGATIVE TOWER, how does it behave, and
what can you do to make it behave better?

In a phased array, a negative tower is defined as &tower
having a negative operating resistance. The negative
tower accepts power radiated from the positive towers in
the array. Thus, the power flow is from the negative tower
back to the power divider (Figure 1). In order to obtain the
desired phase relation between tower currents, Equation I
must be used when tower 2 is negative. (For simplicity,
networks between the power divider and transmission line
have been left out; their phase shift can be considered as
part of 0.) This insures that the power returned by the
negative tower to the power divider input will be in phase
with the generator. When both towers are positive, Equa-
tion 2 should be used.

Equation 1:
+ f31 + 01 - cpl + cp2 + 02 + + a2 = ± 180 °

Equation 2:
a 1 + 131 + 01 - col + cp2 - 02 - 132 a2 = 0

a = phase shift across power divider
13 = phase shift across transmission line
0 = phase shift across antenna coupler
cp = phase of tower current

It is important to understand that the negative tower's
coupler must present the negative of the operating base
impedance to the tower. In the case of Figure 2, tower 2
wants to see 2 + j10.9 looking into the 1.06 µH coil. In
theory, the coupler could be replaced by a resistor and a
coil (Figure 3), and the transmitter power increased to
compensate for the power lost in the resistor (0.8 dB); if

Grant Bingeman is with the Broadcast Products Depart-
ment of Continental Electronics.

the tower were parasitic (i.e., if its operating resistance
were zero), no power would be lost and a single terminat-
ing coil from the tower base to ground would suffice.
Although this arrangement appears economically attrac-
tive, it also reduces adjustability and pattern maintainabil-
ity, and would be difficult to justify to the FCC (although
this approach has been used successfully in other coun-
tries).

For those disturbed by the fact that the power in a single
tower appears larger than the input power to the system
(Figure 2), or that the powers do not appear to add up
properly (Figure 3), I have included Figures 4 and 5. The
impedance model of the towers shows that the law of
conservation of energy is not being violated. Remember
that radiation resistance is an equivalent resistance, not an
actual resistor. The power in the radiation resistance is not
being dissipated as heat, but is being transformed into
electromagnetic radiation, some of which is being re-
turned via the negative tower.

Coil and transmission line losses were set to zero to

Fig. 1. Power flow is from the negative tower back to the power
divider
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simplify this portion of the analysis. The system input
power for Figure 4 was 1002 W and 1015 W for Figure 5.
Since the original design (Figure 2) included the loss
resistances, the operating impedances differ in Figure 4.

During the initial design of a phaser, when a low resis-
tance tower is indicated, the designer knows that there is a
possibility of the tower changing sign. This can be caused
by environmental factors or design tolerances. If the de-
sign phase shifts are based on a negative tower (Equation
1), and the tower wants to be positive, there may be an
adjustment problem. But if we solve Equations 1 and 2 for
02 and equate the results, we find the condition where 02 is
the same for the tower being either negative or positive.
This occurs when Equation 3 is true.

Equation 3:
al + al + 01 - tpi + 42 = ± 90°

Another approach used in the past has been to insert
resistors at the base of a negative or an ambivalent tower.
At first glance, it may appear that a negative tower can be
made to look positive by placing a series resistor between
the tower and the coupler. For example, if the tower base

operating resistance were -2 ohms and a fir ohm resis-
tor were used, then it might appear that the coupler would
see 4 -2 = 2 ohms. This is not the case because the tower
would not see two ohms. Consequently the whole system
would be mismatched, and adjustment would prove to be
more difficult than anticipated.

If a one ohm resistor were placed between the tower and
the coupler, however, and the coupler were adjusted to
transform to one ohm instead of two ohms, then the tower
would see the one ohm resistor in series with the one ohm
of the coupler, or two ohms. But half of the negative
tower's power would then be lost in the resistor, which
cuts the power returned to the power divider in half,
thereby forcing readjustment of the power divider. This in
turn changes the phase shift across the power divider,
which would require a compensating change in the
coupler's phase shift. So the adjustment appears to be
more complicated and the RMS of the pattern reduced.
When it is considered that the resistor is not really doing
what it was intended to do, it seems the idea needs further
clarification by its proponents since the emphasis is placed
on what the negative tower sees, not what its coupler sees.
With the whole phasing system interconnected through
the mutual impedance of the towers, any mismatch at the
negative tower will appear as a sympathetic mismatch

440
6200 ID r

10H
1086 W

-2n. 1.201 -70° 3.7AH

- .04 d13/100

2.3pH

-32` 0°

4000 pr

4000 pF

-60° 4000 pF

4000 pF PF -.04 dB/100'

3.60.H

-91°
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14-180°
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- 20 70
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Fig. 2. The negative tower's
coupler must present the
negative of the operating
base impedance to the
tower

Fig. 3. In theory, the coupler
could be replaced by a
resistor and a coil
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JBL 4313 Studio Monitor.
It flattens the competition.

Introducing the 4313.

Flat frequency response. It
means accuracy. Naturalness.
Reality.

JBL gives it to you without the
bigger box that you'd expect
along with it, since the 4313 only
measures about 23" x 14"x10"!

This new, compact professional
monitor produces deep, distor-
tion -free bass. And does it with a
newly developed 10" driver. Its
massive magnet structure and

voice coil are equivalent to most
12" or 15" speakers. Yet it deliv-
es heavy-duty power handling
and a smoother transition to the
midrange than most larger -cone
speakers.

The 4313's edge -wound voice
coil midrange accurately re-
produces strong, natural vocals
and powerful transients.

Up top, a dome radiator provides
high acoustic output with ex-
treme clarity and wide disper-

sion. A large 1" voice coil gives
it the ruggedness needed in
professional use.

Working together, these preci-
sion matched speakers offer
superb stereo imaging, powerful
sound levels and wide dynamic
range.

Audition the 4313 soon.

We think you'll agree that its
combination of flat response,
power and moderate size
flattens the competition.

JBL

c 0

w
EC

50 100 500 1K 5K 10K 20K

Frequency (Hz)

On -axis frequency response,
4313 monitor

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, California 91329.

'JBL First with the pros. Circle 142 on Reader Service Card 01980 James B Lansing Sound inc



Negative Towers

.0146µF
#1 1172 W 6.060 -174 W #2

0' Milv_rrYY),__- (-IV\A 0
12.36 + j38.20 11.40 1.80 -2.79 - 01.112

9.82 A
1271 W -269 W

10.14 A

531v F

4W
30 111

33 A

Fig. 4. Input power is 1002 W

997 W 6.060
a1 11.40 0146µF -155 W #2

11.60 + 138.012 -1.811

9.35 A 1.701
53lpF

997 W

30.10
0.1 W 06 A 20

173 W

9.29 A

Fig. 5. Input power is 1015 W

z,.

vo

Fig. 7. A physical representation of Equations 4, 5, and 6

everywhere else in the system.
With regard to bandwidth, a negative tower produces

regenerative feedback if its power is brought back in phase
at the power divider. That is, the negative tower acts like a
Q multiplier, unless it is terminated in a resistor. During
the initial pattern design, it is necessary to calculate the
loop operating resistances. Thus, from the start, the de-
signer is aware of any negative towers and can use the
technique of "moding" to obtain the best overall operat-
ing impedances for a given pattern, perhaps avoiding
negative towers altogether.

Figure 6 provides a simple example of three designs
which produce the same pattern at carrier, but have' sig-
nificantly different operating impedances. This array con-
sists of three 90 degree towers spaced 45 degrees in -line.
Each of these three designs will have different impedance
and pattern bandwidths and different adjustability charac-
teristics. In order to determine which design is best, com-
puter analysis of the entire phasing and coupling network
and the tower impedance model is required.

Figure 6:

Design ii li Is ZI (f2) Z2 (f0 Zs (12)

I la 1/ 135 .25/270 10.4 + j38.4 8.2 + j3.8 2.4 + j11.6
2 1L1 4/ 135 4/ 270 - 1 1 1 + j30.0 8.2 + j37.8 17.4 + j3.2
3 1/ 2.5/ 135 1/ 270 -34.3 + j57.1 18.4 + j20.8 -6.0 + j15.6

If Equation 1 is used in the initial phase shift selection
for antenna couplers, there is less need for using transmis-
sion line VSWR as an adjustment aid. When coax VSWR
is greater than 1.0, the current and voltage phase shifts
across the line are no longer equal to each other, nor are
they equal to the electrical length of the line as it is
normally defined (Equations 4 and 5). Thus by changing
the load impedance, the phase shift across a transmission
line can be made to change. Unfortunately, the impedance
seen looking into the line also changes, requiring a further
adjustment iteration (Equation 6). It would therefore be
easier to use Equation 1 in the first place, since it holds
true for all cases (even when transmission line VSWRs are
much greater than 1.0).

Equation 4:
Vo

iT = Z.rcos (p + jZo sin (p

Equation 5:
VT (Zo cos i0 jir sin ,p)

io = Z02

Equation 6:
ZT iZo tan (p

Zin =
1 + j [ tan (p

tot) = electrical length of transmission line
Zo = characteristic impedance of transmission line
Vo = input voltage
VT = output voltage
io = input current
iT = output current

Negative towers need not be considered mysterious and
unpredictable. Equation 1 and a proper impedance match
are all that are required. Negative towers can sometimes
be avoided or at least ameliorated by use of the "moding"
technique. BM/E
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Best Picture:
SCOTCH ONE -INCH

VIDEO TAPE

!:. -lark of 3M

For the second year in a row,
Scotch® 479 won the award for the best
picture of the year in a test of one -
inch video tapes.

We scored well in all of the twelve
categories tested, but especially well
in the categories that commonly repre-
sent picture quality: color dropouts, high
frequency dropouts, chroma noise,
signal-to-noise ratio and stop motion.

These were scientific, quantitative
tests, conducted as you would conduct
them yourself, with no room for brand
bias. The meters didn't play favorites. The
standards were the same for every
brand tested. And we tested every brand.

These kinds of test results don't
surprise us. We pioneered the invention
of video tape. And we've been setting
the standard for quality ever since.

Our quality has always been
consistent from the first replay to the

last. In fact, our sophisticated binder
and oxide coating are more advanced
than the binders and oxides on some
quad tapes. They had to be advanced to
meet the special durability demands
of one -inch video production.

So choose Scotch 479 for your
one -inch video production. You'll find it
looks good from repeated mastering all
the way through post production. And
we've seen the test results to prove it.



When you buy Panasonic broadcast equipment
you're buying award -winning technology.

Panasonic was awarded
a 1979-1980 Engineering
Achievement Emmy for
the introduction of digital
techniques in video special
effects production.

When one network execu-
tive first saw the special
effects produced by the
Panasonic AV -7000 video
squeezer, he couldn't
believe his eyes. But then
he'd never seen a special
effects generator that com-
bines digital techniques
with microprocessor tech-
nology. The members of
the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
were equally impressed.
So impressed, they present-
ed Panasonic with an Emmy.

The same innovative
engineeering that created
the AV -7000 ;s available
in a new line of Panasonic
broadcast equipment.

Take the Panasonic 700
B-2 time -code editing sys-
tem. The AU -700 editing
recorder, the AU -A70 pro-
grammable editing control-
ler and the AU -J10 multiple
source adapter. Together
they add speed and accu-
racy to 3/4" time -code edit-
ing by letting you do what
other systems don't: Per-

form up to 20 automatic
insert and assembly edits
from multiple sources. How
did we do it? By combining
microprocessor technol-
ogy with the precision of
direct drive.

Another way Panasonic
says innovation is with the
AK -760 ENG/EFP camera.
With its three diode -gun
Plumbicor0,tubes and built-
in bias light, it offers incred-
ibly high resolution (600
lines center) and extremely
low lag. And with its feed-



back beam control, the
AK -760 has the necessary
beam current to stabilize
scene highlights to the
point where comet tailing
is greatly reduced.

The Panasonic AK -750B
also gives you three -tube
Plumbicon performance
along with a lot of extras
that don't cost extra. Like
two-line vertical enhance-
ment, a $2,000* option last
year. Plus genlock, re-
chargeable battery with
charger, microphone. and

VTR cable. All for $16,000*
When it comes to elec-

tronic news -gathering, the
AK -710 offers broadcast
quality at a good news
price of $10,950* By adding
three Saticon® tubes to a
high -index prism optical
system, the AK -710 achieves
horizontal resolution of
500 lines center and a S/N
ratio of 52dB.

Panasonic also says
innovation with the
AS -6100 special effects
generator, the AS -2000

chroma key generator and
the AS -1000 color sync
generator. And, of course,
you can look forward to
even more Panasonic
broadcast equipment in
the future. But take a good
look at Panasonic broad-
cast equipment now. After
all, you never know: May-
be the same innovative
engineering that won us
an Emmy can help you
win one.

To audition the complete
line of Panasonic broad-

cast equipment, call your
nearest Panasonic office
for dealer locations.
Northeast-(201) 348-7620
Southeast-(404) 923-9700
Midwest-(312) 364-7936
Southwest-(214) 356-1388
West Coast-(213) 655-1111
Plumbicon is a registered trademark
of N.V Philips for TV camera tubes.
Saticon is a registered trademark of
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp ).

*Manufacturers suggested price
(Lenses not included )

Panasonic.
VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card



EIMAC's new high -mu triode/cavity combination.
It takes the hassle

out of 10 kW VHF transmitter design.

Relax. Now EIMAC offers you
the best triode available
and a cavity that has
been custom designed
for it. All you have to
do is design them in.
The advantages are impressive.
EIMAC's ceramic -metal high -mu
triode (3CX10000U7) gives you peak
sync power output of10 kW and a
stage gain of
14 dB. That's
2 dB more
than with
comparable
tetrodes.

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card

And there's more. Driving requirements are
reduced; screen power supply and

screen circuitry are eliminated;
and cooling requirements are
lessened. The result is ease of
maintenance and substantial

cost reduction.

There are two EIMAC cavities
for your 10 kW combination, the

CV -2240 for channels 2-6, and
the CV -2250 for channels 7-13.

For further information contact
Varian, EIMAC Division,

301 Industrial Way, San
Carlos, California 94070, (415)

592-1221. Or call any of the
more than 30 Varian Electron

Device Group Sales Offices
throughout the world.

varian



ATTENTION TO AUDIO:
A PRIMARY TELEVISION
CONCERN By Pat Hitchens

Despite a history of neglect, producers and engineers are beginning to do
something about improving their audio techniques. With greater
consciousness and very little additional hardware, better audio can make the
difference between a good show and a great one.

TELEVISION IS COMPRISED of images and sounds, and
videotape records both. The bulk of the technique that has
grown up around videotape production gives its greatest
effort over to the eyes and pays attention to audio largely
as an afterthought.

As Frank Herold, vice president of post -production at
Unitel Production Services in New York City, put it:
"During a shoot, audio is all too often the bastard step-
child of video." That's because producers feel that sound
is not their responsibility; that the technical folk can al-
ways fix it up later in post -production (or, as the argot has
it, "fix it in the mix").

"There's no way, however," adds Herold, "of put-
ting quality in that didn't exist in the first place. If you've
got a good recording, you can change the feeling, for
example, with EQ, but a poor recording offers you far less
flexibility in the mix."

We all, of course, want to do good work. And with the
prospect of much greater aural fidelity just ahead through
the development of videodisc technology, the demand for
better audio is emerging not only as a matter of profes-
sional pride but as a practical demand.

Organizing to get the best sound
Depending upon the message, as well as on the money

and time available, there are two basic approaches to
videotape sound: the sync sound shoot slated for later
sweetening with effects, music, and audience response,
and the post -sync mix.

In television, be it commercial or program production,
by far the most common approach is the lip sync shoot
cleaned up and mixed later. It is often, of course, cost that
influences the decision to go one way or the other. Tape
carries with it the expectation that it will be cheaper
because it is faster, so producers often start out with a
concept of economy that leads them to seek out the most
economical options, such as the lip sync shoot. There is
nothing fundamentally wrong with that choice except that
after it is made, we often fall into the trap of neglecting
audio considerations altogether or deferring them to

Pat Hitchens recently departed Unitel, after heading up
their corporate production unit, Corporate Dynamics, as
executive producer. She is now an independent producer
and freelance writer.

Cooperation in the interest of good -quality audio must start before
production and be carried through all stages

post -production where we hope it can all be fixed. (As a
producer myself, I often think that no one should ever
have told me about audio filters.)

"People spend all kinds of time lighting, rehearsing,
blocking," said Herold, "thinking the techs can balance
the audio in the mix. Yes and no." There is a definite limit
to what they can do about bad levels, EQ, and ambience
once they're a part of the lip sync track. While good mic
placement for the purpose of capturing good sound often
seems to be a nuisance because it gets in the way of
capturing some visual, bad mic placement is often one of
those things that lead to immense troubles in post -
production. Careless lip sync productions planned for
subsequent mixing present especially great headaches for
post -production houses when the mix is to include quality
audio such as music.

When editing lip sync material all day long, the ear may
like the sound from the playback just fine - until the first
piece of higher caliber audio is layed down. Abruptly, the
ear picks up the difference. Herold compares the
phenomenon to stereo salesmanship. "It's like the old
technique they used in audio retail stores, when they drag
you off to the little room with all the speakers and say,
`Listen to these.' You do, and they sound great until they
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Attention To Audio

switch to the ones that cost a thousand dollars more!"
Allowing vast quality differences to exist between dif-

ferent components of a mixed track is a travesty upon the
audience. As Herold points out, "I've been in situations
where we've had to purposely deteriorate - distort -
something like a voice-over, to make it more or less match
the sync sound. So we put some hum and hiss into it,"
adds Herold with an air of disgust.

Obtaining good audio boils down to simply consider-
ing, in advance, the final message or effect of the produc-
tion and how important good sound is to it, and what kinds
of elements will be blended in the mix.

When the best quality sound is important, Herold advo-
cates the post -sync approach despite the fact that it is a
rarity in television production. "Given the electronic
interlock provided by SMPTE time code, the videotape
post -sync can be accomplished far more easily on tape
than on film," said Herold. "And," he added, "it's the

At the modem post -production house a variety of equipment
exists that is better than any we have ever had, yet close work
between staff is still the most important aspect

The new Type C one -inch VTRs offer superior audio, but
broadcasters and video producers often leave the question of
audio quality until too late

only way to get 100 percent EQ across the whole produc-
tion. When it is done right, it's good!"

When concerts are concerned and the best possible
musical quality is the objective, then post -sync is the only
way to go. There, the control is in the hands of the
producers and engineers. The expense and hassle of trying
to recreate the audio recording situation in a far different
environment is saved. Is the objective to sound as close as
possible to the artist's style and sound while seeking
instead to highlight some aspect of his personality?

Two approaches to the post -sync

Herold has two favored approaches to the videotape
post -sync session. In the first case, a quad master is used
with a prerecorded time code track. The music track
(timed accurately) is recorded several times on the tape at
precise intervals (say at 0100, 0400, 0800, etc.). The
videotape machine is put in the "insert" mode and the
audio track is played back to the studio floor for the lip
sync.

The alternative is to use an audio tape machine for the
music track, with the same time code recorded on its
second track. The videotape machine records the pictures
of the group, the music, and time code from the audio
machine. This method has one drawback, which is that
both the video and audio recordings will have identical
time code references, which can confuse the computer
editing system. Should this happen, the audio recorder
will have to be positioned manually for each take.

There is one way to minimize this drawback and
another way to eliminate it. If a careful log is kept accord-
ing to VTR counter times, the tapes can be positioned
quickly. Better, however, is to use SMPTE time equip-
ment capable of generating and reading user bits. User bit
identifiers for either the VTR or ATR will clarify the
situation for the computer.

Just as important, the production should be ac-
complished so that it conforms to the requirements of the
post -production system to be used. Make certain of the
method of synchronization used at the post -production
facility. In some houses, pilot tone on a V4 -inch track will
do nothing for the program except leak through to the
other tracks. Ask whether the house uses time code and, of
course, whether it is drop frame or non -drop frame. If
elements of the program are on 1/2 -inch media, find out
whether the facility expects code on track 4 or somewhere
else. It is true that with an element of 30 seconds or so,
code will probably not be required at all as long as the in
and out points are not crucial or if the facility has a
variable speed audio playback unit in your format.

Variable playback speed units notwithstanding, it is
sheer folly to assume that an entire show can be mixed
without constant synchronous signal throughout. Occa-
sionally people will expect that audio can be stripped off a
videotape master onto 1/4 -inch tape and taken to a sound
house for mixing and then back to the videotape facility
for lay back. The very processes of stripping, mixing, and
lay back are difficult enough without even attempting
them in the absence of a common synchronous reference
signal. Make certain that a sync signal is carried on all
media at each step of the way.

Although, like many producers, I find all these con-
cerns awesome, their value is incalculable. Paying such
attention to audio will result in dividends in the quality of
your program, and the satisfaction of audience and client
alike. BM/E
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CCD and Digital.
Dival Format. FDL

SCIA
e19 The new generation telecine employing CCD line sensors

and a digital frame sto-e. For 16 mm and 35 mm positive and
negative film. Film deck with variable speed transport using
continuousicapstan drive. Microcomputer controlled
deck and electronics. Slow motion, jogging, stills and variable
search mode with ccrrect picture format. Automatic color
correction. High fidelity color reprocuction and superior signal
to noise ratio. No p-ck-up or scanning tubes. Minimal ageing
CCD line sensors and digital technology - low operating
and service costs. The safe telecine system with a future.
th all color standards.
From Bosch.

BOSCH
Television Systems Division
Your Video System Partner
Robert Bosch Gmbh, P.O.B. 429, D-6100 Darmstadt. Fed. Rep. of Germany * Femseh Inc. P.O.B. 15068, Silt Lake City, Utah 84115, USA. Phone 18011972-8000, Telex TM 388352

The Video Corporation of
Bell & Howell and Robert Bosch

Rdbert Bosch Ltd., P.O.B. 166. Watford, Great 3ritain  Robert Bosch Pty. Ltd..69 Edward Street.Pyrmont.NSW 2009, Australia  Robert Boscl- Pte. Ltd., P.O.B.4.Thomson Rd., Singapore20.
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FREE* FOR
AUDIO CONSOLES (The Silent Series)

SC -5, DC -5, DC -8: 5 & 8 mixer,
12 to 18 inputs:
$1480 to$3,051.

DC -12: Remote control; up to 12 mixers
(expandable to 20) with 2 inputs each:
$5,585 to $6,955.

MIC/LINE/STUDIO AMPLIFIERS

THE PHASE -ERROR -FREE
CART/CASSETTE
PRODUCTION CENTER
PhaseMaster:
Phase -error -free
record/reproduce/duplicate
of cartridges and cassettes;
full complement of
broadcast features
and construction.

--

DC-38: 5, 8 or 10 mixers, up to
40 inputs: $3,158 to $5,880.

SMA Series: Studio monitor; 25 W rms/ch.
mono/stereo; 15 Hz -50 kHz -±1 dB; distortion
0.6%max; $259 to $401.

L Series: Line amps, with or without equalization; up to 10
mono, 5 stereo ch.; solid-state balanced and unbalanced
inputs; +21 dBm max. in and out; response 10 Hz -50 kHz
+0, -1 dB; distortion 0.008%: $135 to $543.

AUDIO ROUTER/AMPLIFIER
ARA-1612: Up to 16 in, 12 out; LED
status display: $1,618 to $3,435.

MA Series: Studio
monitors; 12 W mono, 20
W stereo; 20 Hz -70 kHz -±2
dB; distortion 0.05% max:
$128 & $166.

DML Series: Dual mic in to
amplify, mix, limit and control
gain; built in compressor; AC
and DC: $271 to $355.

MLA Series:
Mic/line inputs;
studio or remote:
$147 to $254.

TURNTABLE PREAMPLIFIERS
MP -8 & SP -8: Mono & stereo; S/N
-77 dB; ±1 dB RIAA: $112 & $152.
ESP -38: 0.03% distortion; S/N
-85 dB; ±0.25 dB RIAA: $325.

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
DA Series: 10 versions from 1 x 30
mass feed to 20 x 80 rack mount; 20 Hz
to 20 kHz±0.5 dB; -75 dB separation:
$160 to $2,549.

Pnces subject to change without prior nonce



*You can use any of the gear you
see free for 2 weeks (with credit
approval prior to shipment).

Play with the cart/cassette
record/playback/duplication cen-
ter that eliminates stereo phase
shift error once and for all. The
most advanced turntable preamp
in captivity. Consoles so advanced,
so silent you're not going to believe
them until you try them. Or an
audio router that makes whatever
you've got now look-and sound
-like so much spaghetti.

Then, if it's not for you, just
ship it back.

But in all fairness, we have
to warn you-once you've tried
Ramko, chances are you're hooked
for life.

No more
phase shift error

The Ramko PhaseMaster
provides phase -error -free record-
ing/reproduction/duplication of
your carts and cassettes, with per-
formance specifications that meet
or exceed whatever cart drives
you're using now.

Instead of adding failure -
prone electro-mechanical compo-
nents or re -inventing the cartridge,
we simply encode the stereo before
it sees the heads or tape, then
use this recorded information to
eliminate any phase shift error
introduced by the heads or cart
when you play the signal back.

Features of the Ramko
PhaseMaster include two A and
B cart decks and a cassette deck.
Simple cassette -to -cart( s ) and
cart -to -cassette duplication. Auto-
matic switching of record/play-
back, encoding/decoding and
mono/stereo. Left, right and phase
analysis meters. Front panel
input selection. Three cue tones.

And so much more that you'll
just have to contact us for details

and a demonstration. Ask for the
Ramko PhaseMaster.

Just another
turntable preamp?

Look at what one user wrote:
"Three days ago I replaced

the (brand name) preamps in our
studio with your ESP -38 preamps.

"The result was astounding.
The next day we had six unsolic-
ited calls from local stereo stores.
All commented on our improved
disk reproduction and wanted to
know what we had done."

Try it. You're going to like
it a lot.

Consoles for AM stereo,
or an FM station upgrade

Ramko consoles come with
features you won't even find in
more expensive competitive units.

Ibtal dc control of all mixing
and switching functions means
no more noisy pots and switches,
no stereo tracking error, and much
more resistance to RFI.

We've developed solid-state
balanced inputs for better sound.
Added gain select on each input.
Included switch -programmable
cue and monitor mute selection.
Provided mono, stereo and
phase meters.

Get your hands on a
winner now.

Kiss your patch panels
good-bye

Because with the Ramko
ARA-1612 Audio/Router Amplifier
you use front panel pushbuttons
or remote controls to route 16
inputs to any of 12 outputs,
simultaneously or individually,
with an instant LED display of
what is going where.

You've never seen anything
like it. IC switching and isolation
buffers mean no loading and no

degradation of S/N or frequency
response with multiple feeds
(stack additional units for up to
45 in and thousands out). On-
board switches allow stereo and/
or mono operation. Individual
gain control on all inputs allows
precise level matching. Response
is 20 Hz -20 kHz ±0.5 dB; S/N
is -75 dB; distortion < 0.3%;
and input/output levels are
+21 dBm max.

And all this is yours at the
lowest cost per crosspoint in the
industry.

For moving sound around
Ramko offers more different

kinds of amplifiers than anybody.
Ten models of Audio Distri-

bution Amplifiers, each with
20 Hz -20 kHz±0.5 dB frequency
response, less than 0.1% distortion,
and more inputs and outputs for
the size and price than any other
comparable ADA.

Four different Line Amplifiers
with 20 Hz -50 kHz+0, -1 dB
frequency response, 0.008% dis-
tortion, balanced in and out, and
+21 dBm max out.

Portable and studio dual
function M IC/LINE amplifiers
with balanced in and out, built-in
RFI suppression, 20 Hz -20 kHz±
0.5 dB frequency response, gain
from 64 dB on MIC to 26 dB on the
high level channels, and distor-
tion at an inaudible 0.1%.

And now, our warranties...
We build our products so well

that we back them with two-year
warranties (four years on the
DC -12 and DC -38). And isn't that
music to your ears?

To hear more, contact:
Ramko Research, 11355 Folsom
Blvd., Rancho Cordova, CA 95670.

Or just call (916) 635-3600
collect today.

RAIVIKO
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101 E
NEWS FEATURE International Broadcasting

Conference Reflects Drive Towards Digital Era
BOASTING MORE THAN 5000 partici-
pants from 55 countries, the eighth In-
ternational Broadcasting Conference
held in Brighton, England, focused at-
tention not only on the current technol-
ogy viewed in its 114 exhibits but also
on the technology of the future, dis-
cussed in its technical papers program.

Clearly, the technology of the future
will be digital, but the discussion of
digital video standards revealed the
only fractious strain within the other-
wise harmonious international broad-
casting community. Boris Townsend of
the Independent Broadcasting Author-
ity (U.K.) set the stage for the conflict
in his opening remarks to the confer-
ence on the first day. While Townsend
said that it was unlikely that the Ameri-
cans would ever accept the 12:4:4 sam-
pling structure being talked about in the
EBU, he also said he felt that 12:4:4
would be inadequate for European
studio requirements by 1985. "The
VTR is no longer the limiting factor on
bit rates," said Townsend, "since it
seems that 240 megabits a second is
now feasible at normal tape speeds."

Townsend noted that high -definition
television, videodiscs, and other media
that did not have the bandwidth restric-
tions of broadcast may well require
higher bit rates in order to reach their
quality potential and that the work
aimed at establishing digital video
standards might well address itself to
such future needs.

This concept of designing a video
standard capable of meeting demands
other than broadcasting was revisited
several times throughout the confer-
ence and became the critical focus at the
session on "Digital Television Coding
Standards."

Representatives of the European
Broadcast Union's digital standards
committees and their counterpart,
SMPTE, each showed progress to-
wards agreement on the technical pa-
rameters of a digital video system. A
panel discussion that followed the pa-
pers and included representatives of
manufacturers, however, led to a series
of warnings from Charles Ginsburg of
Ampex and Hans Groll of Robert Bosch
that quality demands now being en-
visioned by broadcasters were begin-
ning to worry manufacturers. Ginsburg
implied that the promulgation of stan-
dards and operating characteristics cur-
rently being discussed could lead to a

Brighton's famous Edwardian pier provides a dramatic backdrop for twentieth century
technology

;tuation where broadcasters began to
insist on having their cake and eating it
too.

Ginsburg preceded his remarks with
a statement that they would be his own
opinions and not necessarily a reflec-
tion of the Ampex position.

According to Ginsburg, the attempt
to establish standards for highest possi-
ble quality, low tape consumption,
compact and lightweight design, opera-
tional features equivalent or superior to
current one -inch VTRs, international
standards compatibility, and low cost
might prove unreasonable and self-de-
feating. Such uncompromising stan-
dards might mean, said Ginsburg, that
manufacturers will be unable to
develop a digital VTR with a price tag
anywhere near a cost-effective level.

Bosch's Groll made similar state-
ments indicating that the introduction
of digital video recording might best
involve the development of several
generations of recorders before the ul-
timate machine could be produced.
Keith Barratt of Sony Broadcast Ltd.,
U.K., on the other hand, said that it was
up to broadcasters to determine their
needs and manufacturers to fulfill
them.

While the official positions of the
EBU and the SMPTE seemed to be nar-
rowing in on the issues of sampling
frequency, the selection of component

over composite encoding, and coding
hierarchies, John Lowry of Digital
Video Systems, Canada, took the floor
at the close of the session to deliver a
position paper that seemed to cast doubt
on the direction that both the EBU and
SMPTE are taking. In short, Lowry ex-
pressed concern that the standards
being considered now failed to take into
consideration distribution systems
other than broadcast and as such might
unnecessarily limit the quality potential
of an ultimate digital video scheme.

Opposing views

Though Lowry welcomes the goal of
international compatibility, recogniz-
ing the economies that he as a manufac-
turer might realize, he reminded the
audience and panelists of a paper he
presented at the fourteenth annual tele-
vision conference of the SMPTE in
Toronto. In that paper, Lowry wrote,
"Digital television must not be consid-
ered a one -for -one analog television re-
placement and certainly should not be
constrained by the NTSC color limita-
tions." While an international broad-
cast television market is attractive,
other nonbroadcast markets have an
even greater potential and may require
video quality well beyond that required
by broadcast.

John L. E. Baldwin of the Indepen-
dent Broadcasting Authority (U.K.) in
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his paper, "Digital Coding Standards
for Television Studios," concluded that
for effective chromakeying and other
effects without costly filtering, "the
number of samples per line for lumi-
nance should be between 896 and 921,
that significant benefits will accrue in
the range 906 to 912, and that the use of
such numbers will be no more con-
straining than the number of lines in a
field." Baldwin further refined his
range to settle on 908 samples as his
personal choice and stated, "The
number of chrominance samples per
line, to achieve good chromakey,
would be one-half of that used for lumi-
nance if orthogonal sampling were
used." Such numbers, said Baldwin,
would be suitable for both 625 and
525 -line standards.

CBS's William G. Connolly re-
ported on a survey being conducted by
the SMPTE Study Group's Digital
Television Tape Recording Steering
Committee. The survey stated seven
needs of the broadcast and production
community that might be fulfilled by a
DVR. They were: tape interchangeabil-
ity among different models and ma-
chines of different manufacture; low
capital and operational costs; multi-

Many of the sessions, like this one on digital

standard record and playback capability
(525/625); comprehensive editing
facilities; transparent multi -genera-
tional recording of video and several
audio channels; easy operation and
maintenance; and built-in test and diag-

standards, played to SRO crowds

nostic capability.
The intent of the survey was to elicit

a measure of the importance of these
characteristics from 1500 members of
the NTSC video community. Each re-
quirement was thoroughly explained in

av;11,e0e0
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"Feature post -production demands creativity.
We've found the Convergence ECS-103 to be
the best tool for creative videotape editing"

Real People Editors

For Real People post -production, George Schlatter
Productions uses Convergence ECS-103's to edit 3/4"
off-line, making edit decision lists to auto -conform, and
on-line for mastering. When he began production of
his new Speak Up Amerce series, he ordered two
more of our editing systems, this time on 1". Why
Convergence?

Convergence Corporation began with the concept
of human engineering. We designed a system that
is easy and comfortaole to use, where you edit pictures
and sounds, without having to master computer
technology. That same system has to offer accuracy,
quality and sophistication.

Real People and Speak Up America are regstered trademarks
of George Schlatter Productiois
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The Convergence ECS-103 System meets those
demands. The new ECS-103C Auto -Conforming Editing
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fortable and easy editing can be. And creative. Real
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LIGHTHOUSE
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An early experiment to
solve the backlash problem
included the filming of
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through a
telephoto lens from a

mile away using a fluid head and
a conventional tripod.The deflec-
tion of the image due to tripod
backlash was 32 inches on a ten
foot screen.

The Hydro-Ped was later put
to the same test and the
image proved to be virtually
deflectionless.
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vertically with hydraulic assist-
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the studio.
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the survey document, which stated cur-
rent thinking on methods of digital re-
cording and trends in the industry.

The principal results of the survey
from 350 respondents included a de-
mand for operational features equiva-
lent to Type C or better, cost and tape
consumption similar to current Type C
machines, a demand for generational
transparency through 10 generations,
the ability to meet quality needs over
the next 20 to 30 years, and a desire for
a worldwide component standard suita-
ble to the 525/625 standards. Connolly
stressed that these were early results
from an initial sort and that more de-
tailed analysis could lead to specific
implications for the design of a DVR.

EBU's current thinking on the sub-
ject was outlined by A.H. Jones of the
BBC's research department. The bot-
tleneck in their considerations seems to
be related to the design of equipment
for composite -to -component interface
equipment with the stated desire being
that of limiting the composite "foot-
print" noticeable in the video at any of
its component stages and certainly in its
final composite display. Throughout
was a concern for the complexity and
cost of filtering. What resulted was a

CBS Television Network's vice president of engineering and development, Joseph Flaherty,
shares a lighter moment with P.L. Mothersole of VG Electronics

recommendation by V1-VID for a
standard as follows: Y sampling at 768
samples per line, or 12 MHz; B -Y sam-
pling and R -Y sampling at 256 samples
per line, or 4 MHz; multiplexed to 20
MHz, using eight -bit samples (allow-

ing for some headroom) with a total bit
rate of 160 Mbit/s.

It was against this backdrop that
Lowry's position gained currency.
Lowry's remarks, which followed
those of the panel, took shots at manu-

NAB TYPE AA Cartridge
manufactured by
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facturers for shortsightedness and at
broadcasters for parochialism. By al-
lowing the discussions of digital stan-
dards to focus on the need for transmis-
sion in the existing composite standards
of NTSC, PAL, and SECAM, broad-
casters were disregarding future audi-
ences reached through alternative dis-
tribution systems and manufacturers
were allowing current markets to define
future markets. Primary evidence of
this conundrum was exemplified by
Lowry in the difficulty that current
standards considerations would have in
dealing with aliasing. Aliasing errors
were being dealt with, according to
Lowry, as if they were a fait accompli
while in fact they were the result of
constraining the design within the lim-
its of current broadcast standards. If the
translation of digitally encoded video to
broadcastable signals were left to a
single piece of equipment rather than
being a requirement of each piece of
equipment at every point in the chain,
many problems could be solved, ac-
cording to Lowry. At the same time a
nonbroadcast scheme could open the
future of digital video to a host of new
nonbroadcast media with even higher
quality potential.

Delegates crowd the Ampex stand to witness one of the conference's most dynamic exhibits

Sony demo raises questions

Sony Corp. managed to cast even
more doubts on the practical limits of
digital video technology by taking the
opportunity at IBC to demonstrate its

digital video recording prowess using
both a U-matic tape transport and a
one -inch Type C transport. According
to Howard Steele of Sony Broadcast,
U.K., the IBC demonstrations had two
major goals: to show digital video re -

"The
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ARVIN/ECHO: Innovation in Intelligent
Video Production Equipment.
Arvin/Echo is a division of the Arvin Applied Technology Group, one of the most comprehensive and

prestigious private research and development companies in the world. As a technological leader,

Arvin/Echo has built its reputation on producing rugged, reliable broadcast production equipment.

EFS-1A: The EFS-1A offers the industry an extraordi-
nary Frame-StorTM Recorder in a small package (38
pounds). It is also available in PAL/SECAM. The relative
low cost of the EFS-1A enables broadcasters to install a
system in news, production or wherever the capability is

required. The unit uses Arvin's unique, flexible Discas-
sette which electronically stores 400 slides (200 per
side), is virtually indestructable, and is interchangeable
with any EFS-1A System in the
world. Remote random access to
the EFS-1A
System is
also avail-
able with an
optional
interface
to character
generators.

ifarast,

SLO/ MOT""-1: Another use for the Arvin/Echo Discas-
sette principle is the capability to provide the instant
replays which are expected by sports fans. The SLO/
MO -1 is a versatile production tool which is light weight,
rugged, transportable and sells for a reasonable price.
The system gives broadcasters capabilities such as
slow motion, freeze/frame select and time saving edit-
ing. SLO/ MO's usefulness in sports, news and com-
mercials is
enhanced by
its High Band
Color, Digital
Comb Filter,
Digital Time
Base Correc-
tion and Digital
Field Storage.

SS -2 Slide-StorTM System: The SS -2 System is replac-
ing 35mm slides as the medium for still presentations
because it greatly simplifies the production and storage
of graphics. All graphics can be preprogrammed on disc
for instant call-up during broadcast. The SS -2 System
frees a camera during the show, and eliminates the
need for expensive tele-cine chains. Vertical/interval
switching for on air use from one disc to another is built
in. At the heart of the SS -2 System are two EFS-1A
Broadcast color Discassette Frame-Stor Recorders
which together will store up to 400 NTSC, or 200 PAL/
SECAM high quality television frames-on line. Add
more Discassettes for access to unlimited images.

THE IMAGE MAKER (EFS-2)®: All the advantages of

our EFS-1A and much, much more. The Image Maker is

a compact, versatile, programmable unit which delivers
random access to 500 images on line with our exclusive
Discassette. Preview and program outputs are built in. It

also has the capability to do sequences and motion
loops from 16 frames to 500 frames. Record and
playback in single frame, real time, or anything in be-

tween for exciting animation effects. Serial digital inter-

face is standard.

THE SQUEEZER'"': A unique and highly affordable
production tool which can reduce images to four dis-

crete sizes
(14,1/9,1/16, and 1/25 of original) with complete

positioning capabilities. Squeeze stills or live video.
Border the image with full color which can be adjusted
for width, saturation and hue. Then use the border to
crop from one of the four sizes to infinity. Or, leave the
border off entirely. It's your choice. The Squeezer can
also insert one image irto itself or key it over another.
Signals for down stream keying are provided. And, it can
be preset to four positions before air time.

ARVIN/ECHO 485 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain View, California, 94043
Telephone: (415) 961-7145, TWX: (910) 379-6499
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cording using the 12:4:4 scheme of the
EBU and to demonstrate yet another
leap in packing density.

Steele pointed out that the demon-
stration machine was recording using
four tracks, each with a packing density
of greater than 70 Mbit per square inch.
This was achieved while halving the
tape speed so that a one -hour cassette,
for instance, is capable of two hours'
recording.

At this month's SMPTE meeting in
New York, Sony will use an eight -track
machine capable of even greater pack-
ing densities. While use of metal tape
could lead to even further im-
provements, said Steele, head design
seemed to be the single most constric-
tive element, offering no more than 100
Mbit/sec writing speeds given the cur-
rent level of the art.

Nevertheless, Steele suggested that
the high -definition television research
currently being carried out in Japan
demonstrates the possibility of a 1125
line picture and that such display reso-
lution would require a recording capac-
ity of 800 Mbit/s. This, felt Steele, was
not unattainable given the rate of prog-
ress being made by Sony Corp.

While the feeling going into the IBC

was that the digital video situation
would be clarified at this meeting, the
feeling coming out was that the situa-
tion was more clouded than ever. In
fact, Townsend's quote of Einstein in
his opening remarks proved prophetic.
"Perfection of means and a confusion
of goals seem - in my opinion - to
characterize our age." So while any
number of methods for recording video
through digital means have proven ef-
fective, the absence of a clear objective
justifying the transition from analog to
digital remains elusive.

Other technical highlights
Though the search for digital video

standards clearly stole the show, the
achievements of other digital systems
demonstrated why broadcasters were
pursuing digital techniques. Increas-
ingly, digital transmission techniques
are being explored as viable approaches
to direct -to -home broadcast satellites,
short -haul ENG links, and other spe-
cific transmission aims where analog
methods have proved inadequate or too
restrictive.

Both in the papers and on the exhibit
floor, the generation of graphics via
digital video means drew great atten-
tion. The three systems receiving the
most attention were Ampex's AVA sys-
tem and ERIK and ICON, developed
jointly between the BBC and Logica

Ltd. (U.K.). At the conference it was
announced that Logica will manufac-
ture and market ERIK under license
from the BBC.

Some confusion among the three
profferred systems was bound to result
since each, to varying degrees, was de-
signed to produce extensive full -color
graphics through traditional artist oper-
ation techniques under the control of
extensive computer software and hard-
ware. With the Logica announcement
that ERIK would eventually sell for
about half the price of AVA it quickly
became apparent that the differences
must be substantial.

While both AVA and ERIK permit
the artist to exploit the color repertoire
and electronic mimicry of different ar-
tist tools through the use of a stylus
moved over a magnetostrictive tablet,
there are concrete differences in the
capacities and capabilities of the two
systems. As with all computer -based
systems, costs tend to relate directly to
the amount of storage capacity, degree
of intelligence, and speed. Moreover,
these factors also tend to set the limits
on the software capabilities of the sys-
tems.

AVA, for instance, uses a full PDP
11/34 computer with 128K words of
MOS memory for operational pro-
grams, a framestore for active video,
and an Ampex 900 series hard disc
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almost anywhere, tiny microphones that
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won't even be noticed, hand-held mic-
rophones without the encumbrances of
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less microphone systems are all about. But
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Boris Townsend. quoting Albert Einstein,
said, "Perfection of means and a confusion
of goals seem - in my opinion - to
characterize our age."

drive for external memory. ERIK, on
the other hand, is based on a single Intel
8085 microprocessor and stores pic-
tures on floppy discs. While both sys-
tems offer an impressive array of color
selections (each providing 256 on-line,
though AVA's theoretical limits are vas-
ter) and each offers the artist a wide
variety of tools with which to paint,
there are simply more artistic opera-
tions available on AVA.

A fair comparison of the quality of
AVA's pictures to ERIK' s could not be
made since at the time of the exhibit,
ERIK was still maturing. Whether it
can ultimately match the truly high
quality of AVA's pictures or not re-
mains to be seen. AVA, after all, uses a
complex series of software filter mimic
programs to produce extremely smooth
edges without aliasing errors. Since
such software filters require consider-
able memory space accessible at very
high speeds, there does seem to be a
physical limitation to software en-
hancement for ERIK. Whether high -
quality pictures will be obtained
through the use of hardware -based fil-
tering or other approaches is a matter to
be resolved in further development, but
hardware filters of adequate design will
be expensive.

There are also significant operational
differences in the way the two systems
are used, but these deal largely with
AVA's penchant for obtaining control

over modes and functions through the
stylus, while ERIK has made some
modes and functions available through
logic switches.

In terms of computer sophistication,
AVA is really more comparable to the
BBC/Logica ICON system. ICON is
based on the use of two PDP-11/04
computers and offers as a result even
more sophisticated graphics capability
than does ERIK. ICON, however, was
not conceived as principally a tool for
artists but instead as a graphics center
that could process statistical data, such
as vote tallies, for inclusion in a graphic
real-time display.

So, while the papers and the discus-
sions at IBC presented a truly impres-
sive cross-section of current technical
development in the broadcast industry,
as is the case with the best conferences,
they raised almost as many questions as
they answered. Development of a solid
state camera has inched closer, direct -
to -home satellite broadcasting holds
great promise for new services, the in-
exorable march of the microprocessor
continues bringing a greater degree of
control over the process of broadcast.
The review of the exhibits that follows
shows that the near -term technical
developments offer still greater advan-
tages to today's broadcaster. Although
the great issues were not resolved in
Brighton, progress remained constant.
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SIMPLY AMAZING: $3225.
Modular construction allows Control Video Corporation's SMPTE Reader and
SMPTE Writer to share the same Intelligent Controller' chassis. The result is
increased efficiency. And lower cost to you - UNDER $5000 - for two readers
and two writers!
But more than that the Intelligent Controller (IC) is expandable. By adding
available VTR Controller and keyer cards the IC becomes a powerful control unit.
Scene and take numbers can be entered into the user bits. A "GO TO" function
can cue the tape by those same scene and take numbers. And a real time clock
programs functions for execution at exact times.
Low cost reader - low cost writer -
powerful control unit.
Simply amazing concept!

S.

CONTROL VIDEO CORPORATION
578 DIVISION STREET
CAMPBELL, CA. 95008
(408) 866-7447
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FOR U.S. DELEGATES attending the IBC
exhibits, what they saw was primarily a
PAL version of NAB. Some 71 of the
144 exhibitors were companies well
known to American broadcasters,
while the remainder tended to produce
equipment mostly for their own domes-
tic markets and some portions of the
international market.

Increasingly, however, the commu-
nity of international broadcast manu-
facturers is cutting across national and
continental borders. One main reason
for this is the huge increases in the cost
of R&D required for high technology
and the need to offset these costs with
the highest possible unit sales. Not only
does this mean that more and more
foreign manufacturers will be reaching
out to the American market, but more
and more American manufacturers are
entering the international field. Hugh
S. Boyd, group public relations officer
of Quantel, pointed out that even
though his firm is U.K.-based, many of
its new products are first produced for
the U.S. and other NTSC markets. Said
Boyd, "Again, it's a matter of market
economics."

Similarly, with the growing ac-
ceptance of U.S.-style ENG and EFP
abroad, U.S. manufacturers are finding
a growing share of their production runs
dedicated to overseas clients. Nowhere
is this clearer than in the area of elec-
tronic video editing systems. Nearly
every major American computerized
editing system was on hand. Fernseh
had its Mach One; Datatron had its
Tempo and Vanguard editors in the Pal-
tex booth, as did Cezar; EMS showed
its equipment in the Polar stand; CMX
was represented with both its new Edge
editing system and the 340X in the
F.W.O. Bauch Ltd. stand as well as in
the Thomson-CSF exhibit; Videomedia
had nearly exclusive use of the Zoom
TV booth; and Unimedia was repre-
sented by InterElectronics. Con-
vergence saw fit to take on the interna-
tional market in its own stand. Also
representing their video editing systems
were Sony, showing a range of control-
lers including the BVE-5000 super-
editor, and JVC, represented by Bell &
Howell, showing its U -type editing sys-
tem.

Answering a demand of some
strength in Europe, Convergence
showed its ECS-103 controlling a mix
of Type C and Type B VTRs. This type
of interface capability is important in
Europe since many broadcast organiza-
tions find themselves with such mixed-
format inventories. Convergence also

IBC Exhibits Show Increased
Acceptance Of ENGJEFP

Videotape editors, like Sony's BVE-5000, were dominated by productsdesigned for the U.S.
market

American -made products often appeared in the stands of their European agents, like these CEI
cameras shown by Crow of Reading

showed its low-cost ECS-90 with fade -
to -black and LipLockes features.

Convergence now joins several other
editor manufacturers, such as CMX,
Fernseh, and HVS, who have estab-
lished interfaces for both Type C and B
VTRs. Other manufacturers at IBC ex-
pressed confidence that if such a de-
mand were a requirement of the cus-
tomer, they too, could meet it. CMX,
though not showing a Type B interface
at the conference, did show the 340X
controlling a Studer A80 ATR in con-
junction with a variety of VTRs.

The exhibit was largely a repeat of

NAB in its flash of digital effects, its
plethora of video switchers (or vision
mixers as they call them over there),
audio consoles, transmitters, and
ENG/EFP cameras of every descrip-
tion. One area, however, that of ma-
chine control, did emerge as a distinct
new trend.

Dynamic Technology Ltd.'s VI -

MACS system, which has been in-
stalled at ABC Television Network,
and Fernseh's TCS-1 machine control
system, used at KPIX, were joined by
Pye TVT's LDM-600 Machine Control
System.
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Hitachi made its first entry into the European VTR market with its HR series
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Pye TVT's LDM-600 machine control system caused a stir at Brighton as broadcasters faced

the problem of plant automation

Machine control has begun to
emerge as an important concept as sta-
tions and teleproduction facilities have
laid on more numbers and types of
equipment to meet the demands of
modern television but have found the
cost of labor and the management of
such inventories more difficult to ac-
complish with traditional methods.
Machine control is an attempt to extend
the effectiveness of the competent en-
gineer to a large number of equipments
dispersed throughout the TV plant.

Of the three systems shown at IBC,
the LDM-600 is the newest. Its ap-
proach is to take control of each remote
machine by establishing control signals
tuned to the color black. In this way,
interconnection is achieved via the
existing video network without the ad-
dition of any new cabling. Alternate
TV lines are used to send data in oppo-
site directions. Control of eight analog
functions, such as iris and painting, and
some 46 one/off parameters are de-
scribed by 720 bits. According to M.
Cosgrove of Pye, the principal designer
of the system, he found that using a
pulse data width of 4 ms left him
enough room during the period of ac-
tive video when color black is transmit-
ted that he could include three bidirec-
tional channels of 6 kHz digital audio
for intercom. So this capability has
been included.

24 -HR.
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE FOR

COLLINS &
CONTINENTAL

AM & FM
TRANSMITTERS
Continental Electronics offers
parts and engineering service
for all Collins AM & FM
transmitters.
Whenever you want parts or
service for your Collins or
Continental equipment, phone
our service numbers day or night,

(214) 327-4532 parts
(214) 327.4533 service
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879; Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone (214) 381-7161
1 kW thru 50 kW AM 8 FM transmitters and
related equipment.

Ccrpt_upwt_t_co_
Laxincrnix,s_

"A New Strength in Radio Broadcasting Equipment

COLOR PRODUCTION SWITCHERS

.,5.;; '

MODEL
1150B

MODEL
1107 AC/DC

a,P/ISCCIUNTalry ouerritues led

PRICED
AS LOW AS

$995

FOR MORE DETAILS
CALL OR WRITE

105 EAST 69th AVENUE
VANCOUVER,
CANADA V5X 2W9
PHONE (604) 327-9446
TELEX 04-5081605

Circle 160 on Reader Service Card
Circle 161 on Reeder Service Card
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Mark 11-2 Full -Track To
24 -Track Recorders

ANNOUNCING
Flanner's Pro -Audio, Inc., one of the
largest pro -audio dealers, has been
appointed the Midwest U.S.
representative for the new Otari MT R-90
16 and 24 track masterecorder. Otari
now has one of the most complete lines
of professional tape recorders from full
to 24 track. One of the principal reasons
Flanner's Pro -Audio was chosen by
Otari was its national reputation for
fulfilling and serving the broadcast and
recording industries needs.

*WE STOCK AND SERVICE THE TOOLS OF YOUR TRADE*

*Scully
*Ampex
*Tascam

*Studer/Revox

Neotek
*Auditronics
"Crown
*McIntosh

Fitt MitsVOIS
19160 tiers log the

Broaden4sseli0 and g

44,
Formerly a Dry.sion of Flanner lialsoos Music House. Ltd ;Est 1891
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*Klipsch-Pro
*Eventide
*EXR

DBX-Pro

*U.R.E.I.

"Lexicon
*Orban

and More

CALL OR WRITE FOR

COMPLETE
LINE CARD

2500 N. Mayfair Rd. - Mayfair Mall
P.O. Box 26005

Milwaukee, WI 53226
(414) 259-9665

COMPUTER EDITING
CMX 600

light -pen video -disc assembly.

CMX 50
1/4 inch videocassette off-line editing.

CMX 340
1 inch on-line editing with Digital Video Effects.

Contact Larry Kingen 415/777-5777

One Pass Inc.
The San Francisco Production Center

900 Third Street, San Francisco, California 94107

NEWS FEATURE
Other news from Brighton

As mentioned earlier, some 71 com-
panies familiar to Americans exhibited
at IBC. Though many of their products
are familiar to U.S. broadcasters, here
is a brief summary of news from some
of these firms:

Though its cameras, VTRs, DR
switchers, and other equipment were
familiar to Americans, the Ampex
demonstration drew the largest crowds
with its spectacular dance -routine floor
show. Ampex's other big draw was its
AVA system . . . CMC Technology
announced that it was near agreement
with the international news organiza-
tion, Visnews, that would have the
group work as its worldwide agents for
delivery of its services to broadcasters
outside North America . . . Delta Elec-
tronics gave Europeans their first look
at the RCS -1 microprocessor remote
control parameter monitoring sys-
tem . . . Dolby announced that its
audio noise reduction system for VTRs
was gaining impressive acceptance in
European markets.

Evershed Power -Optics showed a
new microprocessor controller for 16
mm telecine projectors, aimed at the
OEM market . . . IVC showed a new
2002S universal TBC for use with all
types of VTRs . . . Nurad announced
that it would begin deliveries in De-
cember of its Copterpod airborne
microwave system, introduced at
NAB . . . Vital has sold a two -channel
SqueeZoom to Transvideo, one of
Europe's largest teleproduction com-
panies.

Quantel has taken a license- to man-
ufacture and distribute Teletrack from
the BBC. Teletrack will be an option to
the DPE-5000 package and produces
effects similar to CBS's ActionTrak
and NEC's DigiStrobe. Quantel also
showed its new Shot Box, which allows
the operator of a DPE-5000 to pre-
program up to 70 effects for shot -by -
shot recall . . . Rank Cintel announced
that Pye TVT will take over marketing
of its Mark III flying spot scanner . . .

Rank Strand had a new computerized
lighting control panel, the Galaxy.

Sony showed a new U -type portable,
the BVU-110, which provides for field
color playback while still reducing the
weight of the VCR . . . System Con-
cepts introduced a new subtitling op-
tion, the QST . . . Shintron showed a
new character generator offering font
capability in a number of alphabets.

While there were many more exhib-
itors at IBC, those that introduced new
products appropriate to the U.S. market
will be reviewed in upcoming editions
of BMIE's Broadcast Equipment col-
umn. BM/E

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card
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THE STUDER 069.
A STUDIO IN A SUITCASE.

Wherever you're on the spot, the
Studer 069 gives you everything you
need. Fast. Mixer, limiter, telephone
and broadcast line feeds, mikes, ca-
bles, monitor phones. All in a single
suitcase or permanently parked in
your mobile van. A two -minute set-
up for sports coverage,
interviews,

fast -breaking stories. Without jury-
rig9ed lash -ups between multiple
units to cause "technical difficulties."

The unique 069 Commentator Box
gives you a single -run connection for
two mikes, phones, or mike/phone

combos, with full talkback and sepa-
rate cue facilities. The mixer unit
provides the engineer with com-
plete telephone inititate/mon-

itor facilities (local battery or
central office powered) for dial

system, balanced program line and
radio link feeds. You can run the 069
from an AC power line, self-contained

NiCads, or a 12V car battery for com-
plete operating freedom.

Two mike/line inputs and a separate
reco-der feed are individually assign-
able to either or both output channels,
and all three have selectable low-cut
and presence EQ. Four 6 -way monitor
switches and volume controls give both
engineer and commentator the exact
signal they need to hear in each ear.

The 069 is Studer's complete go -
anywhere, be- prepared- for - anythirg
answer for broadcast remotes. For a

full descriptive brochure, contact
Studer Revox directly.

REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc

1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254-5651

Offices: LA (213) 780-4234; NY (212) 255-4462
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Before you put all
your remote control
eggs in one basket...

OFF 41R

Control

Alarm Telemetry
$4114

CHECK OUTOUT TFT'S MODULAR AND
"INDEPENDENT" REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

While you may shell out a few less dollars for so-called
"integrated" LIP remote control systems, you can really lay
an egg when one system component fails and you're OFF -
THE -AIR.

Not the case with TFT's 7000 series systems. All major
building blocks are designed toworkindependentlyas well
as integrate into a complete LIP system.

INDEPENDENT CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Model 7610 and 7830 provide a combined 110 channel
UP/DOWN control and direct ON/OFF control. It is a fully
digital, pulse code modulated FSK signal using double-

store -compare verification techniques, providing inter-
ference -free and fully reliable operation.

INDEPENDENT TELEMETRY AND STATUS
The counterpart of the 7610 and 7830 (located at the trans-
mitter) provides up to 110 channels of digitized analog and
status data via the phone line, SCA subcarrier and TSL.
These functions are redundantly backed up by the ulp-
com outer assisted alarm, logging and CRT display system
- Model 7840.

INDEPENDENT LIP -COMPUTER ASSISTED
ALARM, LOGGING AND CRT
Easy to add to any existing remote control system, this
subsystem consists of a Model 7840 CPU, Model 7841

Scanner, Model 43 Printer and Model 400 CRT. Up to 60
data channels can be scanned and compared to limits
stored in the operator input values. The system provides
alarm, logging and display and will not take you OFF -THE -
AIR if it fails.

Special features of the TFT 7000 series system include
modular, field -expandable design, one man calibration,
selective channel muting, quick -disconnect barrier -strip
boards for easy field maintenance and simple front panel
operation.

For full facts on the TFT 7000 series dependable and in-
dependent system call or write TFT today. We're always
hatching new ideas in broadcast engineering.

MODEL 43 PRINTER

MODEL 000E CRT TERMINAL (OPTIONAL)

MODEL 7800 CPU

MODEL 7510C REMOTE

CONTROL SYSTEM

CONTROL SITE BLOCK DIAGRAM

TAFT309

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY INC.
L 0 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR., SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 (408) 727-7272 TWX 910-338-0584
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INTERPRETING THE
&

REGULATIONS

Nonentertainment Programming:
Promise Vs. Performance

By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Lovett Ford and Hennessey, P.C., Wash ngton, D.C.

AT LICENSE RENEWAL TIME, does your sample weekly
program schedule match the statement in your previous
renewal application as to minimum percentages of news,
public affairs, and "other" nonentertainment program-
ming? If not, the FCC might designate your renewal for
hearing on a "promise versus performance" issue.
Broadcasters are supposed to develop news, public af-
fairs, and "other" nonentertainmentl programs to ad-
dress community problems and needs disclosed by their
ongoing ascertainment of the general public and commu-
nity leaders. Without an explanation otherwise, the
Commission might interpret a failure to meet nonenter-
tainment programming commitments as a failure to ad-
dress adequately those ascertained problems.

This article will review the question of "promise versus
performance" as it applies to news, public affairs, and
"other" nonentertainment programming, including a re-
cent case denying license renewal for this very reason. In
addition, a new Commission proposal to count public
service announcements (PSAs) toward "other" pro-
gramming will be examined.

Background
The Commission first set forth a definitive policy to

require licensees to meet nonentertainment programming
pledges in the KORD2 case in 1961. The Commission
acknowledged that applications were not "binding com-
mitments" and that community needs change over time.
These changed needs would require different nonenter-
tainment programs.

"As we make clear below considerable flexibility and
discretion is not only permitted but [also] called for in the

public interest. But it is just as well established that the
licensee does have a duty to carry out substantially the
programming policies embodied in its proposal. "3

If programming policies do not match proposals on file
with the Commission, broadcasters should report the
changes and explain why they have occurred.

Such changes should be reported to the Commission by
letter within 30 days after they become effective. Another
problem arises if nonentertainment programming fails to
meet certain minimum percentages. Since 1977, Section
0.281(a) (8) (i) of the Commission's rules has delegated
authority to the Broadcast Bureau to designate for hearing
commercial AM and FM applications which propose less
than eight percent and six percent, respectively, of nonen-
tertainment programming. The Broadcast Bureau has
similar authority for commercial TV stations that propose
less than five percent total local programming, five per-
cent news and public affairs, or 10 percent total nonenter-
tainment programming between 6:00 a.m. and 12:00
midnight. Section 0.281 (a) (10) specifically addresses
promise versus performance. Any commercial renewal,
transfer, or assignment application that varies substan-
tially from nonentertainment programming proposals,
without adequate justification in the public interest, can
also be designated for hearing. These rules do not set
minimums for renewal. However, they do allow the
Commission to designate applications for hearing. This
process involves considerable time and expense which
could otherwise be avoided.

I
In this article, "nonentertainment" will refer to all news, public affairs, and

"other" programs, unless otherwise indicated.
KORD, Inc.. 31 FCC 85, 21 RR 781 t1961).

3 Id., 31 FCC at 86, 21 RR at 783.
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Lenco's VNM-428B Video Noise Meter
...Only If You Really Care About Noise.

Some people think that video noise is a bore. They
just couldn't care less about it. They figure that if they
ignore it, it'll go away.

On the other hand, there are some forward -thinking,
dedicated video engineers who are vitally concerned
about their signal quality.

If you belong to the former group, you can stop
reading this ad.

However, if you're interested in making fast,
accurate signal-to-noise measurements of any
composite video signal - no matter what the source
- check out our VNM-428B Video Noise Meter.

The VNM-428B is specifically designed for the
video S/N measurement requirements of TV studios,

nerry,qzzigaimaiza

1111*-Ilgeoff

CATV, satellite or microwave systems. It utilizes a
tangential noise measurement technique which over-
comes the problems associated with oscilloscope
measurement of Gaussian noise in video waveforms.

It's a small, rugged and stable unit, with a built-in
calibrator that ensures an accuracy of 1% throughout
the range of 28.5 to 76 dB. Three precision filters,
conforming to EIA/CCIR standards, are built in. The
large, easy -to -read LED display can be seen from
across the room.

So if you're really concerned about video noise, call
your nearest Lenco sales office today. We'll be happy
to give you a no -obligation demonstration.

Want to know more about noise measurement?
Write on your letterhead for a FREE copy of
"Television Signal -To -Noise Measurement -A
NEW APPROACH".

LENCO, INC., ELECTRONICS DIVISION

300 N. Maryland St., Jackson, MO 63755, (314) 243-3147

REGIONAL OFFICES

1120 S. 4th St., Atchison, KS 66002, (913) 367-1146
5456 Blossom Acres Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, (408) 356-0221

Box 4042, Albany, GA 31706, (912) 436-4927  7303 Poplar Lane, Middletown, MD 21769, (301) 371-5588
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FCC Rules And Regulations (-Perfect Timing
The West Coast Media case

In August, 1980, the Commission denied license re-
newal to West Coast Media, Inc. for a San Diego, Calif.
FM because of its failure to disprove a "promise versus
performance" issue .4 According to the Commission, "In
our view . . . West Coast's failure to comply with the
spirit and letter of its programming promises is determina-
tive of the outcome of the proceeding and, as a result, we
shall not renew KDIG-FM's license. "5

West Coast purchased the station in 1971. At the time,
KDIG-FM was the only FM station with a monaural
transmitter in the San Diego market. The station had been
losing money prior to the purchase and continued to do so
after West Coast took over the station. When the first
renewal application was filed by West Coast, four months
after acquisition, the licensee proposed 5.83 percent
news, 1.53 percent public affairs, and 1.53 percent
"other" nonentertainment programming. The station
continued to lose money. In December, 1971, West Coast
decided to reduce nonentertainment programming to 1.1
percent of public affairs programming until the station
became financially viable. West Coast promised that "be-
fore the next renewal time, [the station] will be devoting
more than just an adequate or minimum of time to news,
public affairs, religious and instructional programs. "6

When the next renewal application was filed in 1974, it
developed that West Coast had not even met its minimal
1.1 percent public affairs pledge. Moreover, toward the
end of the license period, in order to upgrade its perfor-
mance, West Coast counted a clearly religious program
towards its public affairs showing.

In its decision, the Commission explained that it had
not set minimum programming requirements to qualify
for renewal. However, the public interest standards, es-
tablished by Section 309(a) of the Communications Act,
obliged licensees to "comply substantially with its prom-
ise for future performance, or to justify any substantial
variations. "7 The decision distinguished minor variations
from original proposals, since "insubstantial variations
do not raise a question of the licensee 's ability to operate
in the public interest. "8

At the end of the license period, West Coast had sought
to improve its meager nonentertainment showing with
additional, albeit improperly labeled, nonentertainment
programming. The Commission cautioned licensees not
to rely on such upgrading to overcome nonentertainment
programming deficiencies:

"End -of -term upgrading does not mitigate a prolonged
failure to provide the public service which has been prom-
ised for the license term . . . [Al favorable public interest
finding cannot be made where the licensee has demon-
strated blatant disregard of its prior programming com-
mitments or where the licensee does not justify substantial
variations from the programming promises contained in
the prior renewal. "9
New broadcasters should note that the Commission will

*West Coast Media, Inc., 47 RR 2d 1709. FCC 80-446.
Id., 47 RR 2d at 1714.

°Id.. 47 RR 2d at 1712.
Id., 47 RR 2d at 1714.

° Id.
9 Id.
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If You've Wanted To Put Time Code On
Your Tape, But Can't Afford The High
Cost Of SMPTE:

The ES 280 TIME CODE
GENERATOR/READER Is For You!

4111.,_'°111.01fit=Alltr.
KOK MOMS WON.

The new, low-cost way to provide time infor-
mation on all your tapes, ES 280 generates a
time cede which includes DAYS, HOURS,
MINUTES. SECONDS AND TENTHS OF
SECONDS.

With the flip of a switch, ES 280 becomes a
reader, to locate that certain place on the
tape.

An Amplitude Control knob is located on the
rear, so that you can use the 280 with any
recorder, Video or Audio.

The 280 uses tones that are compatible with
the cue tones used in cartridge recording.

ES 280 COSTS $500.00

ES 281 (READER ONLY) $375.00

Contact us or one of our dealers, and we'll tell
you how you can get your own 280.

(213) 322-2136
142 SIERRA STREET  EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
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FCC Rules And Regulations

not excuse failure to perform because of inexperience.
The West Coast principals had offered this as a mitigating
circumstance. The initial decision had minimized the
sanction by imposing only a one-year renewal, because of
the principal's broadcasting inexperience. Citing the
Lowndes Countyl° case, the Commission noted that:

. . there is simply no justification to give inexperi-
enced broadcasters the advantage of performing below
minimal renewal standards for a license term without
suffering the same consequences which experienced
broadcasters would incur.""

For West Coast, the failure to meet its nonentertainment
programming proposals meant loss of its license for
KDIG-FM.

PSAs as "other" programming

Subsequent to issuance of this decision, the Commis-
sion has decided to give broadcast licensees more credit
for public service announcements. The FCC decision will
allow broadcasters to include PSAs as illustrative pro-
gramming on the annual problems/programs list that
broadcasters place in their public files and include PSAs in
the "other" programming category of renewal applica-
tions. The decision applies to the Annual Programming
Report of commercial TV licenses, as well as the renewal
applications for commercial radio and TV licenses.

The Commission cautioned that PSAs should not be a
primary method for responding to problems and needs that

1° Lowndes County Broadcasting, 23 FCC 2d 91 (1976).
West Coast Media, 47 RR 2d at 1720.

licensees have discovered in their ascertainment surveys.
Most needs simply cannot be addressed by a spot as brief
as a PSA.

By modifying reporting requirements, however, the
Commission acknowledged the service provided to the
public by broadcasters who air PSAs. As a result of the
FCC study, "licensees are being provided with an op-
tional system allowing them greater credit, if they seek it,
for their PSA performance." The Commission deter-
mined, however, that it would not impose specific obliga-
tions on broadcast licensees as to "the number, duration,
content, and source of PSAs which they should present. "

Conclusion

The text of the Commission decision on PSAs is not yet
available. Once it has been published, broadcasters
should consult it carefully if they intend to credit PSAs
towards "other" programming.

In the meantime, the significance of the "promise ver-
sus performance" issue cannot be stressed enough. The
West Coast Media case shows that the Commission will
revoke a license for similar failure to meet application
promises, absent mitigating circumstances.

When filing a renewal application, be sure to check the
previous renewal application (or Form 301 construction
permit application for new licensees) to determine what
amount of news, public affairs, and "other" nonenter-
tainment programming was promised. If there are "sub-
stantial variations," consult communications counsel to
prepare an adequate explanation. In such situations, the
burden of proof is with the licensees if an issue is desig-
nated. The penalty could be severe. BM/E

The moving coil replacement
from Stanton Magnetics...
the revolutionary 98OLZS!

Now, a low impedance pickup that
offers all the advantages of a moving
magnet cartridge without the disad-
vantages of a moving coil pickup. It
offers a dramatic new crispness in
sound, a new crispness resulting from
its rise time of less than 10 micro sec-
onds. Low dynamic tip mass (0.2 mg.)
with extremely high compliance as-
sures maximum smooth trackability.
The 98OLZS connects to either a mov-
ing coil input or a separate preamp.

For moving coil advocates the 98OLZS
offers a new standard of consistency
heretofore unattainable. For moving
magnet audiophiles it provides one
more level of sound experience with-
out sacrificing the great reliability and
sound characteristics of the best mov-
ing magnet assemblies.

For further information write to Stanton
Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, Plain-
view, N.Y. 11803

granon

24 -HR.
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE FOR

COLLINS &
CONTINENTAL

AM & FM
TRANSMITTERS
Continental Electronics offers
parts and engineering service
for all Collins AM & FM
transmitters.

Whenever you want parts or
service for your Collins or
Continental equipment, phone
our service numbers day or night,

(214) 327-4532 parts
(214) 327-4533 service
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879; Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone (214) 381-7161
1 kW thru 50 kW AM & FM transmitters and
related equipment.

"A New Strength in Radio Broadcasting Equipment"
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Protect your Video investment
with the strength of ANVIL Cases!
If your equipment is constantly on the road-or in the air-rugged, dependable ANVIL"
Cases will make sure it arrives in performance -ready condition every time. We have
a Case design to fit any Video component on the market. And we can customize
your Case to carry those all-important cords, cables and connectors too!

VIDEO RACK -MOUNT CASES ANVIL makes three types of Video Rack -Mount Cases.
Shown at left is our all -new "Shock -Mount" design-the industry's first true shock -
isolation Travel Case. Double plywood walls are separated by a 2 -inch layer of high -
density polyfoam. Upper -right is our standard Front and Rear Clamp -On Lid style. Shown
lower -right is our Pull -Over Clamp -Lid style, featuring an open front and back rack -shell,

which fits into a standard 1 -inch foam -lined Pull -Over Clamp -Lid style Case.

RECORDER CASES We make a strong
Case for every video recording unit on
the market. It's the best way to protect
delicate alignment and calibration set-
tings during transit.

COMBINATION/CAMERA RECORDER
CASES Now any manufacturer's Cam-
era can be safely transported with any
recording unit. Once on location, just
open the Case-hook up-and shoot!

For more information and the location of your nearest ANVIL' Dealer-call or write:
ANVILS CASES, INC.,4128 Temple City Blvd.,(P.O.Box 888), Rosemead,CA 91770 (213) 575-8614
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You wanted precision video level control of
multiple, random sources! Now you've got it!
The Microtime 2525 SP system.

Only the Microtime 2525 SP insures precision
alignment and solid stability of all proc amp
controls for up to eight nonsynchronous video
sources. When used in conjunction with the
popular Microtime 2525 Video Signal Synchron-
izer, the programmable SP system can guaran-
tee virtually perfect alignment of hue, set up,
video and chroma gain for any video source.
These sources are fed directly through the Mic-
rotime 2525 where they are time based cor-
rected and synchronized.

Programmable features include:
 Complete processing amplifier for 8

independent video signals
 Time base correction or synchronization

of any one of 8 signals with automatic
optional mode selection

 Full control of image enhancement and
noise reduction with the 2121 SP Video
Image Processor option.

The 2525 SP also includes operator cues
such as video confidence indicators human
engineered to minimize inadvertent switching to
idle channels. A digital control port is provided
to interface the system with existing broadcast
computers for station automation application. In

addition the light weight Engineering and
Director's Control Panels may be located up to
1000 feet from the equipment area to permit
installation in major broadcast system
complexes.

The Microtime 2525 SP System and the com-
panion 2121 SP provide significant cost savings
over conventional processing equipment and
conserve valuable rack space in tight operating
conditions.

The 2525 SP-another intelligent application
of framestore technology-from Microtime, a
world leader in video processing technology.

For more information about the 2525 SP Sys-
tem or Microtime's wide range of broadcast
products, contact your Microtime distributor or
get in touch with us directly.

MICROTIME
MICROTIME, INC, 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002  (203) 242-4242  TWX 710-425-1165
MICROTIME INTERNATIONAL, INC, Rokin 9-15, Amsterdam, Netherlands 1012 KK  020-23.07.34  Telex 16354 MI NL
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GREAT

IDES
CONTEST

VOTE NOW!

Ballot On Reader Service Card

Editor's Note: Before attempting to implement any Great
Idea involving the modification of equipment, station per-
sonnel should check with the equipment manufacturer to
insure that no violation of warranty will occur.

If the Great Idea involves any technical standards gov-
erned by the FCC, stations should make sure that the idea
will in no way cause a violation of FCC rules.

24. Two -Station EBS Test With One
Encoder
Steve Ellis, Director of Engineering
KBCT-FM, Fairfield, Iowa

Problem: Last fall our Fairfield, Iowa stations,
KMCD-AM and KBCT-FM, separated, with KBCT-FM
going stereo. It became necessary to provide some method
of performing EBS tests from both stations using only one
Avcom EBS-100 encoder.

Solution: Since the Avcom EBS-100 has an external
encode lamp circuit it became simply a matter of using this
voltage to operate relays in such a manner as to switch the
two-tone signal to the desired transmitter. This circuit
should work equally well with any encoder with an exter-
nal lamp circuit provided the encoder is capable of being
activated remotely. I used 4RDT 12 V relays with LED
indicators for my switching relays. Different encoders
might require different operating voltages for these relays.
The LED indicators would not be necessary and I found
that with the EBS- 100 they only light momentarily due to
the low current lamp circuit. This does not detract from
the usefulness of this circuit.

It should be noted that FCC rules require that remote
activation switches for EBS two-tone encoders be guarded

IS A QUALITY VIDEO
DA POSSIBLE AT ONE-

THIRD THE PRICE?

Video Aids has the quality and speci-
fications you need a: a fraction of the
price of competing units. Save money
by providing your own enclosure.
These compact distribution ampli-
fiers can be installed in TBC's and
other equipment where multiple out-
puts are required.

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Impedance: Greater than 10 K
ohms

Outputs: Six, 75 ohms source termi-
nated

Input Level: 0.5 to 2.0 volts p -p

Output Level: 0.5 to 2.0 volts p -p
Isolation Between Outputs: Greater

than 40 dB at 3.58 MHz

Gain: Adjustable -3 dB to +3 dB
Frequency Response: ± 1dB to 8

MHz independent of load
Tilt & Overshoot: Less than 1%

Differential Gain: 1%, 10-90% APL
1.0V p -p

Differential Phase: 1 degree, 10-90%
APL 1.0V p -p

Hum and Noise: Greater than 60 dB
down

Operating Temperature: +10 to
+50`C

Power: Model VDA-1 +12 volts,
70 mA maximum

Model VDA-1P 117 VAC,
5 watts

Price: VDA-1 $79.50
VDA-1P $125.00

VAX:

VIDE AIDS
of colorado

1930 Central Ave.
Boulder, Colorado 80301

phone (303) 443-4950
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Great Ideas

44"

7

Schematic for Ellis's one -encoder EBS test

1

to prevent accidental activation. I felt it necessary to
include reset switches in my circuit even though the re-
mote switches are guarded.

The circuit as I used it delivers approximately 6 dB
more signal to the AM transmitter due to the splitting
network used to get left and right signals for the FM
transmitter. A 6 dB pad in the AM output will give both
transmitters approximately equal inputs. The circuit as
used will modulate the FM transmitter in excess of 40
percent (FCC rule) while modulating the AM transmitter
less than 100 percent.

25. Teletype Alarm
Hollis W. Duncan, Engineer
KTNT, Tacoma, Wash.

Problem: To keep track of the number of bells issued
by a teletype machine and indicate if five or more bells
have occurred within a 10 second period, to mark alerts,
bulletins, and EBS tests.

Solution: The teletype bell is detected by a microswitch
mounted inside the machine. The input is conditioned and
applied to both the clock input of a shift register and a 555
timer. Input pulses (bells) load the Shift register with 1 s ,

which appear on the output. The 555 times out for 10
seconds and resets the shift register. The number of bells
detected is selected by a DIP switct , which routes the

soft SMPTE for the 980s
BTX software based Series 50 offers every SMPTE time code

function including: generate, read, digital display, in -video display, jam
sync, user bits and optional vertical interval format.

These functions are available individually z.ir in any combination.
Series 50 delivers the superb performance, quality and reliability you
have come to expect from BTX.

rra12 Huron Drive,Natick,Massachusetts 01760, (617) 891-1239 a
The BTX Corporation I

6255 Sunset BoUlevard;Hollywood, California 90028, (213) 462-1506
Circle 174 on Reeder Service Card
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 Over 20,000 ITC
cartridge machines
purchased since 1969.

 Since 1975, ITC has
outsold all other cart
machines combined.

 One of every two radio
stations uses ITC
machines.

 Three of five stations
planning to buy cartridge
machines will buy ITC.

 ITC Premium cartridge
machines have been
improved continuously
and now share advanced
features with ITC's exotc
new Series 99 machines.

For information on our no -risk
30 -day trial order
CALL TOLL FREE
800-447-0414

In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois,
Call Collect: (309) 828.1381

111TERIlAT100AL TRPETROnKS CORPORA-DOI)

2425 South Main St., Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Marketed exclusively in Canada by

McCurdy Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto

Broadcasters' No. 1 Choice:

Premium Line

Cartridge Machines

1979 ITC Circle 175 on Reader Service Card



The measure of success.

I

In 2," 1" and 3/4!'
1/2" Beta and VHS Video

and Head Cleaning
Cassettes.

0 1980 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A.. Inc..

Magnetic Tape Division, 350 Fifth Avenue, NV, NY 10118
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Great Ideas
output to a NOR latch. An output before timer reset sets
this latch, which engages a 24 V relay. The latch is reset
by a switch located near the teletype.

26. Recorder Telephone Interface
Bruce Mattson, Chief Engineer
WWWW, Detroit, Mich.

Problem: To interface a telephone into a broadcast
console so that the caller and personality are at an equal
level, with broadcast quality.

Solution: I designed this circuit to fulfill the above
need. The phone's tip and ring are connected to the pre -
amp in order to boost the audio signal enough so the Shure

SC -30 can work in its operating range. The caller's voice
level goes through the limiter with very little processing.
The personality's voice, however, is compressed to the
same level as the caller's, providing an equal output to
both the transmit and receive sides of the call. The output
of the limiter is then fed into the phone interface amp and
filter. You will notice that I used two low-pass filters, one
in the input and one in the output (250 Hz to 4 kHz), to
remove unwanted hissing and popping in the phone lines.
This circuit works very well on the air and is great for
recording actualities, especially since the interviewer can
be heard at the same level as the person being interviewed.
The circuit itself can be built for about $30; the Shure
SC -30 lists for about $540. I must also note that I used a
ham phone patch transmitter on the transmit side of the
telephone hand SCT, giving me about 4 dB attenuation
over the regular telephone transmitter provided.

SOK

.71,30.1P -/O/C

II

-r

, I

/050AIP I
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Mattson's recorder telephone interface

J_
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FRONT
PANELCONNECTORS

Specify Lemo for front panel applications
where appearance, ease of connection and
disconnection, ruggedness and miniature
size are important. Coax and multicontact
types with 2-18 contacts
are available.

Superb design and
workmanship make Lemo

the front panel connector.

L LE/1117
P 0 BOX 6626, SANTA ROSA, CA 95406  707/523-0600

Ready to go...

H hurl 14

RGU-1 and you can
take it with you'

0

The brand-new portab.e
graphics & titling system to go.

Use it in the field as well as for

in-house operation. Ingenious.

Incorporating many features of

the matchless CHYRON IV.

Exactly what you'd expect from
CHYRON -the electronic graphics people.

HIWPOI R TE1 PSYSTENAS
DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION
265 Bethpage-Spagnoli Road, Melville, New York 11747
Telephone: (516) 249-3296 II Telex:144522 CHYRON MELV
Ampex Intenat fonal l,exc'us,vet'^.-' /dP, CS Sl stems outside theu S A
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Rules for BM/E's
Great Idea Contest

Mail to:

Editors, BM/E

295 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 10017

1980
Entry Form

Name Title
Station Call Letters City
State Zip
Telephone No.
Licensee

Class of Station at which idea is used (check one)
TV FM AM

Category: Audio - RF Video Control

Objective or Problem: (In few words; use separate sheet
for details)

Solution: (Use separate sheet -500 words max)

I assert that, to the best of my knowledge, the idea submitted is

original with this station; and I hereby give BMIE permission to

publish the material.

Signed Date

1. Eligibility: All station personnel are eligible. Consultants to the
industry may enter if the entry indicates the specific station or
stations using the idea or concept. Manufacturers of equipment or
their representatives are not eligible.
2. How to Enter: Use the Official Entry Form on this page or simply
send BMIE a description of your work. State the objective or
problem and your solution. Include diagrams, drawings, or glossy
photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be legible but need not be
directly reproducible and not exceeding three in number. Camera
reproducible material is preferred. Length can vary, but should not
exceed 500 words. BMX reserves the right to edit material. Entry
should include: Name, title, station affiliation, and the class of
station - TV, FM, AM. Indicate if idea is completely original with
you.

3. Material Accepted for Publication: BMX editors will make all
decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If duplicative or
similar ideas are received, BMIE editors will judge which entry or
entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be paid for each item
published.

4. Voting: Every reader of BMX is entitled to rank the ideas
published. This can be done on the Reader Service Card in the
magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BMIE office. To vote,
readers should select the three ideas they like best and rank them
1, 2, or 3.

5. Winners: Top rated entries in the year -long tally will become
winners in each of the three major categories (AM, FM, TV). Final
winners will be picked in February, 1981, and announced in the
March, 1981, issue of BMIE.

6. Prizes and Awards: Three top prizes will be awarded: a
programmable electronic calculator will be awarded for the highest
rated entry in the respective categories of AM, FM, and TV. Ten
engineering slide rule calculators will be awarded as secondary
prizes for the highest rated entries in the following additional
categories (top three winners are not eligible for these prizes):
audio (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and TV categories);
RF (three prizes, on each in the categories of AM, FM, TV); Control
(three prizes. one each in the AM, FM and TV categories); Video
(one prize in TV).

0

Peill'Jig? .... _esaeltd
oAs t
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7.06 - sI00
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The Zeppelin Wind Screen insures
rumble -free sound recording un-
der windy conditions. Your video
recorded sound will be virtually
studio -clean despite noisy air
movement. The Zeppelin's aerody-

design screens the micro-
phone, filtering the wind, allowing
the sound in. Although extremely
lightweight, the Zeppelin is nearly
indestructable and can be boom
mounted or hand held with the
Independent Suspension Shock
Mount. There are Zeppelins avail -
able to house Sennheiser 816

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS WITH

INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY
The Model SD -31 Synthesizer/Detector

Is...
,--omillPalalkanv

. designed for antenna impedance
measurements in presence of strong Ce----1
interference  High-level oscilla- C.0.-. 0 .

tor compatible with General Radio tir,
916 Series, 1606 Series, and Delta -. ''.1016-1 Impedance Bridges  Spe-
cial coherent detector circuit rejects
interfering signals during measure- Ell -
ments Crystal controlled fre-
quency, variable in 500 Hz steps II
from 100.0 kHz to 1999.5 kHz
 Receiver for detector can be ex- -.-namic
ternal or optional built-in R X-31

''  '40° Powered by rechargeable batteries ----------'''--il- ...... Self-contained portable package Field proven MI
 Versatile - can use as an RF signal generator for troubleshooting antenna systems;
as a variable frequency oscillator for antenna site survey; or other applications re-
quiring a precise frequency source

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

IITOMAC INSTRUMENTS SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
13011 589-2662

and 416, AKG CK-8 and CK-9 and
other similar microphones.

aian gordon enternrises inc.
1430 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028

Telephone: (213) 466-3561  (213) 985.5500
TWO: 910.321.4526  Cable: GORDENT
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MEET THE SMALLEST, LIGHTEST,
MOST VERSATILE ENG/EFP

BROADCAST COLOR CAMERA.

THE PK-60 FROM TOSHIBA.

MIC AMP ADAPTER

MONITOR /SELECTOR
SET-UP BOX

1.1
5" VIEWFINDER

11/2" VIEWFINDER

PK-60

ANALOG REMOTE SYSTEM
MULTI CABLE TRIAX

HIP PACK
ANALOG TRIAX

5000 FT. MAX

ADAPTER

DIGITAL
MEMORY
ADAPTER

MULTI CABLE 1-300 FT. MAX

ANALOG TRIAX
BASE STATION

1.=10
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

MULTI CABLE 11-1000 FT. MAX

DIGITAL MULTI CABLE
BASE STATION

`AUTO SET-UP UNIT

DIGITAL REMOTE SYSTEM

Introducing Toshiba's PK-60 ENG/El-' Color Camera. These
drawings tell the story of the camera's digital and analog
modularity. It features a separate digital memory with an
internal microprocessor, an automatic setup unit with an 8 -bit
microprocessor, a digital base station and triax/wireless trans-
mission with base station. The monitors also detail the PK-60's
very modest dimensions.

But what the drawings and monitors don't tell you is that on
top of all this you get a camera that offers amazing stability
thanks to some advanced new circuitry plus unbeatable over-
all performance and Toshiba's unsurpassed quality.

And with all these new digital features, along with dimen-
sions and weight that beat them all, the PK-60 is priced with
ENG/EFP cameras offering fewer features. Even better, it's
available now.

See Us At SMITE

TOSHIBA

U
AUTO SET-UP

UNIT

11.0" long
9.0" high
3.7" wide

9.4 lbs.

Digital
Analog

Modularity

In Touch with Tomorrow
Toshiba America, Inc.
Broadcast Electronic Systems Division
292 Gibraltar Drive/Sunnyvale, CA 94086/(408) 734-9172
Eastern Sales and Service
2971 Flowers Road South/Atlanta, GA 30341/ (404) 458-9562
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have

with

Phillystran4 HPTG installed
on WORL in Orlando.

Phillystran®:
the only field -proven,
flexible dielectric
guying system

1 simplifies installation of AM
directionals, CP antennas and
other broadcast towers.

2 eliminates EMI and RFI.

3 combines high strength
with light weight and
inherent flexibility.

4 improves antenna stability
for AM directionals.

5 maintenance -free: non-
conducting, non -corroding,
nonmetallic. No insulators required.
No white -noise arcing problems!

Plus...
High Performance
Phillystran® HPTG
with IMPROVED STRESS -

ELONGATION PROPERTIES for
"tension -once and walk -away"
installations.

Call/write for new literature
and proven solutions to your

tower -guy problems.

PHILADELPHIA RESINS CORP.
20 Commerce Drive
Montgomeryville, PA 18936
(215) 855-8450
Telex 84-6342Iti

Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT
Digital Delay System 252

The 122 Series audio digital delay re-
places the manufacturer's 102 Series. It
features 14 -bit floating point digital en-
coding with 6 dB gain steps for wide
dynamic range free from noise pump-
ing and artifacts. Nine -pole Butter-

worth anti-aliasing filters are used (
all inputs and outputs for flat frequer L y

response. PCM digital encoding in-
sures uniform superior performance on
all audio frequencies within the band-
width, free from slew rate and high
frequency/amplitude distortion inher-
ent in delta modulation units. Model
122 (mono) has one to five individually
adjustable outputs. Delay memory ca-
pacity is modular with up to 320 ms of
delay available in increments of 40 ms.
It is intended for professional audio ap-
plications requiring many delay outputs
or longer delays. Model 122-S (stereo),
for studio applications, has two inde-
pendent delay lines, each with one or
two outputs. It contains a VCO module
as standard for time modulation and
other special time -based studio effects.
Delay memory is 160 ms per channel in
40 ms modules. LEXICON.

Automation Controller 253

Mini Pro -1 is a small automation sys-
tem controller that allows up to 99
events to be programmed in advance.
Events can be time -updated or run in
blocks with the SOZ (stop on zero)
command. Up to 50 real-time instruc-
tions may be stored. A user -designated
flag for delay network recording or
other uses is standard. The unit gives
the operator hours of walkaway time
and full manual remote control of up to

10 audio sources. The 10 source START
buttons are lighted as long as that
source is on the air. Other features in-
clude adjustable monitoring facilities,
simple user installation via terminal
strips for each channel connection,
low-cost optional relay, and adjustable,
time delay silence sense action, which
allows for automatic program advance
if desired. Frequency response is ± 1 dB
50 Hz to 16 kHz; THD is under one
percent at +8 dBm. $3995. SONO-MAG
CORP.

FM Exciter 254

Model FX-30 synthesized FM exciter is
capable of more than 30 W output, with
a digitally programmed frequency syn-
thesizer that permits field frequency
changes in 10 kHz increments without
requiring new crystals. The tempera-
ture -compensated reference oscillator
allows immediate on -frequency opera-
tion of the exciter without temperature
controlled oven warmup; reference fre-
quency can be directly compared to
worldwide frequency standards. Ultra-

linear modulated oscillator design pro-
vides minimum IM of baseband fre-
quency components for superior stereo
and SCA performance, according to the
manufacturer. THD or IMD is less than
0.08 percent and transient IM distortion
is under 0.1 percent. Completely
broadband, the solid state exciter re-
quires no tuning adjustments for a con-
servative 30 W output. Other features
include advanced dual -speed phase -
locked loop synthesizer and modular
slide -out construction. BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS.

Distribution Amplifier 255

Model DA 1521 audio distribution
amplifier can provide up to 14 simul-
taneous 600 ohm outputs from a single
source at +20 dBm maximum per
channel. It is fully self-contained with
built-in regulated power supply. Fea-

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.
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THE NEW 900 h%1 ES MODULAR
SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM.

IT'S COMPACT. IT'S FLEXIBLE. IT'S dbx.

& "

With rack space at a premium, you want to save space anywhere you can.
That's why dbx is introducing the new 900 Series Modular Signal Processing System.

You start with a single, easy -to -install 51/4" x 19" rack with built-in power sup-
ply. Then just slip in the modules you need. Up to 8 dbx signal processors, with
storage for a ninth.

But the modules themselves are the real stars.
Our Model 902 is the only de-esser that continuouslyanalyzes the input

signal spectrum, providing the exact amount of de-essing you want regardless
of signal level. And the 902 can be used broadband or on high frequencies only.

The 903 Compressor offers a special negative compression feature. In use, it
actually begins to attentuate at the threshold, which gives the signal a new sense
of punch. Of course the 903 also features our Over Easy compression as well as
true RMS level detection.

Our 904 Noise Gate features adjustable attack and release rates, Over Easy
downward expansion, a special key input that allows you to gate one instrument
by another, and a unique "gate" mode which eliminates the need to gain ride
solos during multi -track mixdown.

The 900 frame accommodates dbx noise reduction modules as well.
And this is just the beginning of our signal -processing system. Soon we'll

be offering an equalizer, a flanger, and more.
So now you've got a signal processing system that's every-

thing you want.
It's compact. It's flexible. Best of all, it's dbx.

dbx, Incorporated, 71 Chapel St. , Newton, MA 02195. 617/964-3210. 6X®
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Broadcast Equipment

tures include up to 30 dB of adjustable
gain; built-in VU meter, switchable to
monitor input or output levels; combi-
nation power ON/OFF switch/circuit
breaker that protects 115 V ac, 60 Hz

(230 V ac, 50 Hz available); and a new
packaging concept, based on PC di-
rect -to -barrier strip screw terminal
blocks, that eliminates nearly all inter-
nal wiring. The entire active electronics
are mounted on a single circuit board
attached to the front panel and may be
quickly detached. Frequency response
is 30 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5 dB; THD is
less than 0.25 percent at +20 dBm out-
put; S/N is 85 dB at maximum gain;
channel isolation is 70 dB. $375. PRO -

TECH AUDIO.

Cardioid Vocal Mic 256

Model PL91A dynamic cardioid mic is
the successor to the maker's PL91 and
boasts a brighter high end than its pre-

decessor. Its finish has been changed to
snow gray with a contrasting charcoal
Memraflex grille. A shock suspension
design reduces handling and cable
noise. $115.50. ELECTRO-VOICE.

Phono Cartridge 257

Model MC -201 is a moving coil phono
cartridge with no magnetic material in
the coil core, so that only the coil
moves. This design eliminates the dis-
tortion found in magnetic core, trans-
ducer mics, according to the manufac-
turer, who says that this mic tracks
lighter and has a tracking cantilever that
is lighter and only two-thirds the size of

other MC cartridges. Specs include a
0.3 by two mil line contact solid dia-
mond stylus, with a 0.16 mV rms at 5
cm/sec/1 kHz and 0.12 mV peak at
3.54 cm/sec/1 kHz output voltage. Coil
impedance is 8 ohms ± 1.3 ohms at 1
kHz, load impedance is 10 ohms or
higher, and total cartridge weight is 7.5
gm ±0.3 gm. $325. FIDELITY RE-
SEARCH.

Cyclorama Strips 258

These new redesigned cyclorama light-
ing strips, for theatrical, photographic,
or TV studio applications, are manufac-
tured of steel and aluminum with a

lit
For moremore information

circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Worth Their Weight
Worth The Wait
Pressure molded fiberglass transit
cases, valise cases and extra -
heavy -duty cases ... lightweight,
incredibly durable protection for
your delicate electronic
equipment. Now available in
shorter lead times from our stock
case catalog ... 62 standard sizes
from 9.8 X 5.5 X 5.0 inches up to
30.25 X 26.25 X 28.0 inches . . .

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAINER SYSTEMS, INC.
3560 ROGUE RIVER HWY., P.O. BOX 188

GRANTS PASS, OREGON 97526
(503) 476-8871

ECS

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

DON'T BUY
ANY BROADCAST CAMERA

BEFORE YOU

Look at all 3 before you buy any
video camera. Compare the Toshiba
PK-39 with the Ikegami HL79 or RCA
TK76 for picture quality, ease of han-
dling, flexibility - enjoy its un-
equalled light sensitivity and picture
contrast. Rent a PK-39 for your next
shooting from Miller - the video
specialists. Call or write for moder-
ate day and weekly rates.

L.MATTHEIN MILLER
'Allier 1 ASSOC . Ltd.

Suite 1316, 205 East 42nd Street,
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: (212) 687-1188  (800) 223-0620
Cable VIDEOUSA Telex 238917

VIDEO EQUIPMENT  RENTALS  SERVICE/
REPAIRS  VIDEOTAPE  EDITING

Circle 183 on Reader Service Card
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INTRODUCING THE
GUIDEBOOK TO VIDEO
IN THE 80S.

IIE's
ENG/EFP/EPP HANDBOOK
Guide to Electronic News Gathering. Electronic Field Production & Electronic Post -Production for the 1980's.

With constant changes in technology and the pro-
liferation of products, there are no quick and easy
purchasing decisions in the ENG/EFP/EPP market.
And with each buying decision impacting on plans
for the future, you need all the help and advice you
can get. Now.

So whether you're looking to expand your present
system or to upgrade it, or are making a commit-
ment to field production for the first time, now's the
time to order your copy of BM/E's ENG/EFP/EPP
HANDBOOK: Guide to Electronic News Gathering,
Electronic Field Production & Electronic Post Pro-
duction for the 1980's.
A PRIMER FOR NEWCOMERS. AN
ADVANCED REPORT FOR PROFESSIONALS.
This guidebook is designed to be the authoritative
text on the entire subject of electronic journalism,
field production and post -production in the 80's. And
it is skillfully written for both technical and non-
technical readers-broadcast and non -broadcast users.

A DISTINGUISHED EDITORIAL TEAM
Written by C. Robert Paulson, principal author cf
BM/E's best selling 1976 ENG/Field Production
Handbook, this brand new guidebook features an
introduction by Joseph A. Flaherty, Vice -President,
Engineering and Development, CBS Television Net-
work. And it has been edited by the distinguished
team of James A. Lippke, BM/E's Editorial Director,
and Douglas I. Sheer, BM/E's Director of Special
Projects.

Contents Include:
Part I/Overview: Chapter I, An Aerial View of the 1980's;
Chapter 2, Communication Becomes Electric; Chapter 3.
Overview of Hardware Development Trends & Needs.
Part II/Electronic Field Production: Chapter 4, Cameras,
Pickup Tubes, Lenses & Lighting; Chapter 5, Video Recorders;
Chapter 6, Field System Accessories.
Part III/Electronic Post Production: Chapter 7, Editing
Systems & Controllers; Chapte 8. Video Switchers: Chapter 9,
Digital Video-TBC's; Chapter 10, Television Audio; Chapter
11, Post -Production System Accessories.
Part IV/Wrap-Up: Chapter 12, Putting It All Together.
Appendices: (A) TV Standards; (B) Bibliography & Reference

Together they have compiled:
 Over 300 pages of detailed information
 Twelve fact -filled Chapters
 More than 300 illustrations, charts and

photographs
 ALL FOR THE SPECIAL LOW INTRODUC-

TORY PRICE OF $15.95 (List Price: $19.95)

YOU'LL REFER TO THIS HANDBOOK
AGAIN AND AGAIN.
Whether you're a broadcaster, an independent
producer, an agency creative, a corporate video
manager, a medical, educational or relig ous user,
a programming executive or a government
administrator, you'll want to make BM/E's
ENG/EFP/EPP HANDBOOK an essential part of
your buying process-as a planning guide for the
80's and a buying gu de for today.
ORDER YOURS TODAY FOR ONLY $15.95
Save $4.00 off the regular list price of $19.95 by
sending in this coupon today.



Broadcast Equipment

one-piece formed reflector that pro-
vides excellent uniform illumination
over cyclorama surfaces, according to
the maker. They accept 500, 750, and
1000 W 120 V lamps in both long -life
low temperature and 500 hour 3200 K
versions. A 625 and 800 W 220/240 V
series of lamps is available for high-
voltage applications. The strips come in
one, two, three, four, six, eight, nine,
10, and 12 -light versions; a 12 -light
strip weighs about 76 pounds. BERKEY
COLORTRAN.

Transient Limiter 259

The EMT 266 audio frequency limiter
controls signal transients in FM broad-
cast transmitters and disc cutting sys-
tems by means of feed -forward and
variable preemphasis techniques. A
300 ps analog delay line in the signal
path enables the limiter's control cir-

cuitry to calculate the gain reduction
required for each transient before it ar-
rives, eliminating transient overshoots.
The unit's "adaptive preemphasis"
circuit further processes this limited
signal via a variable time constant filter
to control high -frequency signals that
would otherwise cause overmodula-
tion. Rack -mountable, the limiter is in-
tended for hands-off operation.
GOTHAM AUDIO CORP.

Softlight

aluminum alloy, weighs 21 pounds in-
cluding yoke. It incorporates a special
switch guard that fully protects the
switches during shipping and rough lo-
cation handling. Accessories available
include gel/diffusion frame, scrim,
safety cable, c -clamp, and stand
mount. The light accommodates the
following lamps: 3200 K, FFW 2000
W; FDB 1500 W; FFT 1000 W. PANOAK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

260
Video Receiver/Monitor

This new portable lightweight 2000/
4000 softlight, made of a high -strength

261

Model RM-13B is a 13 -inch receiver/
monitor. Features include: TV -line-
VTR selection; dc restoration; eight -
pin VTR connector; E to E for videotap-
ing; completely solid state electronics;
complete ac chassis isolation (trans-
former); and slot -mask in -line gun pic-
ture tube. $712; immediate availability.
VIDEOTEK.

Videotek Builds Quality
At Videotek we take pride in our color monitors. Each one is designed

with your needs and budget requirements in mind. Whatever the
application - Broadcast, ENG/EFP, Cable, Industrial, Medical,
Educational - Videotek has the monitor that's just right for you. You
demand reliability and performance from your equipment. Videotek gives
you much more.

515)327-2292
997-7523

6 lira
Irdio
Pixie...)

THE 1 &
ONLY IS

NOW 2
UAPioneered low -
price Wave Form

Monitors way back
in '72, and we're

still the world's
only maker of

them. Now our 5th
generation highly

portable WFM
has a mate ...

an inexpensive
($1,495) Vector -

Scope that includes
WFM display plus
a serviscope at no
extra charge . .

ideal for limited-
space/weight/

budget situations.
VS310B accepts external subcarrier, includes
chroma unity -gain preset. WM310B ($995) dis-
plays lines, fields, h -blanking, v -sync with full -
band, Y -only, chroma-only displays; A -B inputs;
int/ext. sync. It decodes VITs (select line 16-
19 for analysis on external scope.) Rackmount
accepts up to 3 310 -series units. May be pow-
ered from your or our 12v. battery & inverter.
Prices. styling & specifications subject to change.

ULTRA AUDIO DIVISION OF AUDIO INTERNATIONAL. INC

P.O. Box 921, Beverly Hills, CA 90213 U.S.A.
TELEPHONE: (213) 276-2726
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Compact Battery Charger 262

Model SQ-4N is a compact charger that
can charge one to four snap -on Ni-cad
batteries simultaneously. Designed for
shelf or table -top operation, the charger

can be used singly or as multiple units
for charging eight, 12, or more batteries
at once. The lightweight, compact unit
incorporates solid state technology and
the manufacturer's snap -on system that
eliminates interconnecting cables and
plugs. It also features an LED for each
battery position as positive indication
of charge. ANTON/BAUER.

Multi -Channel Controller 263

Autoswitch is a multi -channel control-
ler that can switch tower lights, perform
transmitter power changes, and pro-
gram network events accurately, reli-
ably, and automatically. It can control
up to 16 different functions and can
switch up to 960 times in one week.
Each day can be programmed indepen-
dently to control heating, air condition-
ing, and outdoor lighting as well. The
unit features ultra -low power CMOS
circuitry, microprocessor design, digi-
tal readout, and automatic battery
standby. It is rugged and environmen-
tally resistant. Power requirements are
90-120 V ac at 11 mA maximum; a 12
V gel -cell rechargeable battery gives up
to 50 hours of battery standby. Clock
accuracy to 30 seconds per year. ROTH-
ENBUHLER ENGINEERING.

Endless Tape Cartridge 264

The Stereo 300-S endless tape stereo
cartridge reproduces frequencies with
the same quality as reel-to-reel equip-
ment, according to the manufacturer. It
has been specially developed to main-
tain absolute alignment of the tape as it
travels past the recording heads and
capstan drive, permitting each cartridge

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

THE
NETWORKS'

CHOICE.
(AND EVERYONE ELSE'S.)

At Camera Mart, we've beer a leading equipment
supplier to broadcasters and producers for years. We're no
strangers to the 'instant' needs, unexpected calls, tough
standards and difficult operating conditions that are often
S.O.P. in this rough-and-tumble business. But you prob-
ably know that...at least, when it comes to film.

What you may not know is, for the past few years,
we've been quietly doing the same in video! Testing and
selecting the leading equipment for performance and
reliability. And offering a wide selection of production and
post -production components and packages-on rental,
lease and purchase plans with our customary flexibility.

But don't take our word for it: talk to our customers.
You'll see why so many people the industry depends on,
depend on us.

Camera Mart
THE CAMERA MART, INC.

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019
(212) 757-6977/Telex: 1-2078

Sales  Service  Rental
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Broadcast Equipment

to be in exact alignment with every
other. Phase performance up to 10 kHz
±10 degrees is guaranteed by the
maker. A stereo phase alignment car-
tridge, Model 304 S, which enables
broadcasters to align their cart ma-
chines to conform to the factory -
aligned cartridges, is also available. A
differential hub and ring prevent jam-
ming. Fast forward speeds up to 30 ips
are possible, and the cartridges will
interface with any cart machine.
MARATHON PRODUCTS CORP.

Lighting Dimmer 265

Model D2400 is a lightweight dimmer
pack offering eight 2.4 kW channels,
remote controllable via scene lighting
controllers. Incorporating heavy RFI
shielding, the unit is ideal for television
studios as well as theatrical applica-
tions. It is portable and rack -mount-
able, will accept "hot patching" with-
out damage, and will dim loads as small
as 15 W. TELAUDIO CENTRE.

Distribution Amplifier 266

Model DA 1-5 is a new distribution
amplifier intended for limited budget

applications. The "table -top" unit has
one transformer -coupled input and five
direct -coupled balance outputs. Specif-
ications include frequency response of
50 Hz to 15 kHz ( ±0.5 dB), harmonic
and IM distortion under 0.15 percent,
and +15 dBm maximum output level.
Maximum gain is 20 dB. This amp is
aimed at small -market stations for use
on production console outputs, network
lines, and so forth. $120. EXCALIBUR
ELECTRONICS.

Signal Generator 267

Model 8656A is a programmable 0.1 to
990 MHz signal generator with abso-
lute level accuracy of ±1.5 dB. The
manufacturer claims that this unit low-
ers test times by reducing the time re-
quired to set up desired signal condi-
tions. Frequency switches in less than

ig4!!! Him
two seconds (within 100 Hz). Fre-
quency, AM or FM, and output level
are keyed in directly in units desired,
such as MHz or dBm. The /.4,p control
also handles nontraditional units, in-
cluding dB referenced to a microvolt.

POWER TUBES
REBUILT 2 KW to 200 KW

ECONCO BROADCAST SERVICE

Let Econco rebuild your transmitter power tubes
Price typically 1/2 the cost of
new tubes

 Warranty 400 hours uncondi-
tional - 4000 hours pro -rata

 3500+ satisfied customers
throughout the world

 40.000 + power tubes rebuilt
since 1968

%11.111P

For more information call or write

ECONCO BROADCAST SERVICE
1302 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695

(916) 662-4495 or (916) 662-6031.

Circle 188 on Reader Service Card

The store and recall function remem-
bers 10 complete front -panel signal set-
ups and recalls each at the touch of two
keys. Also featured are keyboard -entry
flexibility and remote HP-IB pro-
gramming. Resolution is 100 Hz or 250
Hz; SSB phase noise is less than -122
dBc/Hz at a 20 kHz offset at 225 MHz.
$6250. HEWLETT-PACKARD.

Broadcast/Production Mixer 268

The Series 24A stereo mixer offers a
wide range of input, monitoring, com-
munications, metering, and other mod-
ules. These modules may be fitted in
any number or combination without
modification of the mainframe, which
may be expanded with bolt -on sub -
frames. The configuration can be
user -modified at any time. The mixer
may be mounted in a wraparound con-
sole or be free-standing. Main features
include special input modules for mic
or line input, stereo equipment with
remote starts, telephones, outside
sources; sophisticated intercom and
talkback to studios; automated prefade
listen monitoring and metering; ex-
pandable number of monitor rings; vi-
sual cue of all major functions; EQ op-
tion on all mono and stereo inputs; and
others. Each outside source input mod-
ule generates its own independent clean

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar
for I1111 F111/T11 1110111TORS

9 9 9 9

*

BELAR
INAMOULMINN NtoN

11101101101

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333  BOX 826  1215) 687-5550

1111111111 I
Field Service
Engineers

The Grass Valley Group, Inc. a
leading manufacturer of television
broadcast equipment, is looking for
people who want challenging pro-
fessional positions PLUS the added
attraction of working in a small town
nestled in the Sierra foothills.

These challenging positions com-
bine chances for U.S. travel plus
marketing and engineering career op-
portunities. Individuals with ex-
perience designing and/or maintain-
ing television broadcast systems are
required to provide after -sales support
for our wide variety of complex sys-
tems.

Interested and qualified candidates
are invited to send a resume in con-
fidence to Sylvia Smith, The Grass
Valley Group, Inc, P.O. Box 114,
Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

The Grass Valley Group
A Tektronix Company

0111111111 I I
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feed, permitting any number of outside
sources to be aired simultaneously in
conference while supplying each con-
tributor with cue program. MBI BROAD-
CAST SYSTEMS LTD.

Cassette Timer/Rewinder 269

Model 200-9 is a two -station cassette
rewinder/exerciser/timer that rewinds
two 60 -minute cassettes in under 17
seconds. Used in conjunction with the
maker's cassette loader, the timer al-

lows a cassette duplicator to precisely
measure the master and make the dupli-
cating blank tapes to the exact length
required. A unique leader sensing ele-
ment shuts the unit down before the
leader runs out, permitting the rewinder
to run tapes at very high speed. In the
exerciser mode, the unit winds and re-

,systEm

Reel to Reel

Sequential Controller

Random Selector

Kartel

Reel to Reel

19' Rack

Mini One Bay...
an economical automation system that
provides short walk away time. BC's pro-
grammable 1600S Sequential Controller
gives access to 16 events - expandable
to 32 - from up to 9 repeatable audio
sources. Programmable clock repeats
station format in 15 and 30 minute or 1
hour segments. Audio monitor alarm.
Complete stereo system $9225. F.O.B.
plant.

winds a cassette at the same high speed
and counts the cycles up to 9999 before
starting over. The maker claims a
through -put of over 400 cassettes per
hour in rewind mode. AUDICO LTD.

Lightweight Mic 270

The SM63-CN lightweight mic is less
than six inches long and weighs 2.8
ounces. The dynamic, omnidirectional
model has an output about 6 dB higher
than larger, comparable units, accord-
ing to the manufacturer. It features a
controlled low -frequency rolloff for
natural -sounding voice and music
pickup and smooth high frequency re-
sponse. Other features include a hum
bucking coil, a mechanical-elastomer

isolation system for resistance to han-
dling noise, and a built-in breath and
pop filter. $100. SHURE BROTHERS.

Production Switcher 271

The 200 Series video production
switcher features the maker's PolyKey
Effects (PKE) system. It may be or-
dered with one to three PKE units, each
with the following standard features:
four input buses; manual or auto transi-
tions; internal RGB chroma key and
quad split; title key over/under; video
key; key edging with black/white/color
edges; and rotary and spin wipes. The
downstream transition unit includes
flip-flop mixer with cut bar, down-
stream keyer with edging and colorizer,
fade to black, pulse processor, and
pointer generator. An option is A.P.E.,
an automated production effects unit
that features auto event storage and re-
call of manually executed control panel
functions. It is available with a standard
64 -event memory or optional dual
floppy system with vertical interval re-
call of 3840 events per disc. 1st

For more Information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

BROADCAST CONTROLS
C9155 Brookville Road

Silver Spring, Maryland, 20910
(30'1)587-3505

Circle 190 on Reader Service Card

he 8100A Compressor, Limiter, Stereo Generato

The evolutionary, versatile audio processing system
for today's music...and tomorrow's

SCR
Broadcast Communications Associates

312 Hwy 74 South, Peachtree aty, GA 30269 (404) 487-9559
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Multiband
Audio

Proven Better

More stations are using our device than ever before! Extreme
flexibility and clean sounding! Definitely a proven performer.

Applied Technology Corporation -27106 46th S. Kent, WA 98031 206) 854-448E
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EASY, ACCURATE TV PULSE WIDTH MEASUREMENT

IQ Mt En 0 ,/

The PW-200 generates precision markers which are
locked to either station sync or to incoming video.
These markers are inserted into incoming video for
viewing on a standard B&W picture monitor or tele-
vision waveform monitor.
VERTICAL or HORIZONTAL mode is selected via front

.to 1
panel switching and front panel controls are used to
ajdust the position of the markers to the start and
finish of the pulse, to be measured. The time
between markers is computed by the internal 10

MHz clock and is numerically displayed on the LED
readout.

broadcast video systems ltd.
1050 McNICOLL AVE. AGINCOURT, ONTARIO MIW 2L8

TEL. (416) 497-1020 TELEX 065-25329

SALES OFFICES

BM/E
Broadcast Management/Engineering

295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017

Telex: 64-4001

Eastem & Midwestern States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320
James C. Maywait
Denis J. O'Malley

Western States
353 Sacramento Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-421-7330
William J. Healey
3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 3020
Santa Monica, CA 90405
213-450-7181
Bob Hubbard

United Kingdom/Europe
Chilberton House
Doods Road
Reigate, Surrey, England
Telephone: Reigate 43521
Robert N. Burn
Bronwyn Holmes
Derek Hopkins

Japan/Far East
Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yawl
K. Yamamoto
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BM/E READER SERVICE CARD November 1980 Issue
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TITLE

STATION OR COMPANY
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CITY STATE ZIP

PHONE #

Tell us what you like or dislike about the issue

What articles would you like to see?

.414411P,'

GREAT IDEA BALLOT Fill in entry number of ideas you rank 1, 2, 3

No. Rank No. Rank No. Rank
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until February 27, 1981

COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION QUALIFICATION CARD
1. I would like to receive BM/E (Broadcast Management/Engineering)
 YES  NO
2. Please check your business
 AM Station/Network/Group
 FM Station/Network/Group
 TV Station/Network/Group
 Non -broadcast TV
 Campus Limited Radio
 CATV Facilities
 Microwave, Telephone,

Satellite Company

classifications
 Recording Studio
 Teleproduction Facility
 Government
 Ccnsultant
 Lawyer
 Manufacturer/Distributor/Dealer
 Other (please specify)

3. Are you responsible for more than one station or facility?
YES  NO

4. My primary area of responsibility is: (please check one)
Board Chairman, President, Owner, Part-
ner, Director and VP or General Manager
(other titan in charge of engineering or sta-
tion operations management)

VP Engineering, technical/engineering di-
rector, chief engineer, engineering super-
visor, other engineering or technical titles

 Corporate Management

 Technical Management
& Engineering

 Operations & Station
Management/Production
& Programming

5. Signature

Name

Title

Station Call Letters or Company

Date

Street

City State Zip

Is this your business address^  YES  NO
If not, please give us your but mess address below so that we can avoid sending
duplicate copies

Name

Station Call Letters or Company
VP operations, operation manager/director,
general manager, station manager, produc- Street
Lion manager, program manager, news di-
rector, and other operations titles City State Zip
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